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PREFACE 
Yele (also referred to as Yela and Yeletnye) is spoken by about 3,300 people, the 
inhabitants of Rossel Island in the Milne Bay Province of Papua New Guinea. It is non­
Austronesian, sharing only 6 per cent of cognates with the nearest Austronesian language, 
Sudest. (See Henderson and Henderson 1 974.) No close relatives of Yele have been 
identified. 
This monograph describes the phonology and grammar of the language, highlighting the 
portmanteau orthography and portmanteau interaction of tense, mood and aspect in  
predications. The grammatical description is  by prose statements, the analytical insights 
being drawn mainly from Tagmemics and Functional Grammar (Dik 1 978). 
A preliminary description of the Yele language was published in 1 975 (Henderson 1 975). 
I wish to express my gratitude t9 the people of the Jinjo area of Rossel Island, particularly 
to Gregory Mepe, John Lamonga and Isidore Yidika, for their patience in teaching my wife 
and me their language, and in explaining the significance of the features of Yele grammar. I 
also wish to thank fellow members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics whose guidance 
made this analysis possible, particularly Joy Lloyd, Anna Kila, Robert Litteral, Ger Reesink 
and Carl Whitehead. I am also grateful to Professor Talmy Giv6n for his suggestions, 
derived from his broad experience. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
[item] A Absolutive NON not 
ADD Addition NREL Nasal Release 
ASS associative NR near 
C continuous; consonant 0 Object 
CF contra-factual OP Object person 
CI continuous indicative P person 
CLS close to the speaker PCT punctiliar 
[itemkoM Comment PF polyfocal Subject (i.e. other 
CONS Consequence than 1 or SG) 
CONTRA Contraexpectation PI punctiliar indicative 
CT certainty PL plural 
D definite situation PN pronoun 
DEP dependent PRES present 
DST distal tense PRX proximal 
DU dual PST past tense 
[item]E Ergative P->C use of punctiliar root with 
[item]F Factitive continuous force 
FOL 'followed' root REM remote past tense 
FUT future S sentence 
[item]G Goal [item]s Source 
HAB habitual SB Subject 
[itemJr Instrument SBC Simultaneous Bilabial 
1M immediate Closure 
IMP imperative SG singular 
IND indicative S P  SUbject person 
INDEF indefinite SPEC specified 
IT intransitive [item]T Time 
IS iser (e.g. PCT.IS = T transitive 
punctiliariser) 1MA Tense, Mood and Aspect 
[itemJL Locative case/role [itemhop Topic 
[item]M Manner VOC Vocative 
MF monofocal Subject (i.e. 1 or [item]x Experiencer 
SG) 1 first person 
MOT motion 2 second person 
NEG negative 3 third person 
Examples in phonetic script are enclosed in square brackets, with the stressed syllable 
underlined. All other examples are in the practical orthography which is becoming 
established amongst the Rossel people. Within the examples, the semantic functions 
(equivalent to roles or cases) of the participants in the predication are marked by subscript 
abbreviations, and the items so described are surrounded by square brackets. For example, 
[ . . . lA marks the Absolutive and [ . . .  ]E marks the Ergative. Where a morpheme is written 
VI 
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between <angle brackets>, this refers to a set of fOnTIS with the same function. For example, 
<ngb represents the ergative marker used with transitive verbs. Singular subjects are 
marked with nge, dual or plural subjects with y:oo. 
PAPUA 
�einal. 
... Rossel 
",. 
154' 
11" 11" 
1540 
SOLOMON SEA 
Rossel Island 
20 1 
KIlometres 
4. 1 
MAP: ROSSEL ISLAND, MILNE BAY PROVINCE, PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
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CHAPTER 1 
PHONEMES AND PORTMANTEAU ORTHOGRAPHY 
There are eleven contrastively different vowels in Yele. Vowel length and nasalisation are 
also contrastive. Consonants have four points of articulation: bilabial, dental, post-alveolar 
and velar. They are articulated as stops, nasal continuants, non-nasal continuants and 
semivowels. The stops can also be prenasalised or uttered with nasal release. All but two of 
the non-bilabial consonants can be uttered with simultaneous bilabial closure. Palatalisation 
and labialisation are also contrastive, and even occur simultaneously when attached to bilabial 
stops and nasals. This mouthful of contrasts adds up to 38 different vowel sounds and 56 
different consonantal sounds to listen for. 
The analytical model used is traditional phonemics (Pike 1947), adj usted to allow 
secondary phonemes analogous to suprasegmentals or Firth' s  prosodies (Palmer 1970). 
The IP A set of phonetic characters is used in this description, and in words of more than one 
syllable the stressed syllable is underlined. [j] and [w] represent semivowels. No strictly 
phonemic transcriptions are used, because of the difficulty in symbolising simultaneous 
bilabial closure in a meaningful way. Semi-phonemic transcriptions are given in italics, using 
the practical alphabet that has arisen as a result of this study and which is now in use 
amongst the Rossel Island people. 
1.1 VOWELS 
Vowel length and nasalisation are both contrastive, along with the eleven basic vowel 
quality phonemes shown in Table 1.1.1. The italic symbols show how these phonemes are 
represented in the practical orthography. 
TABLE 1.1.1: BASIC VOWEL PHONEMES 
Front Central Back 
High [i] i [i] i [u] u 
Mid close [e] 6 [0] 6 
Mid open [c] e [�] e [:>] 0 
Low close [re] a 
Low open [a] a [a] a 
The basic contrasts are illustrated in Tables 1.1.2 to 1.1.5. 
TABLE 1.1.2: BASIC VOWEL CONTRASTS IN BILABIAL ENVIRONMENT 
[pi:] shoot [pi] white ant [pu:] hole 
[pe:] basket [po:] ask 
[pc:] a piece [p�:] verandah [p:>:] a current 
[p�: ri] four 
[pa:] walking [pa:] body 
1 
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TABLE 1.1.3: BASIC VOWEL CONTRASTS IN VELAR ENVIRONMENT 
[ki] 
[ke:] 
[k£:] 
[k�:ri] 
[ka:] 
give [h] crab type [ku:] unripe 
throw away [ko:] his arm 
come up [k�:] hand [k:>:] lime pot 
woman's name 
fan palm [ka:] picture 
The [ee] vowel does not occur in monosyllabic words, and carries a low functional load 
generally, but is frequent enough in polysyllabic words to justify maintaining the distinction 
between [a] and [ee]. See Table 1.1.4. 
TABLE 1.1.4: BASIC VOWEL CONTRASTS IN DI-SYLLABIC WORDS 
[IJgiti] man's name [IJg!IJ� ] fear [IJkgmW£] mosquito 
[IJgw�bi] sorcerer [kQPWe] clapping 
[IJR�te] dancing [IJg�IJg�] leaking [IJg�:>] seal up 
[IJg�IJg�] man's name 
[IJg�:IJga:] shark type [IJg51mW£] clan name 
TABLE 1.1.5: BASIC VOWEL CONTRASTS IN DENTAL ENVIRONMENT 
[til string [tir�] sister [tubu] vine type 
[tel scorpion [tQpug.1!ra] crocodile 
[tel fish [�r�] place [gb] lime pot 
[tal came [tal bird type 
Where the vowel is nasalised, the close-open contrast is not maintained. The presence of 
nasalisation makes the vowel sound a little more high than it would otherwise be. The high 
central vowel [i] only occurs nasalised when it follows a nasal continuant. 
TABLE 1.1.6: BASIC VOWEL CONTRASTS IN NASALISED ENVIRONMENT 
[ld:] banana [mil father [kG:] rootlets 
[k£:] cut bark off [p�:] talk [k5:] inside 
[ka.:] taro [ko:] post 
TABLE 1.1.7: NASALISA TION AND VOWEL QUALITY CONTRASTS IN POST -ALVEOLAR 
ENVIRONMENT 
[fi:] stopper [tG:] try 
[ti:] thorn [til end [tu:] tree knot 
[te:] cooking-pot stones [to:] crack nuts 
[t£:] we are not [t�:] septum [6:] immature fruit 
[te:] yam type [t�:] tongue [t:>:] chase into net 
[t�: ri] snail type 
[Hi:] slime [to:] moon 
[ta:] outrigger [ta:] it dried 
Nasalisation is also contrastive in long vowels following a nasal continuant, as illustrated 
in Table Ll.8.  
TABLE 1.1.8: CONTRASTIVE NASALISA TION FOLLOWING A NASAL 
CONTINUANT 
[ni:] vine type [nu:] throat 
[nl:] whoever [nu:] who? 
[nE:] canoe [m;�:] seed type [mJ:] husband 
[nE:] went [m�:] muscle [m5:] a cover 
[rna:] road [rna:] tomorrow 
[rna:] Dad [mO.:] low tide 
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Nasalisation is symbolised in the practical orthography with a colon before the nasalised 
vowel, as in [p5] p:o 'home'. 
Short non-close vowels following nasal continuants are nasalised, unless followed by a 
non-nasal syllable in the same word. Such nasalisation is not written in the practical 
orthography, as it is non-phonemic. 
TABLE 1.1.9: ORTHOGRAPHIC MARKING OF NASALISA TION 
[1)�me] ngeme strolling [mil mi' father [1)�m5] ngomo 
[1)EtE] ngete a spy [mitfo] mi'ch6 cousin [1)Jb] ngolo 
Contrastive vowel length is illustrated in Table 1.1.10. 
TABLE 1.1.10: VOWEL LENGTH CONTRASTS 
[pi] person [ki] that [pu] tree type 
[pi:] shoot [ki:] crab type [pu:] hole 
[tEl fish [p;:>] long thing [po] tree type 
[tE:] needle [p;:>:] verandah [po:] ask 
[tal parrot type [tJ] vine type 
house 
weeding 
[ta:] betel nut [tJ:] chase into a net 
[tal came [to] bird type 
[ta:] bushknife [to:] high up 
Vowel length is represented in the practical orthography by doubling the vowel symbol, as 
in [ka:] k§a picture. 
The full set of contrastively different vowel sounds adds up to 38, made up as follows: 
11 basic vowel-quality contrasts 
8 of these forming further contrastive vowel qualities when nasalised 
19 further vowel contrasts created by doubling all of the above in length 
= 38 
I have analysed these as 11 basic vowel phonemes, a nasalisation phoneme and length. 
There is a gap in the distribution of the close vowels, in that non-nasalised [E] and [a] 
rarely occur preceding [i] in the next syllable of the same morpheme, and non-nasalised [J] 
rarely occurs preceding [u] in the next syllable of the same morpheme. The close 
counterparts [e], [re] and [0] occur in these environments instead. The high vowel [i] does 
not affect the quality of the vowel in the syllable before it. Tables 1.1.11 and 1.1.12 illustrate 
the usual situation. 
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TABLE 1.1.11: THE CLOSE-OPEN CONTRAST IN DISYLLABIC WORDS 
[kgbe] paddle [P2.fJ] rib 
[k�bi] crayfish type [PQfU] rope 
[k�:li] 
[kre:bi] 
bear fruit 
bird type 
TABLE 1.1.12: THE CLOSE-0PEN CONTRAST FOLLOWED BY NON­
HIGH VOWELS 
[k�m£] 
[kg!}£] 
[tf�m;}] 
[tfa�] 
mango 
fish type 
distinguish 
tree type 
[kWQf:>] 
[kw2.f:> ] 
forehead 
girl 
Minor variations in vowel quality are conditioned by the adjacent consonants, but the only 
one of note is the manifestation of u by [a] following [j] or a palatalised consonant. 
yi [ji] 
yu [ja] 
leg 
his leg 
pU 
pyu 
[pu] 
[pYa] 
tree type 
doer of something 
When interpreting sequences of vowels such as [k!e] 'bite', there are no sequences of low 
vowels such as *[£0] on which to base an interpretation as a sequence of two vowel 
phonemes. All vowel sequences involve a high or mid close vowel, suggesting that 
palatalisation, labialisation or a semivowel is involved. Palatalisation and labialisation both 
contrast with sequences of a higher vowel followed by a lower vowel, as shown in Table 
1.1.13. 
TABLE 1.1.13: PALATALISATION AND LABIALISATION CONTRASTED 
WITH HIGHER TO LOWER VOWEL SEQUENCES 
[pYe] mother [pwo:] broke it 
[pje] lean against [puo] started it 
Sequences of a higher vowel followed by a lower vowel are interpreted as vowel­
semivowel-vowel, to avoid a sequence of vowels. Thus two items of Table 1.1.13 are 
interpreted as follows: 
[pie] is interpreted as piye lean against 
[pgo] is interpreted as PUW8 started it 
By analogy, sequences of [i] followed by a lower vowel are interpreted as having [y] 
between the [i] and the lower vowel: 
[k!a] is interpreted as kigha ripe 
[k!:G] is interpreted as kight grandfather 
This interpretation is supported by dialect variation. The eastern dialect word [k!e] kighe 
'lizard type' corresponds in the western dialect with [ki�e] kike. Further evidence for the 
interpretation was found by dictation testing. I asked the test subjects to dictate test words 
slowly so I could write them, breaking the words into syllables. Words such as [k!e] 'bite' 
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were dictated as [lei - j£] rather than as [ki - £] or [k!£]. Furthermore, people who had 
been taught to write [i] as f and [y] as gh wrote words such as [lc!a] 'ripe' as kigha, thus 
filling the gap in the distribution of [i] and [y], in that [y] never follows [i] in speech. 
The remaining vowel sequences are �i], �i], �i] and @i]. These are interpreted as oy, ey, 
ey and ay respectively. For example, [y�i] 'fall' is interpreted as ghay. Table 1.1.14 shows 
these sequences in contrast with plain vowels. 
TABLE 1.1.14: VOWEL SEQUENCES IN CONTRAST WITH SINGLE VOWELS 
[j�] ye put [mbWo] mbw6 brother 
[j�i] yey arguing [mbwQi (pY\:l:] mbw6y tpyuu divining 
[j� ye to them [mbw:)] mbwo betel nut 
core 
fall 
Stress is predictable, falling first on two-syllable words, and first and third on four­
syllable words. In four-syllable words, the first syllable is stressed slightly more than the 
third syllable. 
[p�la] 
[tQbug�fa] 
tongs 
crocodile 
Reduplicated words longer than two syllables are phonologically two words, because 
voiceless allophones are found at the beginning of the reduplication, as are found word­
initially. (See Table 1.1.15.) Although the longer reduplicated words are phonologically 
separate words, they function grammatically as single words, so they are written as single 
words in the practical orthography. 
TABLE 1.1.15: ALLOPHONES USED AT THE REDUPLICATION POINT IN REDUPLICATED 
WORDS OF TWO AND FOUR SYLLABLES 
[pibi] 
[pibipibi] 
[tQfO] 
[tiI)itiI)i] 
[kggu] 
[kgrukgru] 
[pibi] 
[p!lip�li] 
pipi 
pipipipi 
d6d6 
dfngJdfngJ 
kuku 
kudukudu 
pfpf 
pilipJli 
pouring something 
frayed 
teasing, tricking 
heavy 
washing something 
tying something 
eating something 
slippery 
<-- voiced medial allophone 
<-- voiceless allophone 
<-- voiced medial allophone 
<-- voiceless allophone 
<-- voiced medial allophone 
<-- voiceless allophone 
<-- voiced medial allophone 
<-- voiceless allophone 
In three-syllable words, the first syllable is stressed unless the second vowel is more open 
tt>an the first or the word is vowel-initial. 
[p�fara] 
[titY�ni] 
[k�fika:] 
type of sea urchin 
very many 
sister-in-law 
Five-syllable words do not occur, as nearly all roots are only one or two syllables. The 
few six-syllable words are reduplications of three-syllable words, and are phonologically 
similar to two three-syllable words. 
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1.2 CONSONANTS 
There are four points of articulation: bilabial, dental, post-alveolar and velar. The basic 
manners of articulation are stops, nasal continuants, non-nasal continuants and two 
semi vowels, as illustrated in Table 1.2.1. 
TABLE 1.2.1: BASIC CONSONANTAL PHONEMES 
Bilabial Dental Post -al veolar Velar 
Stops [pa:] body [ta:] high [ta:] get dry [ka:] call out 
piiii tiiii diiii kiiii 
Nasal 
continuants [rna:] tomorrow [OC1:] mother-in-law [na:] feast [I)a:] listen 
miiii Ii: iiii naa ng:aa 
Non-nasal 
continuants [�Ya:] lap [1a:] a boil [ya:] slash 
vyiiii iiiii ghfiii 
Semivowels [wQ.:] get light [jQ:] leaf 
wiiii yiiii 
When the Yele practical orthography was being devised, some equivalents were 
straightforward, such as p for the bilabial stop and k for the velar stop. Others required some 
care. For example, t was chosen to represent the dental phoneme and d to represent the post­
alveolar phoneme, because some Rossel people were already writing these sounds this way, 
and because the post-alveolar stop is partially voiced word medially adjacent to a short vowel 
and so it is similar to d in English. The digraph th was rejected by the Rossel people as a 
representation for one of these phonemes, because the nearby Sudest language has [0] in its 
inventory, and the Rossels did not want there to be any confusion with that sound. The 
dental and post-alveolar nasals posed a problem, as the English alphabet does not provide 
any equivalent in the nasals to t and d, so the acute accent used to mark close vowels was 
borrowed and pressed into service to mark the dental nasal. The velar nasal is represented by 
ng to match English usage. The velar fricative is represented on Goodenough Island by g, 
but gh was chosen for the Yele orthography to avoid confusion with the symbols used for a 
prenasalised velar stop uttered with simultaneous bilabial closure (mg) . 
The non-dental stops are partially voiced word medially when adjacent to a short vowel. 
For the post-alveolar stop, this results in a manifestation as [r] in that environment. 
pepe [p�b;} ] lying down 
paapJ [p�:bi] pushing things aside 
paapaa [p�:pa:] pulling 
iete [l�t£] dolphin 
padada [p�rara] sea urchin type 
daadil [tpi:] long 
peedJ [p�:ri] pull 
pweekaa [pw�:ka:] lazy 
tiilike [tg:g;}] turtle 
There is a contrastive series of prenasalised stops, in which the speech power of the 
prenasalisation is much greater than that of the stop. Hence they are referred to as the 
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prenasalised series, rather than as a voiced series with accompanying prenasalisation. The 
contrasts are illustrated in Table 1.2.2. 
TABLE 1.2.2: CONTRASTIVE PRENASALISATION 
Bilabial Dental Post-alveolar Velar 
[p�a] mat [ta:] bushknife [tE:] yam type [ka:] fan palm 
paJa taa dee kaa 
[mb�a] breadfruit [oga:] choke [ndE:] drinking [IJga:] sago pulp 
mbala ntaa ndee nkaa 
Since the orthographic symbols t and d were already in use to symbolise the dental / post­
alveolar contrast, and to give weight to the significance of the prenasalisation, the 
prenasalised stops are represented in the practical orthography by nasal-stop pairs. Thus nt 
and nd represent the dental and post-alveolar stops respectively when they are prenasalised. 
mb was chosen for the bilabial stop rather than mp, because of pressure from the English 
orthography. For the velar stop, ngg was first introduced, as is used in a number of Papua 
New Guinea languages, but Rossel people failed to notice the second g when reading and 
used not to write it, so the representation of [IJg] was changed to nk. This was well accepted, 
and has proven easy to teach. 
The post-alveolar and velar stops can also be uttered with nasal release, which is 
characterised by nasal plosion. Table 1.2.3 shows these two basic stops alone, with pre­
nasalisation and with nasal release. 
TABLE 1.2.3 CONSONANTS WITH NASAL RELEASE 
Post -al veolar Velar 
Basic stop: [ti:] thorn [k�bi] crayfish type 
dii kepi 
Pre-nasalised: [ndi] cicada [IJgW�bi] sorcerer 
ndi nkwepi 
Nasal release: [tnYib;:>tnYib;:> ] sneezing [kIj�bi] tree type 
dnJ:i.Qedn Jj£e kn�i 
Nasal release is represented by n following the stop symbol. 
A syllabic nasal occurs as part of the nasal release of a velar stop, but it is interpreted as 
the manifestation of a velar stop with nasal release followed by a [i] vowel, as this sequence 
is never manifested in speech. Rossel people find knf easier to read than * kn. 
knf 
knfknf 
* [kIJi] 
* [kIJikIJi] 
[kIj] 
[!aJkIj] 
I I 
some 
smelly 
Non-bilabial consonants can be uttered with another contrastive feature, simultaneous 
bilabial closure. Table 1.2.4 contrasts the basic consonants with their occurrence with 
simultaneous bilabial closure (SBC), and also with similar words containing only a bilabial 
consonant. 
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TABLE 1.2.4: CONSONANTS WITH SIMULTANEOUS BILABIAL CLOSURE 
Dental Post-alveolar Velar 
Basic stop: [ta:] bushknife [ti] end [ka:] fan palm 
taa di kaa 
With SBC: [tpa:] turn over [fpi] sleep [lfpa:] stealing 
tpaa dpi kpaa 
Bilabial [pa:] walking [pi] white ant [pa:] walking 
only: paa pi paa 
Nasals: [uo] breadfruit [n�nu] skill [1]5:] immature 
no nonu ng:oo 
With SBC: [fm5] bird [Um5] we (PL) [Ifm5] breast 
nmo nmo ngmo 
Bilabial: [m5] alone [m5] alone [m5] alone 
mo mo mo 
Other continuants: [10:] trevally 
Jaa 
With SBC: [f)3a:] follow someone as leader 
iv:aa 
Bilabial: [�Yo:] lap 
vyaa 
Simultaneous bilabial closure is marked in the practical orthography with a bilabial symbol 
of the same type, as shown in Table 1.2.4. For example, stops have p added, nasals have m 
added and i has v added. 
Stops with prenasalisation or nasal release can also be uttered with simultaneous bilabial 
closure, as illustrated in Table 1.2.5 
TABLE 1.2.5: BILABIAL CLOSURE SIMULTANEOUS WITH PRENASALISATION OR NASAL 
RELEASE 
Dental Post -al veolar Velar 
Prenasalised: [U9:>:] size [nd:>:] maybe [I]ga:] sago pulp 
ntoo ndoo nkaa 
- with SBC: [fm41n:] coconut pulp [nmdb:>:] message [I]�mg'ba:] constrict 
mtoo mdoo mgaa 
Nasal release: [tnYa:] a yoke [kl]l:] your fault 
dny:aa kn:ii 
- with SBC: [fpn�mo:[i] girl [kpl]�m1:] coconut 
dmaadi km:ii 
The Yele verbs use portmanteau morphemes to a great extent, expressing a number of 
parameters in a single morpheme rather than agglutinating separate morphemes for the 
different parameters. Consequently, a portmanteau orthography suggested itself, in which 
simultaneous bilabial closure is represented by changing the n that marks prenasalisation or 
nasal release to m. Thus prenasalised nd becomes md when uttered with simultaneous 
bilabial closure. Another change is made to a prenasalised velar stop when simultaneous 
bilabial closure is added - the stop symbol k changes to g. That is nk becomes mg. See the 
examples in Table 1.2.5. 
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Labialisation and palatalisation are both contrastive, as illustrated in Table 1.2.6. They 
even occur simultaneously with bilabial consonants, being manifested as palatisation with 
simultaneous lip rounding. Only bilabial and velar consonants occur labialised, but 
consonants of all positions can be palatalised. The dental stop does not occur palatalised as 
such, but as an affricate: rtf] fills the gap left by *[ty] and [nd3] fills that left by *[mjJ]. 
TABLE 1.2.6: LABIALISATION AND PALATALISATION 
Bilabial Dental Post-alveolar Velar 
[pa:] body [ta:] high [ta:] bear fruit [k�lP] corning up 
paa taa daa koko 
[pYa:] woman [tfa:] felled tree [tYQ:b£] fault [kY�b] blow 
pyaa chaa dyaape kyoJo 
[pwa:] broke [kW�b] caused 
pwaa kwolo 
[pywa:] pandanus 
pywaa 
[tPa:] tum over [fp�f:>] work [lfp�b:>] trochus 
tpaa dpodo kpopo 
[{pYa:] clan name [fpY�:>] restrain [lfpY�w:>] purse 
tpyaa dpyoko kpyopwo 
[mb£:] javelin [09£:] like [nd!;ni] learning [IJg�li] big 
mbee ntee ndini nkeli 
[mbYe:m] parrot fish [nd3e:] clan name [ndY!:g:>] condemn 
mbyeem njee ndyiko 
[mbw£:] old [IJgW�bi] sorcerer 
mbwee nkwepi 
[mbYw£:] tree type 
mbywee 
[fmQ'b:>:] coconut pulp 
mtoo 
[fmQ'bY:>:] passage name 
mtyoo 
[fpn�m Q:[i] girl 
dmafidi 
[fpn�mYa:] sewed 
dmyaa 
[m�:li] sea eagle [ne:] went [IJ�b] weeding 
ma.a/J n:ee ngolo 
[mYa] recognise [nYe:] hear 
my a ny:ee 
[mW�bd] sturgeonfish [IJw�b] eye 
mwape ngwolo 
[myw�b:>] ebony 
mywape 
Table 1.2.6continued . . .  
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Table 1.2.6 continued . . .  
TABLE 1.2.6: LABIALISATION AND PALATALISATION 
Bilabial Dental Post-alveolar Velar 
[I;:,:] pool 
lee 
[IY;:,:hl] 
lyeepJ 
exclaim 
Labialisation and palatalisation also contrast with sequences of consonant and high vowel, 
as illustrated in Table 1.2.7. 
TABLE 1.2.7: LABIALISATION AND PALATALISATION CONTRASTED WITH HIGH VOWELS 
Bilabial Dental Post-alveolar Velar 
[pYE] mother [tIE] fungus [tYe] rescue [kY�fEkYYE] slowly 
pye che dye kyedekyede 
[piE] lean against [tiE] bird of paradise [tie] return [kiE] bite 
piye tiye diye kiye 
[pWo:] broke it 
pwaa 
[pgo] started it 
puwa 
[kW:>] 
kwo 
[kg:>] 
kuwo 
stand 
leave 
The sum total of all these contrastively different consonantal sounds is 56, counting the 
combinations of contrastive features which have been observed occurring together. Table 
1.2.8 shows the frequencies of occurrence of each consonantal sound, expressed as a 
percentage of the 3,323 consonants found in a sample of 1,724 different Yele words. 
TABLE 1.2.8: FREQUENCIES OF CONSONANTAL SOUNDS 
Bilabial Dental (+SBC) Post-alv. (+SBC) Velar (+SBC) 
Stops [p] m [[P] [t] [fp] [k] [Jfp] 
8.61 4.15 1.32 9.66 0.72 6.08 2.68 
+ [Y] [pY] [tf) [[PY] [tY] [fpY] [kY] [JfpY] 
1.14 2.11 0.57 1.02 0.09 0.21 0.03 
+ [W] [pW] [kW] 
2.86 1.14 
+ [YW] [pYW] 
0.63 
Prenasalised [mb] [l1�n [fmgb] [nd] [n� mdb] [I)g] [I)Ingo] 
1.75 2.17 0.39 1.29 0.33 1.44 1.17 
+ [Y] [mbY] [nd3] [l1�m gbY] [ndY] 
0.24 0.54 0.27 0.09 
+ [W] [mbW] [I)gW] 
1.29 0.30 
+ [YW] [mbYW] 
0.27 
Table 1.2.8 continued ... 
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Table 1.2.8 continued ... 
TABLE 1.2. 8: FREQUENCIES OF CONSONANTAL SOUNDS 
Bilabial Dental (+SBC) Post-alv. (+SBC) Velar (+SBC) 
NREL [tn] [fpnm] [kr.J] [Kplfm] 
0. 03 0. 18  0. 69 0. 69 
+ [Y] [tnY] [fpn�mY] 
0. 60 0. 24  
Nasals [m] [U] [fm] [n] [n�m] [IJ] [IJ�m] 
7. 85 1. 29 0. 06 6. 08 0.5 1  2. 44  0. 60 
+ [Y] [mY] [nY] 
0. 27 1.02 
+ [W] [mW] [IJW] 
1. 1 4  0. 15 
+ [YW] [mYW] 
0. 27 
Semi vowels [w] [j] 
5. 15 5. 45 
Other [1] [fJ3] [y] 
5. 87 0. 36 2. 23 
+ [Y] [13Y] [1Y] 
1. 87 0. 36 
Combined with the 38 contrastively different vowel sounds outlined above, this gives a 
grand total of 94 contrastively different sounds in the language. 
Traditional phonemic principles call for the interpretation of 'ambivalent' sequences of 
consonants, to decide whether they should be regarded as consonant clusters or complex 
consonants. Normally one would look for clusters of heterorganic consonants on which to 
base a cluster solution when interpreting prenasalised stops, stops with nasal release, 
palatalisation and labialisation, but there are no sequences of consonants that do not involve 
one or more of these features. Simultaneous bilabial closure involves two articulations, but 
they occur simultaneously, and act as a multiplier, covering the prenasalisation or nasal 
release of a stop as well as the stop itself. Clearly the 'unambivalent cluster' criterion must be 
relaxed, or the sum total of consonant phonemes could approach the possible maximim of 
56! 
The sequences [pY], [kY] and [mY] cited in Tables 1.2. 6 and 1.2.7 above are heterorganic, 
even though they involve palatalisation. They provide the basis for recognising consonant -
semivowel clusters. [Y] and [W] can then be regarded as allophones of y and w respectively. 
Turning now to prenasalisation and nasal release, it is observed that they constitute a reverse 
sequence, stop-nasal and nasal-stop, so those clusters are allowed on that basis. 
Following traditional phonemic principles, the consonants with simultaneous bilabial 
closure would be set apart as separate phonemes, adding 
tp 
rim 
dp 
nm 
kp 
ngmand Iv 
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to the thirteen basic phonemes illustrated in Table 1.2.1, making a total of 20 basic 
consonantal phonemes. 
In this analysis a consonant would have the formula C1(C2)S, where if Cl and C2 are 
both manifested, they are homorganic in the order nasal-stop or stop-nasal. The order stop­
nasal only occurs with post-alveolar and velar consonants. With bilabial consonants, S can 
be manifested by yand w simultaneously. 
Non-nasal continuants are a special case, with the formula C(y), where yoccurs only with 
1 and v. 
1.3 SECONDARY PHONEMES 
The founder of prosodic analysis, J.R. Firth (1948:4), rejected the "tendency to use one 
magic phoneme principle within a monosystemic hypothesis" and applied the term 'prosody' 
to a feature extending over more than one segment, such as the voicelessness of the [st] 
sequence in English. Grimes (1969: 85-88) outlines the principle of regarding as a 
simultaneous prosody any features which pertain to a larger unit than a single segment. In the 
transformational mould, Goldsmith (1979) has proposed autosegmental phonology, in 
which phonological entities are effective in separate tiers. For example, tones would be in a 
separate tier from that covering the consonantal and vocalic segments of utterances. Other 
scholars have applied autosegmental phonology to further phenomena, such as complex 
segments, vowel harmony and nasalisation, as reported by Van der Hulst and Smith (1982). 
I have followed these departures from monosystemic analysis and set up a distinction 
between basic phonemes and secondary phonemes. My secondary phonemes are contrastive 
modifications which can be handled most economically in a second system, and which can 
extend over more than one segmental phoneme. They are analogous to the suprasegmentals 
of traditional Phonemics, to Firth's and Grimes' prosodies and to the tiers of autosegmental 
phonology. I use the term 'secondary phoneme' rather than 'prosody' as the latter term is the 
equivalent in Generative Phonology of the traditional term 'suprasegmentals' (Schane 
1973:14). Granting a second system of phonemes opens the door for a simpler and more 
concise analysis, and leads naturally to an economical and effective arrangement of the 
material to be covered in the primer with which speakers of Yele can learn to read their own 
language (Henderson and Henderson 1978). The more basic phonemes are introduced first, 
and then the secondary phonemes quickly expand the readers' capabilities. 
Turning now to the secondary phonemes of the Yele language, the eleven basic vowel 
phonemes displayed in Table 1.1.1 are augmented by two secondary phonemes, length and 
nasalisation. Length is readily accepted as a supra segmental phoneme along with pitch and 
stress in traditional Phonemics. Schane (1973: 14f) lists these three as prosodies. Pike 
(1947: 63) regards only these three as suprasegmentals under the premise that only 
"quantitative characteristics ... may serve as suprasegmental phonemes". He also refers in a 
bibliographical section to the work of many linguists, from those who regard various other 
features as suprasegmentals to those who deny any structurally relevant distinction between 
segmental and suprasegmental phonemes (Pike 1960/3:53). Thus length would be regarded 
by most linguists as a suprasegmental or as a prosody, so I automatically count it with the 
secondary phonemes in Yele. I also regard nasalisation as a secondary phoneme, as it can be 
applied to eight of the basic vowel phonemes, and it constitutes alone a causative morpheme: 
[ta y�i] it fell down 
[ta y�] he made it fall 
[ta pWi:] 
[ta pWJ::] 
it came out 
he made it come out 
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The secondary phoneme of nasalisation removes the need for a series of eight nasalised 
vowels, and nasalisation is taught successfully in a single lesson in the Yele primer 
(Henderson and Henderson 1978: 22-26). 
If simultaneous bilabial closure can be regarded as a secondary phoneme of consonants 
analogous to length and nasalisation of vowels, then the seven simultaneous stops and 
continuants demonstrated in Table 1. 2. 4 can be represented as the corresponding non-bilabial 
consonants uttered with simultaneous bilabial closure. When prenasalised stops or those with 
nasal release are uttered with sirniltaneous bilabial closure, the bilabial closure affects both 
the stop and the nasal, as illustrated in Table 1.2.5. 
CHAPTER 2 
GRAMMAR 
Unlike so many Papuan languages in Papua New Guinea, Yele does not have a switch 
reference system. Verbs move in a bewildering array of modes and tenses, doubled by an all­
pervasive distinction in duration, and elaborated by the incorporation of deictics into the 
verb. Analysis proves difficult, because many of these distinctions are expressed in 
portmanteau morphemes, rather than by agglutination. Yele also shows the 
monofocallpolyfocal distinction found in some New Guinea Highland languages. 
The order of terms in the clause is SOV. Within the predicate, a modified norninative­
accusative system operates, but the items predicated in the clause follow ergative marking. 
The ergative marker used with singular Agents, nge, is homophonous with the Instrument 
marker, as in a number of Huon Peninsula languages. 
2.1 PREDICA nON 
Yele verbs move through a multidimensional array of: 
indicative, imperative and habitual moods, doubled by 
continuous and punctiliar aspect, and multiplied by 
six tenses: 
future, immediate future, present, 
immediate past, near past and remote past. 
The verbs also agree with the person and number of the subject and object. The 
morphemes marking all these parameters are merged into portmanteau forms which defy 
simple analysis, and contribute to the reputation Yele has of being impossible to learn, 
whether by Papua New Guinean or by foreigner. 
The morphemes appended to the verb root - prefixes and suffixes in many languages -
are in Yele separated from the verb root on phonological grounds. Thus a predicate consists 
of a prenuclear component, verb root and postnuclear component, each written as a separate 
word. Many verb roots vary in form to express the mood, aspect and tense by using 
suppletive forms or reduplication. (Some irregular verbs have as many as five different 
roots. See §2.1.4 for the details.) 
The verbal prenucleus also expresses the mood, aspect and tense, along with the person 
and number of the subject of the predication. (I am using the term 'aspect' in the 'catch-all' 
sense, so 'aspect' in this chapter includes more than duration. It also includes the items 
elaborated in §2.1.7, such as indefiniteness, commonality and repetition.) It is in the 
prenucleus that a number of deictics can be incorporated. (See §2.l.S and §2.1.7). 
With transitive verbs the postnucleus expresses the person and number of the object, but 
also reflects the mood, aspect and tense, and often monitors the person and number of the 
subject as well. (See §2.1.6). 
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With intransitive verbs, the postnucleus expresses the duration, mood and tense of the 
verb, and then the number of the subject. In imperatives, the postnucleus also monitors the 
person of the subject. (See Tables 2.1. 6.1 and 2.1. 6. 2.) 
The following examples illustrate the Ergative-Absolutive system operating in the clause. 
The Ergative referent is marked with <ngb, while the Absolutive referent is unmarked. 
(1) a. [Kaawa �]E de m:uu teo 
Kaawa SG.E PLIM.PST.3.SB see T.PI.PRX.3PL.O.MF 
Kaawa saw them. (transitive, implicit object) 
b .  [M:aa �]E [Kaawa]A de m:uu. 
Dad SG.E Kaawa PLIM.PST.3.SB see 
Dad saw Kaawa. (transitive, explicit object) 
(2) [Kaawa]A [wune]T de dpJ. 
Kaawa already PLIM.PST.3.SB fall.asleep 
Kaawa has already fallen asleep. (intransitive) 
The Ergative-Absolutive system is also illustrated by the way in which indefinite status 
(in Chafe's terms (1976: 38-43)) is marked. The numeral ngme 'one' is used to mark an 
indefinite item in Yele. When the subject of a transitive verb (the Ergative referent) is 
indefinite, ngme is added to the noun phrase: 
(3) [ U  dpodo pyu ngme nge]E a nuwo. 
his work performer INDEF SG.E CLS took. REM 
One of his workers brought it. 
When the Absolutive referent of the clause is indefinite, this is signalled by prefixing 
ngme- or a form derived from it to the predicate prenucleus. Example (4) illustrates this 
phenomenon, for an indefinite object, the saw blade: 
(4) [Saw nt:u]A ngme-nJ nuwo. 
saw body INDEF-PI.REM. l SG.SB took. REM 
I took a (circular) saw blade. 
If the (Absolutive) subject of an intransitive verb is indefinite, this also causes the 
predicate prenucleus to be marked with ngme or a form derived from it: 
(5) [ Yell PllA [k.·ook ngme-doo dpodo. 
Rossel person inside INDEF-CI.REM.3SG.SB working 
There was a Rossel man working on board. 
The morpheme ngme and the forms derived from it are dealt with in more detail in 
§2.1.7. 1. 
2.1.1 DURATION 
Bickerton has drawn attention to the primacy of duration in the development of language: 
... all the evidence suggests that punctual-nonpunctual was the first TMA 
distinction to be grammaticised, and accordingly, the form that marked the 
distinction would have been juxtaposed to the main verb. (1981: 284) 
In Yele, the duration of the event is the most important dichotomy affecting the predicate. 
It is an all-pervasive dichotomy, affecting the verb root that is selected in a particular 
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instance, and also the prenuclear and postnuclear components of the predicate used in that 
instance. The dichotomy is similar to Comrie's perfective-imperfective dichotomy: 
.. .  perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without 
distinction of the various separate phases that make up that situation; while the 
imperfective pays essential attention to the internal structure of the situation. 
(1976:16) 
It seems better in Yele, however, to retain the terms 'punctiliar' and 'continuous', to avoid 
any suggestion that Yele has a Perfect tense. Furthermore, Yele maintains the continuous­
punctiliar distinction in the habitual mood as well as the indicative, but Comrie's scheme 
appears to regard habituals as necessarily imperfective (1976: 25, Table 1). 
Examples (6) and (7) illustrate the effects of duration on Yele predications. 
(6) . a. [ W:UU]A ke-de pwaa ngme. 
egg CT-PLIM.PST.3.SB break T.IND.PRX. 3SG.O.PF 
They broke the egg (today). (punctiliar transitive) 
b. [ Yi nde]A kJ pwapJ ngme. 
their firewood CT breaking T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They were getting their firewood (today). (continuous transitive) 
(7) a. [ Wuneh ke-de kpee dmi. 
already CT-PLIM.PST. 3.SB wash.FOL IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
They have already washed (today.) (punctiliar intransitive) 
b .  [Dpodo-mbiy:e]M kJ dpodo M. 
work-adverbialiser CT working IT.CLPRX. PL.SB 
They were working hard (today). (continuous intransitive) 
Most Yele verbs have both continuous and punctiliar roots, such as the verb 'break' in 
example (6), where pwapl is the continuous root, and pwaa is a punctiliar root. Example (6a) 
describes a momentary action, while example (6b) describes an activity with focus on its 
duration. Kpee in (7a) is a punctiliar root, describing the complete action of washing. Its 
continuous equivalent is kuku. 
(8) [Dye ghi daadJ1]T kJ kuku teo 
time piece long CT washing IT.CLPRX.PL.SB 
They were swimming for a long time (today). (continuous intransitive) 
Since most verbs have both punctiliar and continuous roots, the speaker can choose to 
represent each event in a continuous or punctiliar form, as illustrated by the next two 
examples. 
(9) a. D:a peedJ, 
PLIM.PST. l SG.SB.CLS pull.PCT 
b. nJ vyee, 
CLIM.PST. l SG.SB hitting 
C .  [ w6]A d:oo ngeedJ. 
life PLIM.PST. l SG.SB.NEG. took. REM 
I pulled (the big shark) in, 
I was hitting it (with my bushknife), 
but I didn't kill it (lit. didn't take its life). 
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Despite all the hitting with the bushknife (ni vyee in (9», the shark resisted the 
fisherman's attempts to kill it. In contrast, quick death came with a single blow in vya 'hit' in 
example (10): 
(10) a. 
b. 
[Ke kn:aa ngeh m, 
pole butt I hit. REM 
[mbwameJA a chapwo, 
neck CLS cut.REM 
c. [mbodoJA a ngeedi. 
head CLS took.REM 
He hit (his nephew) with the butt of the pole, 
cut his neck, 
and took up his head. 
The continuous root of a verb is also used as a nominal item, to name the event. When 
used this way, the object affected by the event can be made explicit, but the Agent of the 
action cannot be specified. Examples (11) and (12) below illustrate the verb 'hit', whose 
punctiliar root is vy:a and whose continuous root is vyee. In example (12), vyee is used as a 
nominal item. (Examples (11) and (12) can be seen in their wider context in text (a) in §2. 4, 
where they are sentences 9 and l Oa respectively.) 
(11) [ U  kuwo dini ghi ngeJT w-a-nyi vy:a. 
its after time piece Time D-FUT-2SG.SB hit 
After that you ram it (the copra). 
(12) [ U  vyee tedelL [lan:il1A w-a-nyi ghodo, ... 
its hitting place coconut D-FUT-2SG.SB gather 
You carry the copra to its ramming place ... 
In example (12), the object of vyee is expressed pronominally, so the third person 
singular possessive form is used. A noun as object is illustrated in example (13): 
(13) [Mbweme pipi tedelL n:aa Jepi. 
pig eating place CI. IM.FUT. l SG.SB going 
I'm going to the pig feast. 
Although most Yele verbs have both punctiliar and continuous roots, a small set of 
continuous intransitive verb roots have no punctiliar counterparts. The root dpodo 'working' 
in example (7b) is one such root. Some others are: 
kmaapi 
mbe 
ng:aa 
dining 
crying 
listening 
When the speaker wishes to portray such a continuous event with a punctiliar aspect, 
referring to the event in its entirety, he can punctiliarise it with mb:ane 'do punctually'. 
(14) [A kaJs de ng:aa mb:ane. 
l SG.DEP.PN to PI. IM.PST.3.SB listening PCT.lS 
He obeyed me (lit. listened to me). 
To portray the inception of a continuous event, the continuous verb root is used with the 
appropriate form of pwapi 'breaking'. 
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(15) [Mbe]A a puwa. 
crying CLS broke.REM 
He started (lit. broke out) crying (before yesterday). 
There is a small set of verbs of motion in which the punctiliar root is used to portray an 
event actually taking place at the moment of speech, or an event soon to take place. The fact 
that a punctiliar root is used in the domain of the continuous is marked by an anomalous set 
of predicate postnucIei: 
singular subject: 
dual subject: 
plural subject: 
kni 
knopwo 
dniye 
(normally used with PLPRX.DU.SB) 
(normally used with PLREM.DU.SB) 
(normally used with PLREM.PL.SB) 
The punctiliar roots most commonly used in a continuous way are kee 'come/go up/in' 
whose normal continuous equivalent is koko 'coming/going up/in', 166 'cross over' (normal 
continuous equivalent 166160) and pwiye 'come', for which I have never heard a continuous 
equivalent. The following examples illustrate the fact that kee, 166 and pwiye are essentially 
punctiliar roots: 
(16) a. [NkeiJ]A [mw:aandiyeh da kee. 
boat morning PI.IM.PST.3.SB.CLS come.in 
The boat carne in this morning. 
b .  [Awedeh de 166 dmi. 
today PI. IM.PST. 3.SB cross.over IT.PI.PRX.PL.SB 
They went over the ridge today. 
c. A pwiye cho. 
CLS come IT.PCT.IMP. 2DU.SB 
Come here (dual). 
The following examples illustrate the use of these punctiliar roots with continuous force, 
marked by the anomalous predicate postnucIei. 
(17) a. [Daa kemakemah ni-ne pwiye kni. 
NEG delayed 'basic'. l SG.SB-CLS come IT.P->C.SG.SB 
I'll be coming (to you) soon. 
b .  [NkeiJ]A ki-yede kee kni. 
c. 
2. 1. 2 MOOD 
boat CT-3SG.SB.that.CLS come.in IT.P->C.SG.SB 
The boat is coming in. 
[Kaawa mupwo-kniJA ki-yede 
Kaawa ASS.son-some CT-3SG.SB.that.CLS 
Kaawa and his family are coming. 
pwiye dniye. 
come IT.P->C.SG.SB 
I am using the term 'mood' to refer to a fuzzy parameter along which Yele makes three 
structural distinctions, based on the type of speech act and the specificity of the action. These 
distinctions are marked in the verbal prenucIeus and postnucIeus, and even affect the verb 
root with some verbs. From the perspective of speech act, Yele makes only one major 
distinction, namely that between informational speech and commands. Questions use the 
same verb roots and exactly the same prenucIear and postnuclear components as do 
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statements. Imperatives differ markedly in form from statements and questions. (Yes-no 
questions differ from statements in intonation, and content questions contain a question 
word. Otherwise they are the same as statements.) Thus Yele distinguishes morphologically 
between informational speech and imperatival speech. 
Within informational speech, Yele distinguishes between reference to specific events in 
the past, present or future, as opposed to habitual events that people perform. The reference 
to specific events is termed the indicative mood in this paper, while the reference to habitual 
events is the habitual mood. Table 2. 1.2. 1 shows these distinctions diagrammatically. 
TABLE 2. 1.2. 1: PARAMETERS ALONG WHICH YELE MOODS ARE DISTINGUISHED 
Specific Indicative mood 
Informational Specificity 
Habitual Habitual mood 
Speech act 
Command Imperatival mood 
The term 'imperative' is used for first person and third person forms as well as for second 
person forms, as imperatival forms with all three persons of subject share two features in 
common: 
1 .  All imperatival forms with punctiliar events have a tense distinction between 
commands or suggestions to be carried out immediately and those to be deferred 
until a later time. (See §2. 1.3 below.) 
2. All immediate imperatival forms with punctiliar events have a zero prenucleus. (See 
Table 2. 1.5. 2 below.) 
The morphological differences between the moods are difficult to characterise, because of 
the portmanteau representation of a number of parameters at once. The following examples 
illustrate the differences. The details are presented in §2. 1A and §2. 1.5 below. 
Continuous intransitive: 
( 18) a. [Dpodo-mbiy:e]M E1 dpodo teo 
work-adverbialiser PRES working IT.CI.PRX.PL.SB 
They are working hard. (indicative) 
b .  [Dpodo-mbiy:e]M E1 dpodo nyedi. 
work-adverbialiser C.HAB.PRX. 3SB working C.HAB.PRX.PL.SB 
They work hard. (habitual) 
C .  [Dpodo-mbiy:e]M dny:oo dpodo. 
work-adverbialiser C.IMP. 3PL.SB working 
They must work hard. (imperative) 
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Continuous transitive: 
(19) a. [ Yi nde]A � pwapf ngme. 
their firewood PRES breaking T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They are getting their firewood. 
b. [ Yi nde]A � pwapf ng6pu. 
(indicati ve ) 
their firewood C. HAB.PRX.3.SB breaking T.C.HAB.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They get their firewood. 
c. [ Yi nde]A dn y:oo pwapJ'. 
their firewood C.IMP.3PL.SB breaking 
They must keep getting their firewood. 
Punctiliar intransitive: 
(20) a. [Ngomo k:oolL de kee dmi. 
house inside PI. IM.PST.3.SB go.in IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
They went into the house (today). 
b .  [Nk6l11A 4I21 kee dmi. 
boat PCT.HAB.3.SB go.in IT.PCT.HAB.PL.SB 
The boats go in. 
c. [Ngomo k:oolL kee dniye. 
house inside go.in IT.PCT.IMP.3PL.SB 
They must go into the house. 
Punctiliar transitive: 
(21) a. [NtelA [y:l1L de ma ngme. 
food there PI. IM.PST.3.SB eat T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They ate the food there (today). 
b. [NtelA [y:l1L 4I21 ma ngme. 
food there PCT.HAB.3.SB eat T.PCT.HAB.3SG.O.PF 
They eat the food there. 
c. [NtelA ma g. 
food eat T.PCT.IMP.3SG.O,3PL.SB 
They must eat the food. 
(habitual) 
(imperative) 
(indicative) 
(habitual) 
(imperative) 
(indicative) 
(habitual) 
(imperative) 
Examples 20 and 21 show that, for punctiliar verbs, the postnucleus of the habitual is 
identical to that of the indicative in the 'proximal' tenses. (See §2.1.3.) This is true for all 
person and number categories of subject and object. 
2.1.3 TENSE 
In the indicative mood, six tenses are distinguished for continuous events, but only four 
for punctiliar events. Punctiliar verb roots cannot be manifested in the immediate future and 
present tenses. 
This section outlines the ways in which the tenses are distinguished. Sections 2.1. 4 to 
2.1. 6 give further details. 
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(1) Future tense 
In the indicative mood, future prenuclear components are prefixed with a- 'future' and 
optionally with w- 'definite situation'. (See §2. 1.7.S also.) 
(22) a. W-a-dnyi mbwollmbwoli. 
D-FUT -CI.DST.3PL.SB hiding 
They (plural) will be hiding (tomorrow). 
b .  W-a mbwoll dmi. 
D-FUT hide IT.PI.PRX. PL.SB 
They (plural) will hide (tomorrow). 
(continuous) 
(punctiliar) 
The future tense with continuous events covers the period tomorrow and later, but with 
punctiliar events, it covers any time after the present moment. It is also used with a second 
person singular subject to express a general procedure that people follow. 
(23) [DYUU]A a-nyi-ne pyidu t6. 
heap FUT-PI. 2SG.SB-CLS stand. up T.IND.PRX. 3PL.O.MF 
One gathers them (coconuts) into heaps. (text (b), clause 2c) 
(lit. You (singular) will stand up heaps.) 
(2) Immediate future versus present tense 
Immediate future and present forms with third person subjects usually can not be 
distinguished: 
(24) A mbwollmbwoll t6. 
CI.PRES/IM.FUT.3.SB hiding IT.CI.PRX.PL.SB 
They are/will soon be hiding. (continuous) 
Some people, however, mark continuous indicative present tense intransitive verbs with 
third person singular subjects by changing the postnucleus from the usual 0 to ne (2Sa). 
Similarly, equative statements are sometimes marked with ne (2Sb). 
(2S) a. [Daa yoo ngmiffilA [y:llL a kwo 
NEG group one there CI.PRES. 3.SB standing 
ne. 
IT.CI.PRES. 3SG.SB 
There are many groups of people there. 
(A characteristic Yele understatement - lit. Not one group is standing there.) 
b .  [Gregory hop [ala ne]cOM. 
Gregory here PRES 
Gregory is here. 
Punctiliar events do not occur with present or immediate future tense, as stated above. 
With first and second person subjects, present and immediate future forms can be 
distinguished: 
(26) a. N:aa mbwollmbwoll. 
CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB hiding 
I'll be hiding soon. (immediate future) 
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b. A-ni mbwolimbwoli. 
CLPRES- l SG.SB hiding 
I'm hiding (at this moment). (present) 
Present tense forms are rare. The immediate future is frequently used for events that are 
actually happening as well as for events that will happen soon. 
(3) Immediate past and near past tenses 
The prenuclear components of immediate past and near past predicates are in a reciprocal 
relationship with duration. The immediate past continuous prenuclei (27) are identical with 
the near past punctiliar prenuclei (28). The immediate past punctiliar prenuclei have a stop 
feature added to them (de in (29)), and the near past continuous prenuclei used with third 
person subjects also contain a stop feature (dnyi in (30)): 
(27) Nmi mbwolimbwoli teo 
CI.IM.PST. I PL.SB hiding IT.CLPRX.PL.SB 
We were hiding (earlier today). (continuous immediate past) 
(28) Nmi mbwoli dmi. 
PLNR.PST. I PL.SB hide IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
We hid (yesterday). 
(29) De mbwoli dmi. 
(30) 
PI. IM.PST. 3. SB hide IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
They hid (earlier today). 
Dnyi mbwolimbwoli. 
CLNR.PST.3PL.SB hiding 
They were hiding (yesterday). 
(punctiliar near past) 
(punctiliar immediate past) 
(continuous near past) 
Near past tense is used for events that happened yesterday. Immediate past is used for 
events that happened 'earlier today', but also for punctiliar events that took place earlier than 
today, even into the far past, if the present effects of the events are in focus (Comrie's  
'perfect'). In  example (31) below, the fire was into the domain of the remote past by the time 
the news travelled right around Rossel, but the news is conveyed in the immediate past to 
show that its effects remain. 
(31) a. [Pi yint6mu Y:OO]E ny:ee ng6pu, 
person all PL.E hear T.PLREM. 3SG.O.PF 
b. ape, [N:aa Teepwe yi p:o,lL 
they.said N:iiii Teepwe their home 
C .  ape, [NdapiJA [nde nge]E de mao 
they.said shell.money fire SG.E PI.IM.PST.SG. SB eat 
Everyone heard that at N:aa and Teepwe's village fire had destroyed the shell 
money. 
(4) Discourse function of immediate past tense 
In a narrative set in the remote past, the immediate past is used for several punctiliar 
clauses at the climax of the narrative, if the emotive content of the story warrants it. (Many 
stories are told without any shift to the immediate past.) For example, in Gregory Mepe"s 
narrative of his trip to Port Moresby and years of work there, he switches to the immediate 
past at the point where he is met at the wharf and taken to the place where he is to live and 
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work. In Kadawa's story of a trip to T:am for a bride-price ceremony, she switches to the 
immediate past for the distribution of the shell wealth, then back to the remote past again. 
This switch seems to mark the focus of the story. It is signalled by using a continuous future 
prenucleus with a punctiliar verb root and postnucleus. 
(32) [ Teetee mbwemi kni Y:OO]E ­
uncle ASS.brother some PL.E 
[ke] A a-di ch8pwo ngme. 
shell.money FUT-CLFUT. 3SG.SB cut T.IND.PRX. 3SG.O.PF 
My uncles cut the (rope of) shell money. 
Longacre (1972: 135f) reports a similar tense shift marking the climaxes of legends in Fore 
and Waffa, Highland languages of Papua New Guinea. 
(5) Remote past tense 
The one tense remaining to be described here is the remote past - events that took place 
before yesterday. 
(33) a. Dnye mbwolimbwoli. 
CLREM. 3PL.SB hiding 
They were hiding (before yesterday). 
b .  Mbwoli dniye. 
hide IT.PLREM.PL.SB 
They hid (before yesterday). 
(6) System of tense relationships 
(continuous remote past) 
(punctiliar remote past) 
The third person examples above that involve mbwolimbwoli 'hiding' are repeated 
without glosses in Table 2.1.3.1 to facilitate comparison. 
TABLE 2.1.3.1: INTRANSITIVE PREDICATES 
ILLUSTRATING THE INTERACTION OF DURATION AND TENSE 
Tense Continuous Punctiliar 
future a-dnyi mbwolimbwoli 0 a-0 mbwoli dmi 
immediate future a mbwolimbwoli te non-existent 
present a mbwolimbwoli te non-existent 
immediate past 0 mbwolimbwoli te de mbwoli dmi 
near past dnyi mbwolimbwoli 0 0 mbwoli dmi 
remote past dnye mbwolimbwoli 0 0 mbwoli dniye 
Note that with continuous aspect, postnuclear te is used only with the three tenses closest 
to the speech act: present, immediate future and immediate past. Similarly , with punctiliar 
aspect, postnuclear dmi is used with the three tenses closest to the speech act: future, 
immediate past and near past. This pattern is also evident with transitive predicate postnuclei, 
so for each duration the three tenses closest to the speech act are termed 'proximal' .  Remote 
past differs clearly from the proximal tenses, not only in peripheral components of the 
predicate, but also in verb root selection, as shown in sections 2.1. 4 to 2.1. 6 below. The 
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remaining two tenses used with continuous aspect (future and near past) are termed 'distal'. 
Their peripheral predicate components are identical except that the future is marked with a­
'future' to distinguish it from near past. Table 2.1.3.2 represents this division of tenses 
diagrammatically. 
TABLE 2.1.3.2: YELE TENSES 
C O N T I N U O U S  A S P E C T  
<--Remote Distal < ------------- P r o  x i m a I -------------> Distal 
remote near immediate present immediate future 
past past past future 
remote near immediate ------------------future---------------> 
past past past 
<--Remote- < ----------------------------- P r o  x i m a I ----------------------------> 
P U N C T I L I A R  A S P E C T  
(7) Transitive verb tense marking 
Turning now to the equivalent transitive verb 'hide something', the punctiliar root is 
ngmo, while ngm:aa is used with continuous aspect. The transitive forms use the same 
pre nuclei as the intransitive predicates do, but the postnuclei are different. While intransitive 
postnuclei divide first by duration then by mood and tense and finally by the number of the 
subject (see Table 2. 1.6.1), transitive postnuclei divide first on the person of the object, then 
on duration, mood and tense and finally on the number of the object and the person and 
number of the subject. (See Table 2. 1.6.2.) The postnuclei are discussed in detail in §2.1.6. 
Table 2.1.3.3 gives the transitive equivalents of the forms in Table 2.1.3. 1, for instances 
with third person plural subject and third person singular object (such as 'They will be hiding 
it'). 
TABLE 2.1.3.3: TRANSITIVE PREDICATES 
ILLUSTRATING THE INTERACTION OF DURATION AND TENSE 
Tense Continuous Punctiliar 
future a-dnyi ngm:aa 0 a-0 ngmo ngme 
immediate future a ngm:aa ngme non-existent 
present a ngm:aa ngme non-existent 
immediate past 0 ngm:aa ngme de ngmo ngme 
near past dnyi ngm:aa 0 0 ngmo ngme 
remote past dnye ngm:aa 0 0 ngmo ng6pu 
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(8) Tenses in imperative mood 
In the imperative mood, punctiliar verbs display two tenses, an imperative to be obeyed 
immediately and a deferred imperative, which is not to be obeyed until a later time. 
Continuous imperatives, however, show no distinctions in tense. Imperatives with second or 
third person subjects have a prenucleus of dpi if the action is not to be performed 
immediately, compared with zero prenucleus when the action is to be performed straight 
away. 
(34) a. Kwidi. 
wash.PCT.IMP. 2SG.SB 
Wash yourself. (immediate intransitive imperative) 
b. Dpi kwidi. 
deferra1. 2,3.SB wash(PCT . IMP . 2SG .SB) 
Wash yourself (later on). (deferred intransitive imperative) 
(35) a. Ma ngi. 
eat T.PCT.IMP. 3SG.O, 2SG.SB 
Eat it. (immediate transitive imperative) 
b.  Dpi ma ngi. 
deferra1. 2,3.SB eat T.PCT. IMP. 3SG.O, 2SG.SB 
Eat it (later on). (deferred transitive imperative) 
First person imperatives are deferred with paa instead of the dpi used with second and 
third person imperatives. 
(36) a. Lee knl. 
go.PCT.FOL IT.PCT.IMP. I DU.SB 
Let's go. 
b. Paa lee knl. 
(immediate intransitive invitation) 
deferral. l .SB go.PCT.FOL IT.PCT.IMP. I DU.SB 
Let's go (later on). (deferred intransitive invitation) 
(9) Tenses in habitual mood 
In the habitual mood, continuous verbs show a contrast between events that habitually 
take place at present (designated as proximal tense) and events which used to take place in the 
past but which do not take place at present (designated as distal tense). There are no future 
habituals in Yele. Punctiliar events have no distinctions of tense in the habitual mood. (See 
examples ( 2 0b) and (2 1b).) 
The predicate prenuclei used with continuous habitual events taking place at present 
(proximal tense - see (37b» are identical to the prenuclei used with immediate future 
indicative events (a proximal tense - see (37a» , while the distal habitual prenuclei (38b) are 
derived largely from the distal indicative prenuclei (38a) with the addition of the suffix -mo 
'distal habitual'. The details are presented in §2. 1.5. 
(37) a. N:aa lepi. 
CLIM.FUT. l SG. SB going 
I' m going (soon or now). (immediate future indicative) 
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b .  N:aa Jepi y6di. 
C.HAB.PRX. I SG.SB going IT.C.HAB.PRX.SG.SB 
I go (habitually). (proximal habitual) 
(38) a. Ni Jepi. 
CI.DST. l SG.SB going 
I was going (yesterday). (distal indicative) 
b .  Ni-mo Jepi. 
I SG.SB-C.HAB.DST. going 
I used to go. 
( 0) Summary of tenses 
(distal habitual) 
Table 2.1.3.4 displays diagrammatically the tense contrasts maintained in each mood. A 0 
indicates that that tense-mood combination does not occur, while a 1 indicates that it does. 
The horizontal lines show the distinctions that are made in Yele. 
TABLE 2.1.3. 4: TENSE DISTINCTIONS MAINTAINED IN EACH MOOD 
M O O D  
Indicative Habitual Imperative 
Tense C PCT C PCT C PCT 
future I 1 0 0 1 1 
immediate future 1 0 
present 1 1 1 1 
immediate past 1 1 0 0 
near past 1 1 
remote past 1 1 1 
2.1. 4  THE PREDICATE NUCLEUS 
The predicate nucleus consists of the verb root and sometimes an incorporated noun. 
( 1 )  Noun incorporation 
Noun incorporation is a flexible and ongoing process in Yele, and is used to refer to an 
action affecting a generic noun in the role of Patient or Goal. The noun incorporated must be 
non-specific, and the resulting predicate is intransitive and continuous. As Mithun 
(1984: 849) has pointed out, the noun cannot co-occur with deictics or numerals. Noun 
incorporation in Yele matches her type 1.1 classification, composition by juxtaposition: 
... a V and its direct object are simply juxtaposed to form an especially tight 
bond. The V and N remain separate words phonologically; but as in all 
compounding, the N loses its syntactic status as an argument of the sentence, 
and the VN unit functions as an intransitive predicate. 
Example (39a) is typical of noun incorporation, while (39b) shows how the noun cannot 
be incorporated if specified in some way, in this instance by a possessive pronoun. 
(39) a. Ni-mo mbwaa vy:emi. 
CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB-MOT water ftlling 
I'm going water-fetching. 
b .  [Xi mbwaa]A cha a vy:emi. 
their water C. IMP.2SG.SB.CLS CLS filling 
Fetch their water. 
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Many verbs with incorporated nouns represent "activities recognized sufficiently often to 
be considered name-worthy in their own right" (Mithun 1 984:848). Some examples are: 
(40) a. tpile gheeghee 
thing washing 
plate-washing 
b .  kpJdJ gheeghee 
clothing washing 
clothes-washing 
c .  kmii chap 
coconut splitting 
coconut-splitting 
d .  kaami d6d6 
nut.sp. cracking 
k.i.imi-nut-cracking 
e .  te yiimuyamu 
fish following 
fish-spearing 
Others seem to be coined afresh by speakers as needed: 
(4 1 )  Nmee-n:aa yi.paa paapaa. 
CLREM. I PL.SB-MOT tree.log pulling 
We were pulling logs. 
(42) [Bishop]A [a ka]Q ki-yede pweepwee.pee dyede. 
bishop my to CT-mentioned.3.SB .CLS paper sending 
The bishop keeps sending me letters. 
Both examples (4 1 )  and (42) incidentally also illustrate the incorporation of compound 
nouns. 
While noun incorporation usually involves transitive verb roots, there is  a small set of 
intransitive verb roots which incorporate a Goal, along with the Goal marker, <ka>. Example 
(43) shows the root vyuwo ' look' with its goal not incorporated, and (44) shows two goals 
typically incorporated with this verb. 
(43) [Lukwe ka]G nmye vyuwo t6? 
what G CI. IM.FUT.2PL.SB looking IT.CI.PRX . PL.SB 
What are you (plural) looking for? 
(44) a. A tp:ee ka vyuwo ny6di. 
C.HAB .PRX.3 .SB child G looking IT.HAB .PRX.PL.SB 
They look after children /do child-care. 
b .  WumJ ke.ndapJ ka vyuwo y6di. 
C.HAB.PRX.3 .SB .MOT shell .money G looking IT.HAB . PRX.SG.SB 
He (the bridegroom) goes looking for shell money. 
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Example (45) below shows a verb with incorporated Goal, which does not occur in un­
incorporated form. It names the traditional activity of cooking food in a ground oven, which 
has been replaced to quite some extent by cooking in store-bought pots. Perhaps in the past it 
could be un-incorporated. 
(45) K-a nte ka chaa teo 
CT-CI.PRES.3 .SB food G cooking IT.CI.PRX.PL.SB 
They are food-baking. 
(2) Uniform verbs 
As mentioned at the beginning of §2. 1 ,  many verbs express the mood, aspect and tense 
by using suppletive forms, but there is a small set of verbs, referred to as 'uniform verbs' ,  
which use the same root for all combinations of mood, aspect and tense. A n  example is  
mbepe 'run away / running' . 
(46) a .  [Nkel11A k-a mbepe. 
boat CT-CI.PRES.3 .SB running 
The boat is going along. 
b. [P:O]L me mbepe woo 
home again run.away IT.PI.REM.SG.SB 
She ran back home (to her parents). 
(3) Effect of duration on verb root selection 
Apart from the few 'uniform verbs' mentioned above, the continuous-punctiliar 
dichotomy causes changes to the verb root used in any predication. Except for two existential 
verbs, continuous verbs use the same root for all combinations of mood, tense and 
participants in the predication. Punctiliar verbs, however, fall into several classes, where the 
mood, tense and the participants in the predication are intersecting parameters that affect the 
selection of the verb root. The following sections detail the effects these factors have. 
(4) Regular verb root selection 
The continuous roots of regular verbs are formed by reduplicating the punctiliar roots. 
Compare examples (47) to (50). 
Intransitive punctiliar: 
(47) a. De mbwolJ dmi. 
Pl.IM.PST.3 .SB hide IT.PI.PRX.PL.SB 
They hid (today). 
b .  MbwolJ dniye. 
hide IT.PI.REM.PL.SB 
They hid (before yesterday). 
Intran itive continuous: 
(48) a. KJ mbwolJmbwolJ teo 
cr hiding IT.CI.PRX.PL.SB 
They were hiding (today). 
b .  Dnye mbwolJmbwolJ. 
CI.REM.3 .SB hiding 
They were hiding (before yesterday). 
Transitive punctiliar: 
(49) a. De dnyine t:oo. 
PI .IM.PST.3 .SB carry .PCT T.IND.PRX.3PL.O.PF 
They carried them (today). 
b. Dnyine tumo. 
carry.PCT T.PLREM.3PL.O.PF 
They carried them (before yesterday). 
Transitive continuous: 
(50) a. Dnyinednyine t:oo. 
carrying T.IND.PRX.3PL.O.PF 
They were carrying them (today). 
b. Dnye dnyinednyine de. 
CLREM.3PL.SB carrying T.CLNON.PRX.3PL.O 
They were carrying them (before yesterday). 
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Some other examples of regular verbs forming the continuous root by reduplication of the 
punctiliar root are given in Table 2. l .4. l .  
TABLE 2. 1 .4. 1 :  CONTINUOUS ROOT FORMA nON IN REGULAR VERBS 
Punctiliar root Continuous root 
kwada vomit kwadakwada vomiting 
p66 ask about p66p66 asking about 
yee marry yeeyee marrying 
chede finish something chedechede finishing something 
d:uu try something d:uud:uu trying something 
kmongo wrap something up kmongokmongo wrapping it up 
kpaka hit with a stick kpakakpaka hitting with a stick 
(5) Near-regular verbs 
A number of verbs are regular except that the continuous root is not simply a reduplication 
of the punctiliar root. See Table 2. 1 .4.2. 
TABLE 2. 1 .4.2: IRREGULAR CONTINUOUS ROOT FORMA nON IN VERBS 
WITH ONLY ONE PUNCTILIAR ROOT 
Punctiliar root Continuous root 
kee go up / in koko going up / in 
kee throw it away keke throwing it away 
py6du make it become - pyepi making it become _ 
teedJ bring it by boat teetee bringing it by boat 
(6) 'Paranoid' verbs 
A class of punctiliar verbs can be termed 'paranoid' , because they are sensitive to what 
follows them in the predicate. One root is used if the postnucleus is zero « S l a), (S2a) and 
(S3a)), but a different verb root (termed the 'followed root' )  is used where the postnucleus is 
non-zero «S Ib), (52b) and (S3b)). 
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(5 1 )  a. De g 
PI.IM .PST.3 .SB go.PCT 
He went (today). 
b .  De lee dmi. 
PI .IM.PST. 3 .SB go.FOL IT.PLPRX .PL.SB 
They went (today). 
(52) a. De kudu. 
PI.IM.PST.3 .SB wash.IT.PCT 
He washed (today). 
b. De kpee dmi. 
PI.IM.PST.3 .SB wash.IT.FOL IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
They washed (today). 
(53) a. [A kpJdiJA dJ ghodo. 
my clothing PI.IM.PST. l SG.SB wash.T.PCT 
I washed my garment (today). 
b .  [A kpJdiJA dJ gbee teo 
my clothing PI .IM.PST. l SG.SB wash.T.FOL T.IND.PRX.PL.O.MF 
I washed my clothes (today). 
(7) 'Weak' versus 'Strong' verbs 
Another dichotomy affecting punctiliar verb root selection is between 'weak' and 'strong' 
verbs. The dichotomy is only relevant in the remote past tense. With remote past intransitive 
verbs with singular subject, strong verbs change to the strong root with zero postnucleus 
(54c), but weak verbs use the normal punctiliar root or the 'followed root' as appropriate 
(see 'Paranoid' verbs above) with a postnucleus of wo (55c): 
Strong intransitive verb: 
(54) a .  De pw:onu. 
PI.IM.PST.3 .SB die.PCT 
He died (today). 
b .  De pw:oo dmi. 
PI.IM.PST.3 .SB die.FOL IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
They died (today). 
C. Pwene. 
died.REM 
He died (before yesterday). 
d .  Pw:oo dniye. 
die.FOL IT.PLREM.PL.SB 
They died (before yesterday). 
Weak intransitive verb: 
(55) a. De kudu. 
PI.IM.PST.3 .SB wash.IT.PCT 
He washed (today). 
b .  De kpee dmi. 
PI. IM.PST. 3 .SB wash.lT.FOL IT.PLPRX .PL.SB 
They washed (today). 
c .  Kpee woo 
wash.lT.FOL PLREM.SG.SB 
He washed (before yesterday). 
d .  Kpee dniye. 
wash.lT.FOL IT.PLREM.PL.SB 
They washed (before yesterday). 
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With transitive verbs in the remote past tense where the object is third person singular and 
the subject is monofocal (i .e. first person or singular), strong verbs use the strong root with 
zero postnucleus (56c), but weak verbs use the normal punctiliar root or the 'followed' root 
as appropriate (see 'Paranoid' verbs above) with a postnucleus of nge (57c). 
Strong transitive verb: 
(56) a .  De vy:a. 
PI .IM.PST. 3 .SB hit.PCT 
He killed it (today). 
b .  De .IT!! teo 
PI.IM .PST.3 .SB hit.FOL T.lND.PRX.3PL.O.MF 
He killed them (today). 
C .  Vya. 
hit. REM 
He killed it (before yesterday). 
Weak transitive verb: 
(57) a .  De kiia. 
PI .IM.PST. 3 .SB stand.up.T.PCT 
He stood it up (today). 
b .  De kaa teo 
PI.IM.PST.3 .SB stand.up.FOL T.lND.PRX.3PL.O.MF 
He stood them up (today). 
C .  Kaa nge. 
stand.up.FOL PLREM.3SG.O.MF 
He stood it up (before yesterday). 
(8) Interaction between duration and transitivity 
While transitive verbs are generally distinct from intransitive verbs, and both can be either 
continuous or punctiliar, there is a small set of verbs in which there is an interaction between 
transitivity and duration. The verb 'writelcarve' is a suitable example of the verbs in this set. 
The transitive verb d:ee 'write something' is completely regular, using the root d:ee for all 
punctiliar predications (58 a), and the reduplicated form d:eed:ee for all continuous 
predications (58b). The intransitive verb 'writing' ,  however, is also d:ee, but in this case the 
root is continuous (58c). As is to be expected, the intransitive form shows focus on the 
event, with no way of specifying the object being carved or written. There is no punctiliar 
intransitive verb 'write' . 
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(58) a .  D:ee tumo. 
write T.PI .REM.3PL.O.PF 
They wrote them (before yesterday). 
b .  Dnye d:eed:ee de. 
CI.REM.3PL.SB writing T.CI.3PL.O 
They were writing them (before yesterday). 
c. Dnye d:ee. 
CI.REM.3PL.SB writing 
They were writing (before yesterday). 
(punctiliar transitive) 
(continuous transitive) 
(continuous intransitive) 
(9) Existential verb root selection 
As mentioned above, there are two existential verbs which have suppletive roots. They 
have the meanings 'be sitting' and 'be standing' . The third existential verb, 'be hanging' , has 
only one root, t:a. Existential predications in Yele must use one of these three verbs, which 
must agree with the class of the participant acting as subject of the predication (i.e. the entity 
whose existence is asserted) . The classes are predominantly semantic: trees and mountains 
stand, people and shell coins sit while boats and roads hang. Of course the newcomer to 
Rossel Island finds some seeming anomalies, such as 
(59) [Ngwolo deJA daa kwo mo. 
your.� dual CI.PRES.3 .SB .NEG standing IT.CI.PRX.DU.SB 
You must be blind! (lit. You haven' t  got any eyes.) 
(60) [TUUJA a kwo. 
smell PRES standing 
It has a smell. 
Table 2. 1 .4.3 shows the factors which condition the root in each meaning set that will be 
selected. 
mood and tense: 
TABLE 2. 1 .4.3:  EXISTENTIAL VERB ROOT SELECTION 
IND.PRX No. of SB. :  
sit stand hang 
SG,DU t66 kwo t:a 
PL pyede wee t:a 
'--
other ya kwo t: a 
( 1 0) Punctiliar imperatives 
Mood affects the selection of the verb root for some punctiliar verbs, in which the second 
person singular imperative consists of j ust a suppletive root, with zero postnucleus .  
(Compare (6 1 a) and (6 1 b), and (62a), (62b) and (62c).) 
(6 1 )  a. Lili. 
go.away.2SG.IMP 
Be off with you. 
b. Lee cho. 
go.FOL PCT.IMP.2DU.SB.  
Be off with you (dual). 
(62) a. Kedi. 
stand. up.2SG .IMP 
Stand it up. 
b. Kaa de. 
stand.up.FOL PCT.IMP.3DU.O,2SG.SB 
Stand them (dual) up. 
c .  Kaa y6. 
stand.up.FOL T.PCT.IMP.3SG.O,2PL.SB 
(you, plural) Stand it up. 
( 1 1 ) Summary of verb root variations 
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Table 2. 1 .4.4 brings together a sample of  verbs to illustrate the kinds of changes that take 
place between one root and another. An equals sign (=) indicates that the root is identical 
with the root in the column to its left. 
TABLE 2. 1 .4.4: ROOTS USED WITH A SAMPLE OF VERBS 
Gloss Continuous Punctiliar 'Followed' Remote past Punctiliar 
root root root root imperative 
fall ghayghay ghay = = -
attach to kelekele kali kaa kele -
go lepi Ie lee 100 lili 
wash kuku kudu kpee = kwidi 
die pwopwo pw:onu pw:oo pwene pw:eni 
go down ghfpfghipi gill] ghepe gho ghidi 
become - pyodopyodo py6du pyaa pyodo pyedi 
carry it dnyinednyine dnyine = = = 
see it mumu m:uu = m6du mwini 
wash it gheeghee ghodo ghee = = 
eat it pipi ma = ndil ma 
stand up kapf kaa kaa = kedi 
make be pyepi py6du = = = -
hit it vyee vy:a vya vya vya 
put it t:emf t:oo t:ee t:ango teni 
blow it wupi wuu wee wuwo widi 
( 1 2) Roots for 'give' 
The verb ' give' is  a special case, as the verb root used depends on the person of the 
recipient (Goal) .  Perhaps it should be regarded as two different verbs, 'give to a third 
person' and 'give to a first or second person' .  Table 2. 1 .4.5 outlines the different roots 
meaning 'give' that are used. 
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TABLE 2. 1 .4.5 :  VERB ROOTS MEANING 'GIVE' 
D u r a t i o n  
Goal Punctiliar Continuous 
3rd y:oo 'he gave it to him (yesterday)
, 
yemf 'he was giving it to him (today)
, 
person y:ee de 'he gave them (DU) yemf de 'he was giving them (DU) 
to him (yesterday)
, 
to him (today)' 
y:ango 'he gave it doD yemf 'he was giving it 
to him (REM)' to him (REM)' 
y:ee doD 'he gave them (DU) doD yemf de 'he was giving them (DU) 
to him (REM)' to him (REM)' 
l or 2 ke 'he gave it kuwo 'he was giving it 
to you or me (yesterday)' to you or me (today)
, 
ke de 'he gave them (DU) kuwo de 'he was giving them (DU) 
to you or me (yesterday) to you or me (today)' 
kpo 'he gave it doD kuwo 'he was giving it 
to you or me (REM)' to you or me (REM)' 
ke doD 'he gave them doD kuwo de 'he was giving them 
(DU) to you or me (REM)' (DU) to you or me (REM)' 
2. 1 .5 THE PREDICATE PRENUCLEUS 
The main factors affecting the predicate prenucleus are: 
- duration continuous or punctiliar (see §2. 1 . 1  above) 
indicative, habitual or imperative (see §2. 1 .2) - mood 
- tense 
- person 
- number 
six tenses in the indicative mood and two in each of habitual and 
imperative moods (see §2. 1 .3) 
first, second or third person subject 
singular, dual or plural subject 
The interactions of these parameters are marked by portmanteau morphemes related to the 
pronouns, as presented in Tables 2. 1 .5 .2 and 2. 1 .5 .3  below, with following discussion. 
That discussion defers consideration of a number of other factors which affect the 
prenucleus, such as negation, contrafactual status, motion, included deictics and reference to 
one of several objects. All these factors are such that they are only expressed in certain 
situations and so to simplify the description of the predicate prenucleus, the forms where 
these factors are not expressed will be used in this section. (These factors are described in 
detail in §2. 1 .7.) 
The Yele free pronouns are presented in Table 2. 1 .5 . 1 ,  for comparison with the prenuclei 
in Tables 2. 1 .5 .2 and 2. 1 .5 .3 .  
TABLE 2. 1 .5 . 1 :  FREE PRONOUNS 
N u m b e r  
Person singular dual plural 
1 ne nyo nmo 
2 nyi dp:u nmyo 
3 < ------------------ @ ------------------> 
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Note that there are no third person pronouns. The plural pronouns share nm (a 
postalveolar nasal continuant with simultaneous bilabial closure). 
( 1 )  The punctiliar predicate prenucleus 
Table 2. 1 .5 .2 presents the prenuclear forms used with punctiliar events. The forms used 
in the indicative mood with the near past and remote past tenses are regarded as basic. These 
differ from the free pronouns only in that the vowels are i following a palatalised consonant 
and i elsewhere, and that the second person dual form is not nasalised. From these, the 
future tense is formed by prefixing a- ' future ' .  The immediate past indicative is formed from 
the basic forms by adding a stop feature. The second person singular form chi is  the 
orthographic representation of Ityi/, which is manifested as an alveopalatal grooved affricate 
[tJ] . Punctiliar habitual prenuclei can be regarded as being formed from the indicative 
immediate past forms with simultaneous bilabial closure added. 
TABLE 2. 1 .5 .2:  PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH PUNCTILIAR EVENTS 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-ni a-nyi a-nmi 
(proximal) 2 a-nyi a-dpi a-nmyi 
3 <-------------- a-@ -------------> 
immediate future all non-existent 
and present 
immediate past 1 di dnye dpi 
(proximal) 2 chi dpi dmye 
3 < - - - - - --- - - --- de ---------------> 
B near past 1 ni nyi nmi 
A (proximal) 2 nyl dpi nmyi 
S 3 < ------- - ----- @ --- - ------------> 
I remote 1 ni nyi nmi 
C past 2 nyi dpi nmyi 
3 < ------------- @ ----------------> 
Habitual no 1 dpi dmye dpi 
distinctions 2 dpyi dpi dmye 
3 <------------- dpi ---------------> 
Imperative immediate all @ throughout 
deferred 1 --- <------ paa ------> 
2,3  < ------- - - - - - - dpi ---------------> 
(2) The continuous predicate prenucleus 
Table 2. 1 .5 .3  presents the prenuclear forms used with continuous events. The 'basic' 
punctiliar forms (near past indicatives) are used with immediate past continuous events. Near 
past indicative continuous forms are similar to these basic forms, except in the third person. 
Future continuous forms can be derived from the near past continuous forms by the addition 
of a- ' future ' ,  j ust as with punctiliar forms. Present tense continuous forms can also be 
derived from the 'basic' forms by the addition of a- 'present continuous' ,  except that the first 
person dual and second person plural forms have e rather than i. Immediate future forms are 
further removed from the basic forms. Proximal habitual prenuclei are the same as immediate 
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future indicative forms. Distal habitual forms can be derived from the near past indicative 
forms by the addition of -mo 'distal habitual' ,  except that the first person dual form i s  
derived from the 'basic' counterpart rather than from the near past form, and the third person 
singular distal habitual is copied from the third person dual form. Continuous imperative 
prenuclei and remote past indicative prenuclei show less relationship to the 'basic' forms. 
TABLE 2. 1 .5 .3 :  PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH CONTINUOUS EVENTS 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-nf a-ny:oo a-nmf 
(distal) 2 a-nyi a-dpi a-nmyi 
3 a-df a-dpi a-dnyi 
immediate future 1 n:aa nye nmo 
(proximal) 2 nye dpo nmye 
3 <---------------- a -------------------> 
present 1 a-nf a-nye a-mill 
(proximal) 2 a-nyi a-dpf a-nmye 
3 <---------------- a-@ ------------------> 
immediate past 1 nf nyi nmf 
BASIC (proximal) 2 nyi dpf nmyi 
3 <----------------- @ ------------------> 
near past 1 nf ny:oo nmf 
(distal) 2 nyi dpf nmyi 
3 df dpf dnyi 
remote 1 noo nyipu nmee 
past 2 nyoo dpfmo nmyee 
3 doc dpfmo dnye 
Habitual proximal 1 n:aa nye nmo 
2 nye dpo nmye 
3 < ------------------ a ---------------------> 
distal 1 nf-mo nyi-mo nmf-mo 
(discontinued) 2 nyi-mo dpf-mo nmyi-mo 
3 <---------------- dpf-mo dnyi-mo 
Imperative 1 -- < ---------- @ -----------> 
2 chi choo dmyine 
3 choo <------- dny:oo -------> 
2. 1 .6 THE PREDICATE POSTNUCLEUS 
In predicate postnuclei, transitivity is the primary dichotomy. Table 2. 1 .6. 1 shows the 
postnuclei used with intransitive events. Note that intransitive postnuclei reflect first the 
duration of the event, then its mood and tense and finally the number of the subject. The 
person of the subject is monitored only in the postnucleus in imperatives. 
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TABLE 2. 1 .6. 1 :  INTRANSITNE PREDICATE POSTNUCLEI 
Number of Subject 
singular dual plural 
IND.REM we/0 knopwo dniye 
IND.PRX and HAB 0 kn; dmi 
PCT Mood and tense 
3 .SB.IMP we <- dniye --> 
2.SB.IMP 0 cho dmyeno 
l .SB.IMP kn; km8ie 
Duration 
.-l l .SB .IMP 
IND.PRX 0 mo t6 
HAB .PRX 6di n6d6 ny6di 
C Mood and tense 
other .;:---------------0--------------> 
The punctiliar indicative remote past postnuclei are wo for weak verbs and 0 for strong 
verbs, as illustrated in examples (54c) and (55c) in §2. 1 .4. Note that the duration dichotomy 
is neutralised with first person imperatives, as illustrated in examples (63) and (64). 
(63) Lee km8ie. 
go.FOL IT. I PL.SB . IMP 
Let's  go. (punctiliar) 
(64) Kuku km8ie. 
washing IT. I PL.SB.IMP 
Let's  be washing. (continuous) 
Transitive predicate postnuclei are displayed in Table 2. 1 .6.2. Note that they reflect first 
the person of the object, then the duration, mood and tense of the event. After that the person 
and number of the subject are monitored, as well as the number of the object. 
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TABLE 2. 1 .6.2: TRANSITIVE PREDICATE POSTNUCLEI 
SP = Subject Person Number of Object 
OP = Object Person singular dual plural 
1 -edi ny-edi nm-6di 
2 OP 
PCT.IMP SP. 2 dp-edi nmy-6di 
1 ne-ne nyi-ne nmf-ne 
1 ,3 OP 
2 nyi-ne dpf-ne nmyi-ne 
1 ,2 TMA 
nyopu nmoo 
PI.REM or OP 
C.HAB.PRX 2 dpo nmyoo 
1 ne nyo nmo 
other OP 
2 dp:o nmyo 
OP 
C.(IND. or HAB).NON.PRX 
& C.IMP> 2 or 3 SB.  de de 
3 TMA 
MF (i.e. l /SG) de te 
IND.PRX & SP 
PCT.HAB PF (i.e. other) gme d:oo t:oo 
PI.REM or MF (i .e. l ISG) doo too 
C.HAB.PRX 
PF (i .e. other) ngopu duma tumo 
eme teme 
DU, PL SB 
2SG de te 
PCT.IMP or Number 
1 .SB.IMP of Object. 2DU,2PL doo too 
3 ene tene 
Number of Subject 
singular dual plural 
1 ngme koo 
SG SP 
L--____ -j 
2 ngi nyoo yo 
3 nge <-- y:e ---> 
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With first and second person objects, the similarity with the free pronouns (Table 2. 1 .5 . 1 )  
can easily be seen. With the third person objects, dual and plural are nearly always marked 
with forms containing d and t respectively. 
( 1 )  Monofocal versus polyfocal subject 
Many of the forms show a consistent pattern where for any number of object, one form is 
used if the subject is first person or singular, and a different form is used with other subjects. 
The forms used with a third person object and indicative proximal events or with punctiliar 
habituals provide an example of this phenomenon. If the subject is first person or singular, 
the postnucleus is @ for a singular object, de for a dual object or te for a plural object. For 
subjects other than first person or singular, however, the corresponding forms are ngme, 
d:oo and t:oo respectively. Deibler ( 1 964:23) and Young ( 1 964:47-49 and 1 97 1 :22-23) have 
termed these monofocal and polyfocal forms in describing Gahuku and Bena-bena 
respectively, Papuan languages of the New Guinea Highlands. Table 2 . 1 .6.3 highlights this 
phenomenon, showing how a third person plural object is affected by the person and number 
of the subject in 'X ate them (yesterday)
,
. 
TABLE 2. 1 .6.3:  MONOFOCAL AND POL YFOCAL MARKING OF THIRD PERSON 
PLURAL OBJECTS OF ma 'EAT' 
Subject N u m b e r  o f  S u b j e c t  
person singular dual plural focus 
1 ni ma te n]'i ma te nmi ma te MF 
2 ny} ma te 
I 
dpi ma t:oo nmyi ma t:oo PF 
3 @ ma te @ ma t:oo @ ma t:oo PF 
Note that the monofocal subjects require the 3PL Object marker te, but the polyfocal subjects 
require t:oo. 
Table 2. 1 .6.4 presents the interaction of tense, mood and aspect with subject forms and 
with the number of a third person object. 
TABLE 2. 1 .6.4: MONOFOCAL AND POL YFOCAL MARKING OF THIRD PERSON OBJECTS 
OF TRANSITIVE VERBS 
Subject Number of Subject Number of Object 
person singular dual,jJlural 3SG 3DU 3PL 
monofocal: 
1 PCT.HAB and IND.PRX @ de te 
PI.REM and C.HAB.PRX �/@ doo too 
polyfocal: 
2 ,3  PCT.HAB and IND.PRX ngme d:oo t:oo 
PI.REM and C.HAB.PRX ng6pu dumo tumo 
The postnucleus nge/@ used with monofocal subjects is analogous to the wo/@ postnuclei 
of remote past indicative intransitive verbs with a singular subject. Weak transitive verbs 
with a third person singular object and a monofocal subject have a postnucleus of nge, 
whereas strong transitive verbs change to the remote past verb root with zero postnucleus. 
(See examples (56) and (57) in §2. 1 .4.) 
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Haiman ( 1 979:898) has subjected Young 's  analysis to resegmentation to highlight firstly 
the occurrence of a glottal stop in dual modal suffixes and secondly the identical marking of 
first person plural and second person singular. He points out that these two features are 
typical of a number of languages of the Eastern New Guinea Highlands Stock. It is  
interesting to note the identity of second and third person dual pre nuclei in Yele in continuous 
non-proximal tenses (Table 2. 1 .5.3) and with punctiliar habitual forms (Table 2. 1 .5 .2). This 
identity does not extend to the first person dual forms, however. Another point to note is  that 
where languages of the Eastern New Guinea Highlands Stock have the same modal suffix 
for second person singular and first person plural, Yele has the same prenuclear component 
for second person singular and first person dual in continuous habituals, immediate past and 
immediate future indicatives (Table 2. 1 .5.3) and in punctiliar indicatives other than those in 
the immediate past tense (Table 2. 1 .5.2). 
(2) Natural topic hierarchy 
The effect of the natural topic hierarchy (see Dixon 1 976:7f, 1 1 2-200) can be seen in 
Table 2. 1 .6.2, in that first and second person objects are important enough for the free 
pronouns to have a strong influence on the predicate postnuclei used with these objects. With 
third person objects, however, the person and number of the subject are increasingly 
important, until the point is reached in the last three lines of Table 2 . 1 .6.2, where for third 
person singular objects of punctiliar imperatives, the person and number of the subject are 
almost completely distinguished. 
2 . 1 .7 SECONDARY FACTORS 
That brings to a close the discussion of the basic structures in the predicate. There are a 
number of other factors which affect the predicate, all of which have been left unmanifested 
in §§ 2. 1 .4, 2 . 1 .5 and 2. 1 .6, to keep the complexity of the presentation within manageable 
proportions. The following sections will deal with these factors in turn. Some forms of the 
morphemes that manifest these factors can be seen easily enough as affixes, but others are 
merged into the prenucleus, with confusing results. The factors are as follows, their basic 
forms being listed along with them. 
- indefiniteness 
- commonality 
- repetition 
- motion 
- deictic incorporation 
- negation 
- contrafactual status 
2. 1 .7 . 1 INDEFINITENESS 
ngme­
mye 
me 
n:aa 
various 
daa 
wo . . .  pi 
(§2 . 1 .7 . 1 )  
( §2 . 1 .7 .2) 
(§2 . 1 .7 .3)  
( §2 . 1 .7 .4) 
( §2 . 1 .7 .5)  
(§2 . 1 .7 .6) 
(§2 . 1 .7 .7) 
Where the Absolutive referent of a predication i s  indefinite, in  Chafe ' s  terms 
( 1 976:38-43), this is signalled by prefixing <ngme-> to the predicate prenucleus. The saw 
blade in example (65) illustrates an object which is indefinite: 
(65) [Saw nt:u]A ngme-ni nuwo. 
saw body INDEF-PI.REM. 1 SG.SB took.REM 
I took a (circular) saw blade. 
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If the subject of an intransitive verb is indefinite, this also causes the predicate prenucleus 
to be marked with <ngmo. 
(66) [N:uU]A ngme loo? 
who INDEF went 
Who went? 
(67) [ Yeli PilA [k:oolL ngme-doo dpodo. 
Rossel person inside INDEF-CI.REM.3.sB working 
There was a Rossel man working on board. 
The basic form of the morpheme is ngme-, which is used where the prenucleus is zero 
(66), or where the prenucleus begins with a consonant ((65) and (67» . 
Where the predicate prenucleus (as described so far) begins with a-, the a vowel is  
absorbed by the indefinite morpheme, changing i t  to ngma- in the process (68). 
(68) [Lukwe]A ngma-nyi mdono? 
what INDEF.FUT-FUT.2SG.SB doing 
What will you be doing? 
There is an interesting example of a question identical to (67) except that the indefinite 
morpheme is not used. Both questions occur in close proximity, in a narrative about Gregory 
Mepe's  work experience in Port Moresby. He left Rossel, and worked on a coastal ship for a 
year, and then left the ship at Samarai. Gregory continues: 
(69) a. [Father nge]E [y:I1L ki'-mJ m:uu noo, 
Father SG.E there CT-MOT see T.PI.REM. 1 SG.O 
Father saw me there 
b .  a-ka-pe, 
me-to-3.said.REM 
and said to me, 
c. [Lukwe]A �-nyi mdono? 
what PRES-CI.PRES .2SG.SB doing 
"What are you doing?" 
(70) a. Kwo-no, 
to.him-I.said 
I said to him, 
b .  [Al:iJ1L n:aa t66. 
here CLIM.FUT. 1 SG.SB sitting 
"I' m  just here". 
c .  Kwo-no, 
to.him-I .said 
I said to him, 
d .  [ U  ya]A [a nga]x a kwo, 
its desire my X . 1 SG PRES standing 
e .  [RabaullL n:aa lepi. 
Rabaul CLIM.FUT. 1 SG.SB go 
"I want to go to Rabaul". 
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(7 1 )  a. A-ka-pe, 
me-to-said.REM 
He said to me, 
b .  [Lukwe]A ngma-nyi 
what INDEF.FUT -CI.FUT.2SG.SB 
"What will you be doing there?" 
mdono? 
doing 
In (69c), the priest assumes that Gregory is employed at Samarai, and asks what his 
employment is, which Gregory translates without using ngme-. In (7 1 b), his conception of 
Gregory' s  intended action in Rabaul is less definite, so Gregory reports his question using 
ngme-. 
The verbal prefix <ngme-> can be regarded as the incorporation of the indefinite 
morpheme ngme used in noun phrases. 
(72) [Maa-we ngme, u pl1Top [Chima.koM 
male-important INDEF his name Chima 
Once there was a man called Chima. 
(73) a pyipe ngme k:ii 
my friend INDEF with 
with a friend of mine 
(74) [Ngme knJ Y:OO]E de m:uu ngme. 
INDEF some PL.E PI.IM.PST.3 .SB see T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
Some of them saw it (the leopard shark). 
Is it purely coincidence that the predicate postnucleus used with a third person singular 
object with polyfocal subject (such as in example (74» is ngme? It is hardly a coincidence 
that the numeral 'one' used in counting is also ngme. 
ngme 
miy6 
pyile 
paadi 
1 
2 
3 
4 and so on. 
(The numeral 'one' used in quantifying a noun phrase is a related form, ngmidi.) 
(75) [Daa yoo ngmidl1A [Y:lk a kwo ne. 
NEG group one there CI.PRES .3 .SB standing IT.CI.PRES.3SG.SB 
There are many groups of  people there. 
Example (75) also illustrates the preference Rossel people have for understatements. 
Literally it means 'Not one group of people is standing there. '  
2 . 1 .7 .2 COMMONALITY 
Where a predication parallels a previous predication in some way, the morpheme mye 
'also' is merged with the predicate prenucleus. In example (76), the Agent and the event are 
the same in both clauses, but the Patient differs. 
(76) a. [A mailbaglA [k:umulM noD tpye. 
my mailbag in.the.hand CI.REM . l SG.SB holding 
b. [Saw nt:U]A [k:umU]M mye-noo tpye. 
saw body in.the.hand also-CI.REM. I SG.SB holding 
I was holding my mailbag in (one) hand, and the saw blade in the other. 
This morpheme can also be used with the force of English 'still', as in example (77). 
(77) a. [ U  chine]A ghay wo, [nt:ee,k 
his nephew fall IT.PI.REM. 3.SB lagoon 
b.  [kpillA di'-mJ m6du ... 
clam. type NEG-other saw 
c. me teme wo, 
again dive IT.PI.REM.SG.SB 
d. mye-di'-mJ m6du ... 
also-NEG-other saw 
His nephew dived into the lagoon, but didn't see the clam ... 
he dived again, but still didn't see it... 
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Examples (76) and (77) illustrate uses of mye- where it is prefixed to the predicate 
prenucleus without change. In a number of combinations of TMA and Subject Person, 
however, mye- is merged into the prenucleus to produce a new portmanteau morpheme, as 
illustrated in Table 2. 1.7.2. 1. 
TABLE 2. 1.7.2. 1: PORTMANTEAU MANIFESTATIONS OF mye 'ALSO' 
TMA and Subject person basic form + mye 'also' 
PLIM.PST.3.SB de ie 0 my a Ie 0 
PCT.HAB.3.SB dpi' Ie 0 myoo Ie 0 
CLIM.PST. l SG.SB ni' Iepi' 0 my:aa Iepi' 0 
C.HAB.PRX. l SG.SB n:aa Iepi' yedi myini' Iepi' yedi 
2. 1.7.3 REPETITION 
This section deals with the morpheme me-, which can be glossed 'again'. The basic 
meaning is that the predication marked with me results in a previous state of affairs being 
reestablished, either in reality or conceptually. Thus in (77c) in the previous section, the 
nephew dived again into the lagoon looking for the clam. (Note that me- 'again' is used, 
even though the diving is first narrated as 'he fell into the lagoon' in clause (a) and later as 
'he dived again' in clause (c).) 
The morpheme me- is also used to indicate a return to a previous state, even though the 
event is not a repetition of a previous event. 
(78) Me-di' kee. 
again-PLIM.PST. l SG .SB throw.away 
I threw it back again. 
The author had caught only one leopard shark in his life, and threw it back only once, but 
it was returning to its previous location in the sea, so he used me- in the predicate. 
The morpheme me- also has an extended meaning akin to 'after all' or 'contrary to 
intention', as illustrated in example (79). 
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(79) [Mepe nge]E [ w:aa mbwame]A me-dipe ch8pwo. 
Mepe SG.E dog neck again-PI.REM.3.SB .NEG.CLS cut 
Mepe didn't kill the dog after all. 
2. 1 .7.4 MOTION 
Events involving motion are marked in the predicate prenucleus with <n:aa> 'go and .. . ' 
(80) A-nmi-n:aa i:eenkJie. 
FUT-CI.FUT. I PL.SB-MOT playing 
We' ll go and play (football) (tomorrow). 
The morpheme takes a number of forms, depending on the combination of tense and 
mood, and the person and number of the subject. These forms are displayed in Tables A-5 
and A-6 in the appendix. 
The simplest strategy used to indicate that motion is involved in the event is simply to 
suffix -n:aa to the predicate prenucleus. This strategy is used with the following categories of 
events: 
A: punctiliar habitual or indicative immediate past with non third person Subject 
(compare (8 I a) and (8 Ib)) 
B: punctiliar deferred imperative with fIrst person Subject (82) 
C: continuous indicative and habitual in non-proximal tense (83) 
D: continuous imperatives with non first person Subject (84) 
(8 1 )  a. [Nkeii kamiJA ki-dnye m:uu. 
boat new CT-PI.IM.PST. I DU.SB see 
We (dual) saw the new boat (today). 
b. [Nkeii kamJ1A ki-dnye-n:aa m:uu. 
boat new CT-PI.IM.PST. I DU.SB-MOT see 
We (dual) went and saw the new boat (today). 
(82) [Nkeii kamiJA paa-n:aa m:uu ngme. 
boat new deferral-MOT see T. I DU.SB.IMP.3SG.O 
Let 's  (you and I) go and see the new boat. 
(83) Nmee-n:aa yi.paa paapaa. 
CI.REM. I PL.SB-MOT tree.body pulling 
We were going and hauling logs. 
(84) [P:aa]A [u kwo]G chi-n:aa kemakema. 
town 3 SG.DEP.PN to.him C .IMP.2SG.SB-MOT showing 
Go and show him the town. 
Another strategy for marking motion is to take the unmarked predicate prenucleus and 
change its vowel to :uu. This strategy is used with: 
E: punctiliar habitual or indicative immediate past with third person Subject 
(a 'flip-flop' relationship for Subject person with category A above) (compare 
(85b) with (8 1b)) 
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F: punctiliar deferred imperative with non-first person Subject 
(a person ' flip-flop' with category B above) (compare (86b) with (87» 
G: punctiliar indicative non-immediate past with non-third person Subject 
(a tense flip-flop with A above and a person and tense flip-flop with E above) 
(compare (87) with ( 8 I b) and with (8Sb» 
H: continuous indicative immediate past with non-third person Subject 
(a person and duration flip-flop with E above) (compare (88) with (8Sb» 
(85) a. [Nk6li kamJJA de m:uu ngme. 
boat new PI .IM.PST.3 .SB see T.IND.PRX.3SG.O. PF 
They saw the new boat (today). (motion not involved) 
b .  [Nk6li kaJ1l1JA d:uu m:uu ngme. 
boat new PI.IM.PST.3 .SB.MOT see T.IND.PRX.3SG.O. PF 
They went to see the new boat (today). (motion involved) 
(86) a. [Nk6li kaJ1l1JA dpi m:uu nyoo. 
boat new deferred see T.PCT.IMP.3SG.O,2DU.SB 
Have a look at the new boat (later on). 
b .  [Nk6li kaJ1l1JA dp:uu m:uu 
boat new deferred.PCT.IMP.2SB.MOT see 
nyoo. 
T.PCT.IMP.3SG .O,2DU.SB 
Go and see the new boat (later on). 
(87) [Nk6li kaJ1l1JA ny:uu m6du. 
boat new PI.REM. I DU.SB .MOT saw 
We (dual) went and saw the new boat (before yesterday). 
(88) [Maa p:uulL kl-ny:uu pIpI. 
road on CT-CI.IM.PST. I DU.SB.MOT eating 
We (dual) were eating it as we went along (today). 
The third strategy for signalling motion is used where the unmarked predicate prenucleus 
person marking is  zero. Here <-mJ> is used to indicate motion in the following TMA 
categories: 
I: The basic form, -mi, is  used with the third person forms of punctiliar indicative non 
immediate past and continuous indicative immediate past events. (Compare (89a) 
and (89b) with (8Sb).)  
J :  The form -nyi is used with punctiliar imperatives intended for immediate execution. 
(Compare (90) with (86b).) 
(89) a .  [Nk6li kaJ1l1JA mJ ·  m:uu ngme. 
boat new MOT see T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They went and saw the new boat (yesterday) .  
b .  [Nk6li kaJ1l1JA w-a-mJ m:uu ngme. 
boat new D-FUT-MOT see T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They ' ll go and see the new boat. 
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(90) [Nkeli k8l1111A !lYi  m:uu nyoo. 
boat new Mar see T.PCT.IMP.3SG.O,2DU.SB 
Go and see the new boat (straight away). 
The fourth and final strategy for marking motion is used with: 
K: continuous indicative immediate future and continuous proximal habitual forms. In 
this case, for events with non-third person subjects, the forms used with unmarked 
continuous distal habituals are used to indicate motion. With third person forms, 
the prenucleus is wumi. 
(9 1 )  Ni-mo dpi. 
CI.IM.FUT. 1 SG.SB-MOT sleeping 
I 'm going (away) to sleep. 
(92) Wumi dpi mo. 
CLIM.FUT.3 .SB .MOT sleeping IT.CI.PRX.DU.SB 
They (dual) are going (away) to sleep. 
(93) [NtelA ni-mo pipi nge. 
food C.HAB . 1 SG-MOT eating T.C.HAB .PRX.3SG.O.MF 
I go and eat (my) food (habitually). 
2. 1 .7.5 DEICTIC INCORPORATION 
Yele has six deictics occurring in the noun phrase, as presented in Table 2. 1 .7 .5 . 1 .  
TABLE 2. 1 .7 .5. 1 :  YELE DEICTICS 
Deictic Reference discourse usage 
kJ in sight 
wu out of sight anaphoric 
ala close to the speaker cataphoric 
ye close to the hearer anaphoric 
yi previously discussed anaphoric 
mu other cataphoric 
Example (94) illustrates their use. 
(94) a. [Kf tpell11 A [ YelJ p:uUlL kJ-ni m6du. 
that boy.SPEC Rossel at CT-PI.REM. l SG.SB saw 
I saw that boy (currently in sight) at Rosse!. 
b .  Wu n:uu? 
that who 
Who's  that (outside, not in sight)? 
c. Ala lukwe? 
this what 
What is this (close to me)? 
d .  Ye lukwe, angene te? 
that what where fish 
What 's  with you then, where are all the fish? 
e .  xi dini ghi nge 
that time piece at 
at that (aforementioned) time 
f. mu dini ghi nge 
other time piece at 
at some other time 
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The following short text illustrates the discourse usage of four of the six Yele deictics 
listed in Table 2. 1 .7 .5 . 1 .  It is the response to the question 'Why did people stop my son 
collecting fIreflies?' (To Rossel people, fIreflies embody spirits of the dead.) 
(95) a .  Njimi, [na a ka]G yed:oo [ill!! kopu u diY:O]Reason, -
Jim me me G then this( close) word its reason 
Well then Jim, it seems to me because of this: 
ndoo.ape [Pi YOO]A [aia-ntelM 
maybe person PL this-like 
nuw:o mbe wo, 
thinking PCT.IZ iLPl.REM.SG.SB 
maybe people thought like this, 
b .  a-pe, 
INDEF.G-3.said 
c .  
d .  
[ U  ngwo]x a-ngme chip wi, 
him X FUT-INDEF retaliate 
It will pay him back with something 
o [dyaapee]A [p:uulL a-ngme kaaii, 
or fault on FUT-INDEF attach 
ORlENTER of (c) 
ORlENTER of (c) 
(implied speech introducer) 
prohibition REASON 
REASON for prohibition 
(ALTERNATE to (c» 
or some fault (e.g. sickness or injury) will befall him 
e .  ndoo.ape, 
maybe 
maybe 
f. daa ape, 
not maybe 
no, not maybe, 
CONTRAST to (e) 
(correction of doubt in (e» 
g .  [yOO]A [ill!!-ntelM nuw:o mbe dniye, ORIENTER of (h) 
people this-like thinking PCT.IS it .PLREM.PL.SB 
people did think like this, 
h .  Mu kopu u l:ee.diy:o [nYI1TOp [u mo dyame Pl]cOM, REASON 
other word its reason you its different island person for 
Because you are from a different country, prohibition 
i .  [nm:eelTop [u mo dyame tp:ee]cOM, 
your.child its different island child 
and your son is from a different country, 
j .  xi kopu u l:ee.diy:o [u kwo]G -
mentioned word its reason him G 
REASON for prohibition 
(ADDITION to (h» 
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kw6du ng6pu. 
forbid T.PLREM.3SG.O.PF 
that's  the reason they forbade him. 
(96) a .  Ndoo.ape wu k6pu u dJy:o, 
maybe that( out.of.sight) word its reason 
Maybe that is the reason, 
b .  daa ape, 
not maybe 
no, not maybe 
RESULT of (h) and (i) 
RESULT of (95c), (d), 
(h) and (i) 
CONTRAST to (a) 
(correction of doubt in (a)) 
c .  d:o wu k6pu u dJy:o. 
Lsaid that word its reason 
I think that is the reason. 
RESULT of (95c), (d), (h) and (i) 
(AMPLIFICATION of (a)) 
As listed in Table 2. 1 .7 .5 . 1 ,  ala and mu have cataphoric reference when used in  
discourse, and wu and yi have anaphoric reference. Discussion with the speaker of  this text, 
Raymond, confirmed that ala used in clause (95a) referred to the following REASONs in 
clauses (c) and (d), and that its use in clause (g) referred to the following REASONs in 
clauses (h) and (i). He also said that mu in clause (h) referred to the following REASONs in 
clauses (h) and (i).  Mu seems to be used here rather than ala, because it introduces another 
following REASON, as mu is used as a deictic to refer to an 'other' entity. When asked 
about yi in clause U), he said it referred to all the previous REASONs. Concerning wu in 
(96a) and (96c), he said it referred to the earlier pair of REASONs in (95c) and (95d). There 
is a parallel here between the real-world usage of wu to refer to an entity which is out of 
sight. The earlier pair of preceding REASONs is 'out of sight' compared with the later pair 
of preceding REASONs. 
Five of these deictics have parallels in the predicate prenucleus with similar meanings. For 
example, the basic form of the certainty prefix is Ja''.., and its typical use is to indicate that the 
speaker was an eyewitness to an event. While kJ- and its variants are used with non-future 
indicative events, future indicatives (that is events that have not been 'seen' yet) can be 
marked with w- 'definiteness' in the same position in the predicate prenucleus. 
( 1 )  Incorporating the deictic kJ 
The incorporation of the other deictics is described in detail below, but first let us examine 
kJ- and W-. The basic form kJ- merges into the predicate prenucleus. In the present tense of 
continuous events, it takes the form k-, and is used only with third person subjects. 
(97) K-a dpJ. 
CT-CI.PRES.3 .SB sleeping 
He is asleep. 
In the past tenses, the following morphophonemic changes take place: 
kJ + de --> kede 
kJ+ nmJ 
kJ+ dpJ 
kJ+ nmo 
--> kunu 
--> kudu 
--> kuno 
kJ remains unchanged elsewhere. 
(98) Kudu lee dmi. 
CT.PLIM . PST. 1 PL.SB go.FOL IT.PLPRX . PL.SB 
We went (today). 
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Certainty i s  usually not marked with a second person subject form but when it is,  it 
indicates a dogmatic assertion: 
(99) KJ-chi kn:aadi. 
CT -PI.IM.PST.2SG.SB miss 
You really blew it that time! (lit. You missed badly.) 
Although <16-> is  frequently used in conversation, it is generally only used at the first 
opportunity in a monologue, quoted speech excepted, of course. Text (a) in §2.4 is a good 
example. 
(2) Incorporating the deictic wu 
The future counterpart of certainty ( 'in sight') is definiteness ( w-), from wu 'out of sight ' .  
The morpheme w- is  obligatory with negative future punctiliar indicative forms with a third 
person subject ( 100). 
( 100) [Ngem Kaawa]A daa-�-a ni' kni'. 
Ngem Kaawa NEG-D-FUT go.PCT IT.PLPRX . DU .S B .  
Ngem and Kaawa won't  be going. 
The definite morpheme w- is nearly always used with future questions ( 1 0 1 ), but is not 
used with a negative future statement with a first or second person subject. (Compare ( 1 00) 
and ( 102).) 
( 10 1 )  [Naa tedelL �-a-nyi ni? 
feast place D-FUT-IND.FUT.2SG.SB go.PCT 
Are you going to the feast? 
( 102) Kele, daa-ni' ni. 
no NEG-IND.FUT. 1 SG.SB go.PCT 
No, I 'm not going. 
In other future indicative forms (i .e.  positive questions and statements), its use is 
optional. In fact, the meaning of w- is rather difficult to determine in future positive 
statements. In some texts it correlates fairly closely with duration, punctiliar events using w-, 
continuous events not using it. Compare ( 103a) with ( 103b). 
( 1 03) a. [CarpenterlL w-a-nyi kaalJ, 
carpenters D-FUT-PLFUT.2SG.SB attach.to.PCT 
Will you join the carpenters, 
b .  6 [garagelL a-nyi-n:aa dpodo? 
or garage FUT-CLFUT.2SG.SB-MOT working 
or go and work in the garage? 
Text (b) (a procedural text about copra making) in §2.4 illustrates the difficulty of 
determining the function of W-. As stated in §2. 1 .3 (just above example (23», a second 
person singular subject form in future tense is used for procedures that people in general 
follow. The predicate prenucleus in this case is (w-)a-nyi. An adaptation of the free 
translation of that text follows, in which w-a-nyi is represented as w-you and a-nyi as @-you. 
5 0  
The duration of each verb is marked as PCT for punctiliar or C for continuous. (The 
vernacular text with glosses is given in full in §2.4.) 
Adapted free translation of text (b) Duration Usage of w-
Now I'm going to talk about making copra. inapplicable 
2 a When @-you begin PCT @ 
b @-you gather the coconuts C @ 
c and @-you heap them up. PCT @ 
3 a After that w-you husk (them) C w 
b w-you pluck the fibres off C w 
c w-you break them open PCT w 
d w-you gather them to the shed. PCT w 
4 a w-You put the coconuts face down, PCT w 
b w-you light the fire under them PCT w 
c @-�ou first gather the firewood. PCT @ 
Sentences 5 to 8 explain what happens to the copra, so the generic human Agent is not 
involved, and w- is not applicable. The human Agent is involved again in 9a: 
9 a After that w-you ram it. PCT w 
1 0  a w-You take it to the ramming place, PCT w 
b w-you sew up the bags, PCT w 
c w-you put it (in the shed) well, PCT w 
c moisture mustn't get into it. inapplicable 
11 a w-You take it to the wharf . . .  PCT w 
Clauses 11 b to 13a describe how the copra stays on the wharf until a boat comes, and then it 
is shipped to market. Again w- is inapplicable, as the generic human is not the Agent of these 
predications. 
Sentence 14 begins an evaluative paragraph in which the generic human is again involved: 
14 a 
b 
c 
1 5  a 
b 
c,d 
e 
16 a 
b 
c 
17 a 
b 
18 a 
19 
If @-you dry it well 
a good price comes back 
into your account. 
If @..you dry it badly, 
you'll get a letter back, 
saying that your copra was bad, 
they'll give a low price for it. 
If @..you dry it well, 
a good price comes back 
wherever you have your account. 
If w-you dry it badly 
you are to blame. 
w-Y ou' d better look after it properly. 
Conclusion 
PCT 
PCT 
PCT 
PCT 
C 
@ 
inapplicable 
inapplicable 
@ 
inapplicable 
inapplicable 
inapplicable 
@ 
inapplicable 
inapplicable 
w 
inapplicable 
w 
inapplicable 
At first sight the use of w-a-nyi or a-nyi in this text seems quite random, one form being 
used for several clauses, and then the other form for several clauses. But then a subtle 
difference emerges. Sentence 2 refers to any time in general when one would be making 
copra, and begins the sequence of operations involved, all without the W-. The switch to 
5 1  
using w- comes with sentence 3,  which begins with U kuw6 dini ghi nge 'after that ' .  The 
situation is a little more definite now - the processing has begun and should not be 
interrupted until it is completed. And so the clauses through to 5b all use w-a-nyi, but 5c uses 
a-nyi, apparently because it refers to some generic prior time at which the firewood should 
have been gathered. The definite situation marked with w- is resumed in 9a with further steps 
in the copra-making process, until the end of the process is reached in 1 1 a, and the copra is 
in the shed on the wharf waiting for shipping to market. 
Sentence 1 4  begins an evaluative paragraph which presents the consequences of 
processing copra well or badly, and this more general situation is indicated by the absence of 
w-. So far so good. But why is w- used in sentence 17?  Sentence 17 is  essentially the same 
condition and consequence as are found in 1 5, which does not have W-. It seems that here the 
w- is used as a prominence marker, to highlight the responsibility a man has to process his 
copra properly. And the w- is continued in sentence 18 to enforce the conclusion. 
(3) Incorporating the deictic ala 
The deictic ala ' this' (close to the speaker) has a parallel in a 'close ' ,  which occurs in the 
predicate prenucleus to mark motion towards the speaker or proximity to the speaker. 
Although the basic form is a, the morpheme takes a number of different forms, as presented 
in the matrices A-7 and A-8 in the appendix. In some cases, a 'close' is added unchanged to 
the 'unmarked' predicate prenucleus ( 104). (The added a is written as a separate word in the 
practical orthography to avoid confusion with a long vowel within a morpheme. Where a 
'close' is added, there is a pitch glide from the unmarked prenucleus down to the a, but this 
does not occur with normal long vowels.) 
( 104) a .  [Maah w-a kee dmi. 
tomorrow D-FUT move. up IT.PLPRX.PL.SB 
They ' ll go up tomorrow. 
b .  [Maah w-a � kee dmi. 
tomorrow D-FUT CLS move.up IT.PL PRX.PL.SB 
They ' ll come up tomorrow. 
( 1 05)  Doo a koko. 
CLREM.3 .SB CLS moving.up 
He was coming up. (remote past) 
Where the unmarked predicate prenucleus is a short monosyllable, its vowel is lowered or 
replaced by a when a 'close' follows. 
( l06) a .  KJ-dny� koko. 
CT -CLREM.3PL.SB moving. up 
They were going up. (remote past) 
b .  KJ-dny� � koko. 
CT-CLREM.3PL.SB .CLS CLS moving.up 
They were coming up. (remote past) 
On the paths at Rossel, the two sentences in ( 1 07) can be heard, where the vowel j is  
lowered to a, as a mother encourages her young child not to dawdle along. Example ( 1 07a) is  
used if the child is  ahead of his mother on the path, while ( 107b) is used if he is following 
her. 
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( l 07) a .  Chi mbepe. 
C.IMP.2SG.SB running 
Keep running along (ahead of me). 
b .  Cha 11 mbepe. 
C.lMP.2SG.SB .CLS CLS running 
Keep running along (to keep up with me). 
When this vowel lowering takes place, l is lowered to o. (Compare ( I OSa) and ( lOSc» . '  
( l OS) a .  [Di'yoh sJI!i kwidi. 
later deferred wash(IT.2SG.IMP) 
Have your wash later on. 
b. [Mbwaa paa]L dp:uu kwidi. 
water at deferred.MOT wash(IT.2SG.IMP) 
Go and have your wash in the creek. 
c .  [Mbwaa paalL dpo kwidi. 
water at deferred.CLS wash(IT.2SG.IMP) 
Have your wash at the creek on your way back (here). 
Note that in ( l OSc) the a has been absorbed into the prenucleus dpo. The environments in 
which this absorption takes place can be discerned by comparing Table A-3 in the appendix 
with Table A-7, and AA with A-S .  
Where the certainty marker ki' occurs with a zero unmarked predicate prenucleus, adding a 
'close' also changes the certainty marker to ka. 
( 1 09) a. Ki 100. 
CT went.REM 
He went. (remote past) (Can be a euphemism for death.) 
b. K11 11 100. 
CT.CLS CLS went.REM 
He came. (remote past) 
An interesting case arises with punctiliar immediate past forms with first person singular 
or third person singular Subject, where the only difference between them is the nasalisation 
of the first person form. 
( 1 1 0) a. Da peedi'. 
PI.IM.PST.3SG.SB .CLS pull .PCT 
He pulled it in (today). 
b .  D:a peedJ. 
PI.IM.PST. l SG.SB.CLS pull .PCT 
I pulled it in (today). 
The following derivation of these two forms suggests itself: 
Or perhaps it is lowered to ii. In the absence of vowel length, 0 and ii are very hard to distinguish. 
f!;, @ + stop 
--> de 
--> da 
b: nl+ stop 
+ a  -
+ a  -
+ a  -
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the 'basic' 3.SB + stop + a 'close' 
the unmarked PI.IM.PST.3.SB + a 'close' 
the 'basic' l SG + stop + a (The f vowel here is nasalised, 
but the : is  not written because a rule in the practical 
orthography suppresses it in short vowels following nasal 
continuants. See § 1 . 1 .) 
--> *d:l + a - Nasalisation is not realised in the surface form because l i s  
nasalised only following a nasal continuant. 
--> d:a the unmarked PI.IM.PST. 1 SG.SB fused with a 'close' 
A second strategy is followed in Yele for marking motion towards the reference point, and 
that is to add <-ne> 'close' to the 'basic' form rather than adding a. « -ne> is manifested by 
-de following dPl, by -ne elsewhere.) This strategy is used with the following categories of 
tense, mood, aspect and Subject identity: 
A continuous immediate future and continuous proximal habitual forms with non­
third person subject ( 1 1 1 ) . (With third person forms the prenucleus is  wune ( 1 1 2) . )  
(This is  analogous to K in §2. 1 .7.4 above.) 
B:  continuous immediate past indicative and punctiliar indicative forms in which the 
last syllable of the unmarked prenucleus contains a palatalised nasal, either a nasal 
continuant ( 1 13 )  or nasal release ( 1 14) .  
( 1 1 1 ) a .  [Daa kemakemah nl-ne diyediye. 
NEG delayed basic. 1 SG.SB-CLS returning 
I 'm coming back soon. 
b .  [Awedeh dpl-de diyediye mo? 
today basic.2DU.SB-CLS returning IT.CI.PRX.DU.SB 
Are you (dual) coming back today? 
( 1 1 2) [Awedeh wune diyediye teo 
today CI.IM.FUT.3 .SB.CLS returning IT.CI.PRX . PL.SB 
They are coming back today. 
( 1 1 3) a .  [Maah w-a-nyl-ne diye knl. 
tomorrow D-FUT-PI.FUT. 1 DU.SB-CLS return IT.PI.PRX.DU.SB 
We (dual) will come back tomorrow. 
b .  [AntelT nmyi-ne nuw:o tumo? 
when PLREM.2PL.SB-CLS take.PCT T.PI .REM.PL.O.PF 
When did you (plural) bring them? 
( 1 1 4) a .  [Mw:aandiye]T kf-dnyi-ne diye knl. 
moming CT-PI.IM.PST. 1 DU.SB-CLS return IT.PLPRX.DU.SB 
We (dual) came back this morning. 
b .  [Awedeh dmyi-ne nuw:o t:oo? 
today PI.IM.PST.2PL.SB.CLS-CLS take.PCT T.IND.PRX . PL.O.PF 
Did you (plural) bring them today? 
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Where the unmarked prenucleus is zero (see Tables 2. 1 .5 .2 and 2. 1 .5 .3)  and the event is 
marked for repetition (me-) and for proximity to the speaker (alne), the form the prenucleus 
takes is meda. The d seems to be interposed to prevent the me- and the a coalescing to *ma. 
( 1 1 5) a .  Me-d-a diye woo 
again-separator-CLS return IT.PI .REM.SG.SB 
He returned (here). 
b .  W -a-me-d-a diye dmi. 
D-FUT-again-separator-CLS return IT.PI.PRX.PL.SB 
They will come back (tomorrow or later). 
A number of verbs are obligatorily marked 'close' ,  even when motion does not seem to be 
involved. 
( 1 1 6) [Km:ii u danembum]A nJ-ne npl. 
coconut its story basic . 1 SG.SB-CLS tell 
I 'm about to tell the story of copra making. 
( 1 17)  [LamJA nJ-ne vyuw6vyuw6. 
lamp basic . 1 SG.SB-CLS lighting 
I 'm about to light the lamp now. 
Contrast ( 1 1 7) with blowing out the lamp: 
( 1 1 8) [Lam]A n:aa ntap. 
lamp CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB extinguishing 
I 'm about to blow out the lamp now. 
(4) Incorporating the deictic mu 
Another deictic which is incorporated in the predicate prenucleus is mu 'other' . The verbal 
equivalent is mu- or mJ-, and it means ' in the other place' .  
( 1 1 9) a .  Mu-me-d:a diye, [a p:olL. 
other-again-PI.IM.PST. 1 SG.SB .CLS return my home 
I came back home again. (See §2.4, text (a), sentence 5.)  
b.  MJ-me-noo-n:aa a tp:ene. 
other-again-CI.REM. 1 SG.SB-MOT CLS digging 
I went back to the other place and was digging. 
(5) Incorporating the deictic yi 
The remaining deictic which is incorporated into the predicate prenucleus is yi 'previously 
discussed' . When incorporated into the predicate, it accentuates reference to a previously 
introduced discourse participant, sometimes approximating the force of the English cleft 
sentence 'He's the one that . . . '  
( 1 20) a .  [GregorylTop [ala ne]cOM· · ·  
Gregory here PRES 
b .  [wharf mbemelL a-yj kwo. 
wharf on PRES-mentioned standing 
Gregory is here . . .  he' s  right here on the wharf. 
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For some combinations of TMA with Subject Person, yi- merges with the verbal 
prenucleus, producing a new portmanteau morpheme. Some of these are illustrated in Table 
2 . l . 7 . 5 . 2 .  
TABLE 2. 1 .7.5.2: PORTMANTEAU MANIFESTATIONS OF yi 
'MENTIONED' 
TMA and SP basic form + yi 'mentioned' 
PLnear.PST. I SG.SB ni Ie 0 y:aa Ie 0 
PLnear.PST.2PL.SB nmyi lee dmi vy:ee lee dmi 
PLI M .PST. 1 PL.SB dpi lee dmi yudu lee dmi 
PLREM.3PL.SB o lee dniye y:oo lee dniye 
2. 1 .7.6 NEGATION 
The basic form used in negation is daa 'not' .  
( 1 2 1 ) [Daa a nuu u k6pu]A yi d:uu nge. 
not my throat its matter mentioned do T.PLREM.3SG.O.MF 
It was something I really dislike that he did. 
( 1 22) Daa n:ee. 
not go.REM 
He didn't  go (before yesterday). 
For many combinations of TMA with subject person, daa merges with the verbal 
prenucleus, producing a new portmanteau morpheme. Some of these are illustrated in Table 
2 . l .7 . 6 . l .  
TABLE 2. 1 .7.6. 1 :  PORTMANTEAU MANIFESTATIONS OF daa 'NOT' 
TMA and SP positive form negative form 
PLREM. 1 SG.SB nJ ndli 0 dipi ndfi 0 
PL REM.2SG.SB nyi ndli 0 dipi ndli 0 
PCT.HAB.3SG.SB dpi ma 0 d:uudpi ma 0 
PCT.HAB. 1 SG.SB dpi ma 0 d:uuw:ee ma 0 
CLREM. 1 SG.SB noD pipi 0 denoo pipi 0 
CLREM.3SG.SB dO� pipi 0 depwo pipi 0 
A tense change takes place when immediate past punctiliar events are negated. Instead of 
the usual punctiliar root, the corresponding remote past root is used, and the postnucleus 
uses forms normally used with the remote past tense. (See Tables 2. 1 .6. 1 and 2. 1 .6.2). 
Zero postnucleus: 
( 1 23) a. Di mao 
PLIM.PST. 1 SG.SB eat 
I ate it (today). 
b .  D:oo ndli. 
PLI M.PST. 1 SG.SB.NEG eat.REM 
I didn't  eat it (today). 
(immediate past positive) 
(immediate past negative) 
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c .  Nf ndfi. 
PI.REM. l SG.SB eat.REM 
I ate it (before yesterday). 
d. Dfpf ndfi. 
PI.REM. l SG.SB .NEG eat.REM 
I didn't  eat it (before yesterday) .  
(remote past positive) 
(remote past negative) 
Non-zero postnucleus: 
( 1 24) a. Df ma teo 
PLIM.PST. l SG.SB eat.FOL T.IND.PRX.3PL.O.MF 
I ate them (today). 
b .  D:oo ma too. 
(immediate past positive) 
PLIM.PST. l SG.SB .NEG eat.FOL T.PI .REM.3PL.O.MF 
I didn't eat them (today). 
c. Nf ma too. 
PI.REM. l SG.SB eat.FOL T.PI .REM.3PL.O.MF 
I ate them (before yesterday). 
d .  Dfpf ma too. 
(immediate past negative) 
(remote past positive) 
PI.REM. l SG.SB .NEG eat.FOL T.PI.REM.3PL.O.MF 
I didn't eat them (before yesterday). (remote past negative) 
When imperatives are negated, the postnuclei take the form of those used with indicative 
mood proximal tense verbs in the positive. (See Tables 2. 1 .6. 1 .  and 2. 1 .6.2). 
( 1 25) a .  Vya !ll£i. 
hit.FOL T.PCT.IMP.3SG.O.2SG.SB 
Hit itlhim. 
b .  Nange vy:a. 
PCT.IMP.NEG.2SG.SB hit 
Don't hit itlhim. 
c .  Vya t66. 
hit.FOL T.PCT.IMP.3PL.O.2PL.SB 
Hit them. (second person plural subject) 
d .  KJdmyenge vya t:oo. 
PCT.IMP.NEG.2PL.SB hit.FOL T . IND.PRX.3PL.O.PF 
Don't hit them. (second person plural subject) 
Punctiliar verbs which have a strong imperative root (see examples (6 1 )  and (62) and 
Table 2. 1 .4.4) do not use the strong root for negative imperatives. 
( 1 26) a. [K:ilJL kedi. 
there stand. up (2SG.IMP) 
Stand it there. 
b .  [K:ilJL nange kfifi. 
there PCT.IMP.NEG.2SG.SB stand.up 
Don't stand it there. 
(strong positive imperative) 
(strong negative imperative) 
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It would seem that once an imperative is negated and its prenucleus specified, the rest of 
the verb is treated as a 'basic' or 'simple' indicative proximal verb. Thus negative imperative 
status is expressed only once in the verb phrase. 
2. 1 .7.7 CONTRAFACTUAL STATUS 
Contrafactual condition and consequence clause pairs have their contrafactual status 
marked in their verbal prenuclei. The protasis is marked with wo- or a related form, while the 
apodosis is marked with pi- or a form derived from it. The verb root and postnucleus are 
selected as for indicative mood. 
( 1 27) a. [PI1A wo-da-ngme 100, 
person CF-CLS-INDEF come/go.REM 
If someone had come, 
b .  �-de kaadi nyopu, 
CF-CLS join T.PI.REM . I DU.O 
he could have reconciled us (dual), 
c .  [M:aa ka]G [mbii tede]L p:aa n:ee. 
Dad to sickness place CF.PCT.REM. 1 SG.SB go.REM 
(protasis) 
(apodosis) 
I could have gone to Dad on his sick bed. (apodosis) 
As with other morphemes, the contrafactual markers often merge with other components 
of the verbal prenucleus to form new portmanteau morphemes. Some examples follow in 
Table 2 . 1 .7 .7 . 1 .  
TABLE 2. 1 .7.7. 1 :  PORTMANTEAU MANIFEST A TIONS OF CONTRAFACTUAL MORPHEMES 
TMA and SP indicative protasis apodosis 
PCT.near.PST.3PL.SB @ lee dmi wo lee dmi pi lee dmi 
PCT .near.PST. l SG .SB ni Ie @ w:aa Ie @ p:aa Ie @ 
PCT.IM.PST. I PL.SB dpi lee dmi wudu lee dmi pudu lee dmi 
c.near.PST. I PL.SB nmJ lepi te wunu 1epi te punu 1epi te 
C.IM.PST.2PL.SB nmyi lepi te w:ee lepi te p:ee 1epi te 
2. 1 .8 ORDER OF ITEMS WITlllN THE CLAUSE 
This section deals with the order of items in clauses manifesting verbal predications. 
§2. 1 .9 deals with non-verbal predications. 
( 1 )  Presence of explicit subjects and objects 
Since the prenuclear and postnuclear components of the Yele verb mark the subject and 
object of the predication so fully, these referents are frequently not specified by nouns or 
noun phrases. Typically, they are made explicit where they enter a discourse, or where the 
referents change, and elsewhere are carried just by the markers in the verb. For example, text 
(a) in §2.4 introduces the author in the verbal prenucleus of clause 1 ,  and thereafter his 
identity is  carried by the verbal markers. He introduces his brother Nkal by name in clause 
6a, and the quote formulae in their conversation keep track of the speakers. Nkal refers to 
fish with a noun in 6c. Third person objects are introduced with nouns in clause l Ob 'I didn't 
see anyone' and 1 1  b 'I  chewed some betel nut' . The author refers to his father with a kin 
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term in 1 2c, and quotes his  father' s use of  his  own name in 1 3b. His  father also mentions 
fish with a noun, in 1 5b. 
Where there is  more than one third person referent on stage at a time in a discourse, the 
subjects and objects are made explicit more often, to ensure that the hearer can keep track of 
the referents of the clauses. (As is often the case, folk stories show less explicit reference to 
the participants, because everyone knows who does what in the story, and it is  not necessary 
to be as explicit. Everyone knows, that is, except the linguist from another culture!) .  Text (d) 
in §2.4 provides an example of a text with more than one third person referent on stage at a 
time. It is by the same author as the fishing story referred to above. The topic of the text is a 
savage dog, which is introduced and named in clause l a, then referred to with third person 
singular verb parts in clause 1 b. The author disclaims responsibility in sentence 2 ,  
introducing himself with a pronoun, and using the word 'dog' in sentence 3 .  He names the 
culprit, his brother Nkal, with a noun, and uses the word 'dog' again in sentence 4. Nkal ' s  
name is repeated i n  sentence 5, but this time the other third person referent i s  understood to 
be the dog, without specific reference. The dog is mentioned again specifically in the next 
sentence, number 6. It remains the topic of the rest of that paragraph, sentences 7 to 9, being 
referred to only pronominally. Sentence 1 0  begins a narrative episode, in which Mepe and 
his son Yidika are introduced by name. In this episode each sentence uses a noun to refer to 
one of these actors, as the initiative moves from one third person referent to another in quick 
succession. The result of the incident comes in sentence 1 7, but the dog is not mentioned 
specifically - it is just the third person singular referent of the verb. The text ends with a 
specific reference to a safe road for people to follow. 
(2) Order of items in the clause 
Apart from the subject and object of the clause, other items can be included at will when 
their semantic content is to be made explicit, up to a limit of five items in any one clause, 
including the predicate. The histogram in Table 2. 1 .8 . 1  shows the proportion of transitive 
and intransitive clauses having each number of items. The histogram is based on a sample of 
667 clauses all from texts or conversation. 
TABLE 2. 1 .8 . 1 :  NUMBER OF ITEMS PER CLAUSE, BY 
CLAUSE TYPE 
% Transitive Intransitive 
90 - 99 
80 - 89 
70 - 79 
60 - 69 
50 - 59 
40 - 49 . .  
30 - 39 x x x 
20 - 29 x x . x x 
1 0  - 1 9  x x x x x . 
0 - 9 x x x x x x x 
items/clause 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
clauses/type 347 320 
The histogram shows the predominance of clauses with only one or two items, including 
the predicate. 
The predominant order of items in verbal clauses is as follows: 
±absolute Time ±Subject ±(Source/GoallInstrumentiAccompaniment) ±Object 
±(LocationlManner) ;t(Source/Goal/FactitivelExperiencer/Accompaniment) 
±relative Time ±Numeral component of Object +Predicate 
Examples ( 1 28) and ( 1 29) illustrate this order in longer clauses. 
( 1 28) [U moo nge]E [dy:aamandilJA [mwiyelT dpi y:oo. 
her husband E shell. coin big first PCT. HAB.3 .SB give 
Her husband pays the definitive-bridewealth-coin first. 
( 1 29) [Sister nge]E [ tepe]A [PyolO]M [u kWO]G de y:oo. 
Sister E injection three. times his to PI.IM.PST. 3 . S B  give 
Sister gave him three injections. 
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When a third person object is specified by a numeral, the numeral is located just before the 
predicate: 
( 1 30) [CUp]A [u kwo]G [pyile]A di y:oo. 
cup him to three PI.IM.PST. 1 SG.SB give 
I gave him three cups. 
Note that the numeral forces singular agreement. See also example ( 1 5 1 )  in §2.2. 1 .  
Any o f  the items i n  the clause may be permuted to the position after the Predicate as an 
afterthought. This is more common in speech than in written material. 
( 1 3 1 ) C Wo ngme ngeh [1\1ill11 A -
day one Time Jim 
ki-ni riuwo, [yapwo tede.lL 
CT-PI.REM . l SG.SB took. REM burn place 
One day I took Jim to the garden. 
( 1 32) [Pwepe mbemelL a-nm:uu ye de, 
support on FUT-basic. I PL.SB.MOT put T.IND.PRX.3DU.O.MF 
[nee PM de']A 
canoe hull dual 
We' l l  put the two canoe hulls on the supports. 
Occasionally two such items are included as afterthoughts. 
( 1 33) [Nee paa de yi chedelL [p66d6 miyolA 
canoe hull dual their beside rope two 
a-ll11-ne chapwo ngme, 
FUT-basic .3 .SB.MOT-CLS cut T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
[mw:aandiye,h [nee PM ch66 de Y:OO.]E 
morning canoe hull owner dual E 
The owners of the canoe hulls will go up there in the morning and cut two 
ropes. 
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2. 1 .9 NON-VERBAL PREDICATION 
Non-verbal predication involves a Topic and a nominal or adjectival Comment about that 
Topic, linked together in an Equative clause. A Locative and a negative can also be present. 
( 1 34) [Tpile ngme u pl1Top [d:ee.lcoM 
thing one its name wntmg 
One thing is called 'writing' .  
( 1 35) [A dan:embumlTop [wulL [u di·lcoM 
my story there its end 
That is the end of my story. 
( 1 36) [K:il1Top [daa]NEG [ghede.lcOM 
banana not scarce 
There are plenty of bananas. 
Non-verbal predication in past or future can not be distinguished from that in the present, 
since there is no verb to carry tense marking. Example ( 1 37) is the first sentence of a folk 
story, and so its reference can be seen to be in the remote past, but this is not marked 
formally in any way. Note the similarity to example ( 1 34) above. 
( 1 37) [Pi ngme u pI1Top [Chima·lcoM 
person one his name Chima 
There was once a man called Chima. 
The Comment can be manifested by a question word. 
( 1 38) [KilTOP [Jukwe?]COM 
this what 
What is this? 
( 1 39) [Kaambwa u nee paalTop [angentoo?]COM 
Kaambwa his canoe hull how.big 
How big is Kaambwa's canoe hull? 
The Topic can be omitted in context. 
( 1 40) Kudu m:a. [ Tede·lcoM 
CT.PI . IM.PST. I PL.SB eat small 
We ate it. It was small. 
The Comment agrees with the Topic in number, being marked with de or de for dual and 
plural respectively. 
( 14 1 )  [ Tp:oo delTop [ndii de·lcOM 
his.son dual big dual 
His two sons are big. 
( 142) [Km:ii baglTop [dono de·lcoM 
copra bag bad PL 
The bags of copra were bad. 
The negative <daa> has different surface forms, depending on its environment, as 
displayed in Table 2. 1 .9. 1 .  
TABLE 2. 1 .9. 1 :  FORMS OF THE NEGATIVE USED IN 
EQUATIVE CLAUSES 
n u m b e r  
person environment singular 
1 before u d:oo 
elsewhere d:aa 
2 all d:ii 
3 before u dO� 
elsewhere daa 
( 143) [K:iIlTop [daa]NEG [ghede.lcoM 
banana not scarce 
There are plenty of bananas. 
( 144) [ Yeli' p:uulL [doO]NEG [u  p:aa.lcOM 
Rossel on not its place 
There aren't  any at Rossel. 
d u a l  
d:ee 
d:ee 
dpoo 
dO� 
daa 
( 1 45) [Ndoo ape]M [d:aalToP-NEG [k:am:o.lcoM 
maybe maybe not. 1 SG good. fisherman 
Maybe I 'm not a good fisherman. 
2.2 TERMS PREDICATED 
plural 
dp:oo 
dp:oo 
dp:ee 
dO� 
daa 
6 1  
Discussion now turns to the terms within the clause that are related to the predicate. This 
section deals with the system of cases marked in the clause, and with the structure of 
phrases. 
2.2. 1 CASE RELATIONSHIPS 
( 1 )  Ergative and Absolutive 
The Ergative-Absolutive system operating within the clause has been introduced in §2. 1 
(see examples 1 to 5). The modified Nominative-Accusative system operating within the 
verb has been described in §2. 1 .5 and §2. 1 .6.  This agreement is illustrated again briefly in 
examples ( 1 46) and ( 1 50). 
With transitive verb roots the verbal prenucleus agrees in person and number with the 
Ergative item, the subject of the clause. (See the tables in §2. 1 .5 . )  The postnucleus agrees 
primarily with the Absolutive item, the object of the clause, but it also monitors the subject to 
some degree. (See the tables in §2. 1 .6.) Examples ( 146a) to ( 1 46e) illustrate this agreement. 
( 1 46) a. [Kaawa k:i11E [nke11lA dnye-n:aa m:uu. 
Kaawa with boat PLIM.PST. IDU.SB-MOT see 
Kaawa and I went and saw the boat. 
b .  [Kaawa �]E de m:uu. 
Kaawa SG.E PI.IM.PST . .l.S B  see 
Kaawa saw it. 
(1 dual Subject, singular Object) 
(singular Subject, singular Object) 
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c. [Kaawa mupwo-kni Y:OolE de m:uu ngme. 
Kaawa ASS.son-PL PL.E PI .IM.PST.l.SB see T.PLPRX.3SG.O.PF 
Kaawa and family saw it. (plural Subject, singular Object) 
d .  [Kaawa �lE de m:uu teo 
Kaawa SG.E PI .IM.PST.l. SB see T.PLPRX. 3PL.O.MF 
Kaawa saw them. (singular Subject, plural Object) 
e. [Kaawa mupwo-kni Y:OolE de m:uu t:oo. 
Kaawa ASS.son-PL PL.E PI.IM.PST.l.SB see T.PLPRX. 3 PL.O.PF 
Kaawa and family saw them. (plural Subject, plural Object) 
Note in examples ( 146b) and ( 1 46d) that the singular Subject of a transitive verb is  
marked with nge. The non-singular form of the Ergative marker is  y:oo, as in examples 
( 1 46c) and ( 1 46e). In example ( 1 46a) the Ergative marking is  overridden by the 
accompaniment morpheme, k:ii. 
It is not required that the entity carrying the Ergative marker <ngb be animate: 
( 147) [Nkeii ngelE da teedi. 
boat SG.E PI.IM.PST.3 .SB .CLS carry.by.boat 
The boat brought it. 
( 148) [L6 mbii ngelE de nuw:o? 
what sickness SG.E PI.IM.PST. 3 .SB take 
What sickness did he die of? (lit. What sickness took him?) 
( 149) [Tepe ngelE yine dpi mbwili. 
soil SG.E focus PCT.RAB .3 .SB make.pregnant 
It' s  the soil that makes (the banana tree) bear fruit. 
With intransitive verb roots the verbal prenucleus agrees in person and number with the 
subject of the clause. The postnucleus also agrees with the subject, but only in number. 
Examples ( 1 50a) and ( 1 50b) illustrate this agreement briefly. (See §2. 1 .5 and §2. 1 .6 for the 
details in full.) 
( 1 50) a. [Njiiiidik ni dpi woo 
Jaru PLREM. l SG.SB fall .asleep IT.PLREM.SG.SB 
I spent the night at Jaru. (first person singular Subject) 
b .  [L6 y:lk nmyi dpi dniye? 
what place PLREM.2PL.SB sleep IT.PLREM.PL.SB 
Where did you (plural) spend the night? (second person plural Subject) 
When a non-singular third person Absolutive item is specified by a numeral or other 
quantitative word, it takes singular agreement in the verb. 
( 1 5 1 )  a. [Ng:eeni paadl A w-a kaa ngme. 
lever four D-FUT stand T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
They will stand four levers there. 
b .  [Pi yint6mulA w-a ie, [y:i.JL 
person all D-FUT go there 
Everyone will go. 
(transi ti ve) 
(2) Source/Goal 
The Source or Goal of a predic�tion is marked with <ka>. 
( 1 52) [M:aa ka]G yeni. 
Dad G give.2SG.lMP 
Give it to Dad. 
( 1 53) [Peter ka]S nf pwiJa nge. 
Peter Source PI.REM. l SG.SB pay.for T.PI .REM.3SG.O.MF 
I bought it from Peter. 
( 1 54) [Mboo ka]G [u nkwoJT n:aa 
Mboo G its turn CLIM.FUT. l SG.SB 
It' s  my turn now to address Mboo. 
danembum. 
talking 
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Source/Goal has a locative use, when someone uses a person' s  name as the destination to 
which he is going or the place he has come from. 
( 1 55) a. [Kpaputa ka]s d:a nde, 
Kpaputa Source PLIM.PST. l SG.SB .CLS come. from 
b .  [Mg8mi'we ka]G n:aa Jepf. 
Mgamlwe G CLIM.FUT. l SG.SB going 
I 've just come from Kpaputa, and I 'm going to see Mgamlwe. 
There is a set of intransitive verbs which take as Goal objects that are affected by the 
action of the verb. These objects at first seem to be the objects of transitive verbs, but the use 
of ka to mark them and the verb morphology show that Yele regards them as the Goals of 
intransitive verbs instead. 
( 1 56) [ Tp:oo ka]G n:aa vyuwo yedi. 
his .son G C .HAB .PRX. l SG.SB looking IT.C.HAB . PRX .SG.SB 
I look after his son. 
( 1 57) [Lukwe ka]G nmye vyuwo te? 
what G CI . IM.FUT.2PL.SB looking IT.CI .PRX.PL.SB 
What are you (plural) looking for? 
These verbs were mentioned at the start of §2. 1 .4 under noun incorporation, because 
when one of these verbs incorporates its Goal, the Goal marker ka is also incorporated. See 
examples (43) to (45). 
A non-singular third person Source or Goal is marked with yeo 
( 1 58) [MbOO !! � mi �]G chi vyuwo. 
Mboo his mother father G C . lMP.2SG.SB looking 
Be looking after Mboo's  mother and father. 
When the Source or Goal is expressed pronominally, the following forms are used: 
TABLE 2.2. 1 . 1 :  PRONOMINAL FORMS OF SOURCE/GOAL 
Singular Dual Plural 
First person a ka nye nmo 
Second person nga dpo nmye 
Third person u kwo <-------- ye --------> 
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( 1 59) [Sister nge]E [ tepe]A [PYO]O]M [u  kWO]G de y:oo. 
Sister SG.E injection three. times him to PI .IM . PST . 3 . S B  give 
Sister gave him an injection three times. 
( 1 60) �]s name ng:aa. 
to.them C. IMP.2SG.SB .NEG listening 
Don't listen to them. 
( 1 6 1 )  [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M ill]G chi vyuwo. 
good M to.them C. IMP.2SG.SB looking 
Be looking after them well. 
( 1 62) [Pweepwee pee]A �]G modo kee. 
paper piece to.you again.CLS come.up 
You will receive a note. 
(3) Cases marked with nge 
The Ergative marker nge is also used to mark six other cases: Instrument, Experiencer, 
Factitive, Time, Manner and Realm. Alternatively, it may be better to regard these as all 
being the same case, because they are all marked with nge. In this paper, however, the five 
cases are distinguished, to make the semantic roles clearer in the discussion. 
(a) Instrument 
The Instrument with which an event is performed is marked with nge. 
( 1 63) � kn:aa �h vya, [u chine·]A 
pole butt Instrument kill.REM his nephew 
He killed his nephew with the butt of the pole. 
( 1 64) [Peia �h n:aa nte ch:eech:ee. 
tongs Instrument CI.IM.FUT. 1 SG.SB food cooking 
I 'm cooking with the tongs. 
( 1 65) [ Vyeeka nge]E [rubber ngeh de vy:a. 
Vyeeka SG.E spear. gun Instrument PI . IM.PST.3 .SB kill 
Vyeeka killed it with his spear gun. 
Where the Instrument is expressed by a third person singular pronominal form, the variant 
ngwo is used instead of nge, showing vowel approximation with the preceding dependent 
pronoun u. 
( 1 66) . . .  [ngmam]A Ii! ngwoh a-nyi pwila. 
your.wife it by FUT-PI .FUT.2SG.SB buy 
. . .  and you' l l  buy your wife with it. (clause 6e of text (c) in §2.4 . )  
Instruments can be expressed with intransitive verbs. 
( 1 67) [Yumu �h [kn:aa]M mm pw:oo dniye. 
laughter by nearly PI.REM. I PL.SB die IT.PI .REM.PL.SB 
We nearly died from laughter. 
( 1 68) [Nk6li �h [ate1T nmo lee 
boat by straightaway PI.REM. 1 PL.SB .CLS come/go 
dniye. 
IT.PI.REM.PL.SB 
Then we came by boat. 
(b) Experiencer 
The Experiencer of an event is also marked with nge. 
( 1 69) [Njimi �]x [mbwaa]A a t:a. 
Jim X water CI.PRES hanging 
Jim is thirsty. 
The Experiencer can be manifested pronominally, using the forms in Table 2.2. 1 .2. 
TABLE 2.2. 1 .2 :  PRONOMINAL FORMS OF EXPERIENCER 
number 
person singular dual �ural 
1 a nga nye nmo 
2 nga dp:o nmye 
3 u ngwo <--------- y:e --------> 
( 1 70) [Kmaapi' u YI1A �]x daa kwo. 
eating its desire 3PL.X CLPRES. 3 .SB .NEG standing 
They don't  want to eat (because of grief). 
( 1 7 1 )  [Ngm:eemgenlA U! �]X de kaaJi'. 
diarrhoea me to PLIM.PST.3 .SB attach 
I have got diarrhoea. 
(c) Factitive case 
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The state something has attained or will attain is marked with nge. No occurrence of y:oo 
marking plural states has been observed. 
( 1 72) [K:iI1A [mbwili �]F dpi' py6du. 
banana pregnant F PCT.HAB .3 .SB become 
The banana tree gets pregnant (and bears fruit). 
( 1 73) [MgaaJim nge]E [u yapwo. tede]A [ndil �]F -
Mgaalim SG.E his burn.place big F 
py6du too. 
become T.PLREM.3PL.O.MF 
Mgaalim made his gardens big. 
( 1 74) [ WO]A [daadil �]F pi' ya. 
day long F CF sitting 
The day would have been long. 
( 1 75) [ U  chine mbodo]A [km:ii �]F pyodo. 
his nephew head coconut F became.REM 
His nephew' s  head became a coconut. 
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(d) Time 
When a noun phrase expresses the time of an event, it is marked with nge. 
( 1 76) xi dini ghj � 
that time piece Time 
at that time 
( 1 77) [ Wo ngme �lT dpJ d:uu ngi. 
day one Time deferral(2,3 .SB) try T.PCT.lMP.3SG.O.2SG.SB 
Try it  one day. 
( 1 7S) [ Wedl1A [m:ii naa �lT dpf ch:ee 
sago second.day feast Time PCT.HAB.3 .SB cook 
ngme. 
T .PCT .HAB . 3SG. 0 .PF 
Two days before the feast they cook the sago. 
As with the Instrument, the third person dependent pronoun u can be used in context to 
represent a time phrase, and then the form ngwo is used with it. 
( 1 79) a. W-a-nyi vyflfvyflf, 
D-FUT-2SG.SB heating.up 
b .  � ngwolT w-a-nyi pJpf. 
its Time D-FUT-2SG.SB eating 
You heat it up, then you eat it. 
The morpheme ngwo is also used to mark time referred to by two deictics, ala 'here' and 
yi 'previously mentioned' .  
( 1  SO) [Mye-ntelM [ala ngwolT [Ngem]A ka ndiye. 
also-like here Time Ngem CT.CI.PRES.3 .SB learning 
Ngem is also learning now. 
( 1 S 1 )  [Xi ngwolT dp:uu mbe dmi. 
mentioned Time PCT.HAB .3.SB .MOT cry IT.PCT.HAB .PL.SB 
At that time they go and cry (for the person who had died). 
Expressions which are inherently temporal are not marked with nge. 
( 1 S2) [M:ii tuwo mw:aandiyelT [nee paa de]A -
second. day before morning canoe body dual 
kf-nmo peedJ doo. 
CT-PI.REM. I PL.SB .CLS pull T.PI.REM.3DU.O.MF 
The day before yesterday, in the morning, we pulled the two canoe hulls. 
( 1 S3) [D:aa J2xiklT [p:aa Y:l1L a-df-n:aa ya. 
month three down there FUT-CI.FUT.3SG.SB-MOT sitting 
He'll be down there (i.e. away from Rossel) for three months. 
( I S4) [DfyO]T [u Jamak w-a yaa. 
later his knowledge D-FUT sit.down 
Later on he will know. (lit. Later on it will sit in his knowledge.) 
( 1 85) [Ante1T w-a le? 
when D-FUT go 
When will he go? 
(e) Manner 
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When the Manner in which an event is performed is to be expressed with an adjective, the 
adjective is marked with nge. 
( 1 86) [Numo ka]G [k:omo ngg]M 
each.other to false M 
a yey nyedi. 
C.HAB .3 .SB accuse IT.C.HAB .PRX.PL.SB 
They accuse each other falsely. 
( 1 87) [Mb:aamb:aa ngg]M [ye]G chi vyuwo. 
good M to.them C . IMP.2SG.SB looking. after 
Look after them well. 
Other items indicating the manner in which an action is performed are not marked with 
nge. 
( 1 88) [Ntene]M [ye]G chi vyuwo. 
properly to.them C. IMP.2SG.SB looking. after 
Look after them properly. 
( 1 89) [ YelJ tpeIn11A [1JmJ k:il1M 
Rossel people lightning like 
dpJ dpJ dmi. 
PCT.HAB.3 .SB sleep IT.PCT.HAB .PL.SB 
Rossel people go to sleep quickly. 
( 1 90) [Nee paa deJA [xi ch6Q]M mbepe mo. 
canoe hull DU their self running IT.CLPRX.DU.SB 
The canoe hulls were running by themselves. 
( 1 9 1 )  [Kvedekyede]M nmee gh8pegh8pe de. 
slowly CLREM. I PL.SB lowering T.CLNON.PRX.3DU.O 
We were lowering them slowly. 
( 1 92) [DJyoh [u lamak [yi-nte1M a-myaa ya. 
later his knowledge that-like FUT-CLFUT.3 .SB .also sit 
Later he will know it like that also. (lit. Later it will be sitting in his knowledge 
also.) 
( 1 93) [PyolO]M nmi dpI dniye, [kelJ gh8.k 
three. times PLREM. I PL.SB sleep IT.PLREM.PL.SB between place 
We slept three times (on the way) between (Samarai and Port Moresby).  
(f) Realm 
The Realm or area of endeavour of an activity is also marked with nge. 
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( 194) [Njimi cha]A n:aa ngeepl 
Jim and.wife C.HAB.PRX. l SG.SB helping 
doo, 
T.C.HAB .PRX.3DU.O.MF 
[ Yell dnye .!! kpaa �]R, [.!! d:eed:ee nge.]R 
Rossel language its reading R its wrItmg R 
I help Jim and his wife with Rossel reading and writing. 
( 1 95) [Chedechede]M nyi chede nge, 
finishing PI.REM. I DU.SB finish T.PI.REM.3SG.O.MF 
[tpene nge.]R 
digging R 
We completely finished it, the digging. 
( 196) [ U  kuw6lT [pyaa YOO]A me m6d6, 
its after woman PL again saw.REM 
me doo [u ntaa nge]F pyodo, [kmaapl nge.]R 
but not its size F became eating R 
After that she saw the women (eating eel), 
but she was not able to eat it. 
(lit. After that she saw the women, 
but she became not enough, the eating.) 
There are no further cases marked with nge. 
(4) Reason 
Reason can be expressed at clause level with u (l:ee) dly:o 'on account of' . A dependent 
pronoun is obligatory, but the morpheme 1:ee is optional . Its use seems to be a matter of 
idiosyncratic style. 
( 1 97) [Kpaakpaa tedelL a yey nyedi, ­
mortuary .feast place C.HAB.PRX. 3 .SB accuse IT.C. HAB .PRX.PL.SB 
[yi pi-ni u l:ee dly:o.]Reason 
that person-SPEC him state on.account.of 
At the mortuary feast they make accusations, on account of that person. 
(5) Accompaniment 
The viewpoint is different from English in that Yele uses the accompaniment slot to 
specify more explicitly the subject of a clause, and the verb agrees in number and person 
with the combined party, from the speaker's  point of view. 
( 1 98) [Chedamgaa Mtyapw:e yj k:il A ­
Chectamgaa Mtyapw:e them with 
nmo lepl nyedi. 
C.HAB .PRX. I PL.SB going IT.C.HAB .PRX.PL.SB 
I go with Chectamgaa and Mtyapw:e. 
( 199) [Nee paa deJA [a k:iI1E ­
canoe hull dual me with 
(6) Location 
dp:o peedi de. 
PI.IM.PST. 1 PL.SB .CLS pull T.IND.PRX.3DU.O.MF 
I joined in pulling the two canoe hulls. 
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Location in general is expressed without any marker. For verbs which do not imply 
motion, it is the location where the event takes place. 
(200) [Pi yil1lA [Y.11L a t66. 
person many there CI.PRES sitting 
There are many people there. 
It is interesting that knowledge is expressed in Yele with the noun lama as a Location. 
(20 1 )  [Ndende nge]M IJl 1amalL de-noo ya. 
true M his knowledge NEG-CI .REM. 1  SG .SB sitting 
He really didn' t  know me. (lit. I really wasn' t  sitting in his knowledge.) 
(202) [Post Office]A [a 1amalL daa kwo. 
Post Office my knowledge CI .PRES .3 .SB .NEG standing 
I don't  know where the Post Office is. (lit. The Post Office isn ' t  standing in 
my knowledge.) 
With verbs that imply motion away from the current location, the Location expresses the 
destination, while with verb stems implying motion towards the current location, it expresses 
the point of departure. 
(203) [Njinj6pulL dnye lee knf. 
Njinj6pu PI.IM.PST. 1 DU.SB go IT.PI.PRX.DU.SB 
We (dual) went to Njinj6pu. 
(204) a. [A1otaulL da nde, 
Alotau PI.IM . PST.3 .SB .CLS come. from 
b. [Q,:QlL a 1epf. 
home CI.PRES going 
He has come from Alotau, 
and is going home. 
Yele has a number of postpositions which are used to express the Location more 
explicitly: 
(205) [Xi gg k:oolL dpf eM ngme. 
their basket inside PCT.HAB .3 .SB put T.PCT.HAB .3SG.O.PF 
They (habitually) put it in their baskets. 
(206) [Pwepe mbemelL a-nm:uu ye de. 
support on FUT-basic. 1 PL.SB .MOT put T.IND.PRX.3DU.O.MF 
We'l l  go and put them (dual) on the supports. 
The postpositions are discussed more fully in §2.2.3. 
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2.2.2 NOUN PHRASES 
The Head of a noun phrase consists of one or more nouns. The Head can be preceded by 
a Possessor or a Specifier, and followed by a Modifier or a Quantifier. 
(207) nee 
(208) 
(209) 
canoe 
the canoe 
nee paa 
canoe body 
the canoe hull 
[Njimi Ghaapwe Kaawa m�]A 
Jim Ghaapwe Kaawa I 
[yapwo tede]L kudu lee dmi. 
(Head: single noun) 
(Head: compound noun) 
(multiple nouns) 
bum place CT.PI.IM.PST. 1 PL.SB go IT.PI.PRX .PL.SB 
Jim, Ghaapwe, Kaawa and I went to the garden. 
Where a number of people are referred to in one phrase, as in example (209), the most 
important person is placed first, and the speaker places himself last. 
As can be expected, there are pairs of words which have a required order of occurrence. 
(2 1 0) a.  u tide mbw6 yoo 
his sister brother PL 
his brothers and sisters 
b .  Niye M:aa 
Mum Dad 
Mum and Dad 
A number of nouns can form the Head of the phrase, with distributive reference, where 
each item is associated with a different person. 
( 2 1 1 )  [NmJ p:aa � p:aa �1L mill lee dniye. 
our village part village part PI.REM. I PL.SB go IT.PI.REM.PL.SB 
We went to our own parts of the village. 
A small set of nouns concerning human status or relationships are pluralised with -mao 
When more than one of these nouns are used in the same phrase, -ma is affixed only to the 
last of them. 
. 
(2 1 2) a .  l6mi ch:am 
important.man important. woman 
important man and woman 
b .  Mw:a8k6 a l6mi ch:am-ma, 
greetings my important.man important.woman-PL 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
(2 1 3) yoo yi kpam ghee ghee-ma 
people their wife ASS.child ASS.child-PL 
everyone' s  wives and children 
7 1  
( 1 )  Possession 
Possession is  expressed using the appropriate dependent pronoun from the set displayed 
in Table 2.2.2. 1 .  (They are termed 'dependent pronouns' rather than 'possessive pronouns' , 
because they have other uses, such as for anaphoric reference in postpositional phrases.) 
TABLE 2.2.2. 1 :  DEPENDENT PRONOUNS 
number 
person singular dual plural 
1 a nyi mill 
2 N- dpi nmye 
3 u < -------- yi ----------> 
(2 1 4) a. � nee paa 
my canoe body 
my canoe hull 
b .  [Dpi tp:eelTop [angene?]COM 
your.DU child where 
Where is your son? 
(first person singular possessor) 
(second person dual possessor) 
The second person singular dependent pronominal form is a morphophonemic process, in 
which the initial consonant of the following noun or postposition is changed to the nasal 
continuant at the same point of articulation. 
(2 1 5) a. N + jg]am --> ngmam 
your wife 
your wife 
b .  N + nee 
your canoe 
your canoe 
c. N + k:ii 
you with 
--> nee 
--> ng:ii 
with you accompanying 
In the case of nouns beginning with 1, second person possession makes no change to the 
noun. 
(2 1 6) N + lama --> lama 
your knowledge 
your knowledge 
Words beginning with w are treated as if they began with a velar consonant. 
(2 1 7) N + w:aa 
your dog 
your dog 
--> ngw:aa 
For third person possessors, the identity of the possessor can be made explicit if it is not 
provided adequately by the context. 
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(2 1 8) 
(2) Specifier 
Kaambwa u nee paa 
Kaambwa his canoe body 
Kaambwa' s canoe hull (third person singular possession) 
The Head noun of the phrase can be specified by a deictic, a question word or a 
comparative expression. When this happens, many nouns take on a ' specified' form, others 
remain unchanged, as in example (2 19) .  
(2 1 9) a .  k6pu 
word 
word 
b .  yi k6pu 
that word 
that word 
Some of the nouns which show this specification do so by having -ni suffixed to them, as 
in example (220), while others change to a • specified 
, 
form, as in examples (22 1 )  and (222). 
(220) a. pi 
person 
b .  yi pi-ni 
that person-SPEC 
that person 
c .  16 pi-ni? 
which person-SPEC 
which person? 
d .  M:aa ntee pi-ni 
Dad like person-SPEC 
a person like my father 
When -ni is suffixed, some nouns change their form somewhat. 
(22 1 )  a.  nte --> 16 nti-ni ? 
food which food-SPEC 
which food? 
b .  te --> 16 te-ni? 
fish which fish-SPEC 
which fish? 
c .  p:ee --> yi p:ee-ni 
talk that talk-SPEC 
that message 
Many nouns change their basic form when specified, without showing much resemblance 
to -ni. 
(222) a.  1:ee.ghi --> 16-nte 1:emi.ghi? 
custom what-like custom. SPEC 
what kind of customs? 
b .  maa - -> 
road 
that road 
c .  pyfifi --> 
woman 
that woman 
d .  w:fifi --> 
dog 
that dog 
(3) Modifier 
yi maadi 
that road.SPEC 
yi � 
that woman. SPEC 
ki w:fim 
that dog.SPEC 
The adjective modifying a noun follows the noun. 
(223) nee pfifi ndfi 
canoe body big 
the big canoe hull 
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With kin terms, a type of modification involves association with a relative, referred to by 
an associated kin term. 
(224) a kpfim ghee 
my wife ASS.child 
my wife and child 
(225) Teminkaa ghee-kni 
Terninkaa ASS.child-some 
Terninkaa and her children 
(226) Mge6di cha 
Mgeedi ASS.wife 
Mgeedi and his wife 
Where the Head can be inferred from the context, the accompanying kin term can stand 
alone. 
(227) [Cha]A [noko]M dpi-mo yey. 
(4) Quantifier 
ASS.wife together C.HAB.DST.3DU.SB-DST.HAB arguing 
The man and his wife were arguing. 
The Head of a noun phrase can be quantified either by a number marker or by a numeric 
expression. The Quantifier follows the noun. Two number markers are used, de for dual 
items and yoo for plural animate items. 
(228) [U kpfim de Y:OO]E [u ngomO]A kpemi ng6pu. 
his wife DU PL.E his house open T.PLREM.3SG.O. PF 
His two wives opened his house. 
(229) [Pyfifi YOO]A mbepe WOo 
woman PL run IT.PI.REM.SG.SB 
The women ran away. 
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Note in example (229) that the quantifier yoo on the Absolutive item, the women, forces 
singular agreement in the verb. 
The numeric expressions that can quantify a noun include numerals and quantitative 
adjectives such as yiiJ 'many' and yintomu 'all' . 
(230) [ Wo liD111T [ngomo k:ook 
day five house inside 
a ya yedi. 
C.HAB.PRX . 3 . SB sitting IT.C.HAB.PRX.SG.SB 
It stays in the house for five days. 
(23 1 )  kopu mu ngmidi 
word only one 
only one word/matter 
(232) a .  [Njimi mupwo-knf yi kpfdiJA kpee dniye, 
Jim ASS.dependent-some their clothing wash IT.PI .REM.PL.SB 
Jim's  family 's  clothes got wet, 
b .  [yi tpile xi1l1A kpee woo 
their thing many wash IT.PI .REM.SG.SB 
their many things got wet. 
Note again that the quantified Absolutive item in (232b) forces singular agreement in the 
verb. 
2.2.3 POSTPOSITIONAL PHRASES 
Postpositional phrases are used to specify a locational concept in detail .  Some such 
phrases have extended meanings to express temporal setting or relative time. (See examples 
(238) and (239) below.) Some postpositions require a dependent pronoun between the noun 
and the postposition (233), while others do not (234). 
(233) [D:aa !! pwolL 
Moon him above 
ate yi pil:a nge. 
straightaway PI.REM.3 .SB.mentioned shine T.PI .REM.3SG.O.MF 
Then he (Sun) shone on Moon. 
(234) [Pwepe mbemelL a-nm:uu ye de. 
support on FUT-PI.FUT. I PL.SB .MOT put T. lND.PRX.3DU .O.MF 
We will go and put them on the supports. 
When the noun can be inferred from the context, some relators allow it to be represented 
by only a dependent pronoun. 
(235) [Ndyuw:e]A [!! makn0pwo]L w-a-nyi kpe. 
fire it under D-FUT-2SG.SB light 
You light a fire under it (the copra). (text (b), clause 4b) 
When the item related to the rest of the clause by the postposition is to be expressed 
pronominally, a dependent pronoun from the set displayed in Table 2.2.2. 1 is used. 
(236) Kwo-pe, IA pwoJL L� nkwoJT ngi piJ:a. 
to.him-said me on its turn please shine.IMP 
He said to him, "Now you shine on me". 
See also nyi kada in example (239b). 
A sample of Yele postpositions follows: 
vy:o 
mene 
yede 
chede 
nkigh:e 
paa 
mbeme 
maknopwo 
p:uu 
kadalkuwo 
k:oo 
amongst, in the midst of 
inside, into, enclosed/surrounded by 
inion 
beside (of inanimate things) 
beside, near 
to, at 
on, on top of 
underneath 
at, concerning, on the subject of, about 
in front oflbehind 
into, inside 
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The last relator, k:oo, is interesting in that it cannot take any dependent pronoun between a 
singular noun and the postposition, and for anaphoric reference when the noun is left 
implicit, the postposition is used alone. 
(237) [Teetee mbwemi-kni yi k:il1 A 
uncle ASS.brother-some them with 
[k:ooJL nmi wo dniye. 
into PLREM. I PL.SB get.in IT.PI.REM.PL.SB 
With my uncle and his brothers we got into it (the boat). 
As mentioned above, some locative postpositions take on a temporal force in certain 
situations. 
(238) a. [Nko vy:oJL n:aa Jepi. 
bush amongst CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB going 
I 'm going up into the bush (rain forest). 
b. [Mgidi vy:oJT n:aa Jepf. 
darkness amongst CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB going 
I 'm going at night. 
(Iocational use of vy:o) 
(temporal use of vy:o) 
(239) a .  IA kadalL ke-de gM knf. 
l SG .DEP.PN before CT-PI . IM.PST.3 .SB stand IT.PI.PRX.DU.SB 
They (dual) are ahead of me (on the track). (Iocational use of kada) 
b .  [DpenelA ngme-de vya ngme, 
eel INDEF-PI . IM.PST.3 .SB hit.FOL T.lND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
IQyj kadaJT, 
us before 
c .  [nipl1M [m:uulA dpi vy:a. 
together more Pl.IM.PST. l PL.SB hit 
They killed an eel before we (dual) arrived, 
and together we killed another one. 
(temporal use of kada) 
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2.2.4 WORD CLASS DERIVATION 
Yele has several mechanisms for deriving a word of one class from a word of another 
class. 
Adverbs can be derived from verbs or adjectives by the addition of -mbiy:e. 
dpodo 
work 
--> dpodo-mbiy:e 
work -adverbialiser 
strongly 
d:umu 
full 
--> d:ud:u-mbiy:e 
full-adverbialiser 
fully 
(D:ud:u is a partial reduplication of d:umu ' full ' . )  
A class of words meaning 'for the nth time' is derived from the ordinal numerals by the 
addition of -mM. 
pyoio --> 
three.times 
podo --> 
four. times 
pyoio-mM 
for the third time 
podo-mM 
for the fourth time 
Adjectives can be nominalised by suffixing with -ni 'specifier' to form a word meaning 
' the . . .  one' . 
ndfi --> ndfi-ni 
big big-SPEC 
the big one 
tMe --> tMe-ni 
small small-SPEC 
the small one 
Although the doer of an action is usually expressed by the addition of a separate word, 
pyu, some words form contractions to indicate the person associated with an item. 
dpodo 
work 
i:ee 
fight 
tpii 
steer 
--> dpodo pyu 
work performer 
worker 
--> i:ee pyu 
fight performer 
fighter 
--> tpii-pi 
steer-performer 
steersman 
kpaa --> kpaa-pi 
steal steal-performer 
thief 
nte --> 
food 
ndapf --> 
money 
nti-pi 
food-performer 
man with big gardens, so plenty food 
ndaa-pi 
money-performer 
rich man 
2.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PREDICATIONS 
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Predications can be linked by co-ordination or by subordination, depending on the 
semantic relationship between them. The semantic relations are taken from Beekman et. al. 
( 1 98 1 ) .  
2 .3 . 1 CO-ORDINATION 
Time-sequenced discourses such as narrative and procedural are rich in co-ordinated 
sentences, where the semantic relationship is ADDITION. The clauses are juxtaposed, with 
no overt linkage. 
(240) a. [Dpene]A ngme-de vya ngme, 
eel INDEF-PLIM.PST.3 .SB hit.FOL T.IND.PRX. 3SG.O. PF 
[nyi kada IT, 
us before 
b .  [nipl1M [m:uu]A dpf vy:a, 
together more PLIM.PST. I PL.SB hit 
[dpene paa ndii']A 
eel body big 
They had killed an eel before we (dual) arrived, 
and together we killed another one, 
a very big one. 
(24 1 )  a. [Nyaa, pyaa kn1]A dnye yumu, 
yes woman somelPL CLREM.3PL.SB laughing 
b .  [Hughie]A dO� yumu, 
Hugh CLREM.3SG.SB laughing 
c .  nmee yumu. 
CLREM. I PL.SB laughing 
Yes, the women were laughing, 
Hugh was laughing 
and we were laughing. 
(242) a. [Dmaadf u pye mf Y:OO]E -
girl her mother father PL.E 
[ke d:umu]A dpo ngf ngme, 
ADDITION to (a) 
ADDITION to (a) 
ADDITION to (b) 
money string PCT.HAB .3 .SB .CLS take T.PCT.HAB.3SG.O.PF 
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b .  [yi pee k:ooJL dpi eM ngme, ADDITION to (a) 
c .  
their basket in PCT. HAB.3 .SB put T.PCT.HAB .3SG.O.PF 
dpi nuw:o ngme, 
PCT.HAB .3 .SB take T.PCT.HAB .3SG.O.PF 
ADDITION to (b) 
d .  yi tp:ee u pywuu. EQUIV ALENT of ke d:umu in (a) 
their child her price 
The girls' s  mother and father take the string of ke money 
and put it in their basket 
and take it away. 
It is the (bride) price of their child. 
Further examples of co-ordinate sentences may be found in sentences 10 and 1 1  of text (a) 
and in sentences 4 and 5 of text (b) in §2.4. 
2.3.2 SUBORDINATION 
The categories of subordination distinguished in Yele are Time, Logical relationships and 
Relative Clauses. 
2.3.2. 1 nME CLAUSES 
By far the most frequent form of TIME clause contains dini ghi n:ii nge 'at the time 
when' .  
(243) a .  [Dini ghj n:ii �h [pI1A -
time piece which Time person 
ngme-dpi pw:onu, 
INDEF-PCT.HAB .3.SB die 
b .  [u kpaakpaaJA a-nyi doo. 
his mortuary.feast FUT-2SG.SB do 
When someone dies 
you have a mortuary feast for him. 
(244) a. [Dini ghj n:ii �h [dpodoJA [maehede ngeJF 
time piece which Time work finished F 
dpi pyodu, 
PCT.HAB . 3 . SB become 
b .  [tpile]A [u  ntaa nge]F dpi 
thing its size F PCT.HAB .3 .SB 
When the work is  finished 
there are enough things (for the feast). 
pyodu. 
become 
TIME of (b) 
TIME of (b) 
The first two sentences of text (b) in §2.4 provide examples of subordination, of a 
SPECIFIC clause and of a TIME clause respectively. 
An intended future action is expressed with daa kemakema 'soon' ,  as in example (245). 
(245) a. [Daa kemakemah [p:aa y:lJL nf Jepf, 
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TIME of (b) 
not hardly down there CUM.PST. I SG.SB going 
b .  d:e, 
I .said . IM.PST 
c.  [M:aa]A k-a kaa. 
Dad CT -PRES calling 
I was about to go down 
when I heard (lit. said) my father call out. 
The meaning 'before' is expressed with gheJf. 
CONTENT of (b) 
(246) a. [GheJJ]M daa pwene, TIME of (b) 
prematurely not die.REM 
b .  [u kee YOO]A [u ngwoh m:uu too. 
his grandchild PL its time see T.PI.REM.3PL.O.MF 
Before he died (lit. not prematurely having died), 
he saw his grandchildren. 
2 .3 .2.2 LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Each of the logical relationships distinguished in Yele will be discussed in tum, using the 
terminology of Beekman et. al . ( 1 98 1 :  95- 1 07). All relationships can be expressed by the 
juxtaposition of clauses without any marking of the semantic relationship involved. In fact, it 
is rare to have the semantic relationship signalled in the surface structure. 
The texts in §2.4 have been chosen to illustrate as many of these relationships as possible, 
so frequently reference will be made to examples in the texts, rather than including the 
examples in this section. 
( l ) CONTRAST 
"The relation of CONTRAST occurs between two communication units when there are at 
least two points of difference between them and one point of similarity. One of the points of 
difference involves an opposition" (Beekman et. al. :  p . 1 00). A simple example of contrast 
where the clauses are juxtaposed without indicating the semantic relationship is: 
(247) a. [Daa]NEG [a w:aa.JcOM 
not my dog 
b .  [Nkal u w:aa.JcOM 
Nkal his dog 
It' s not my dog. 
It' s  Nkal' s  dog. 
CONTRAST to (a) 
The two points of difference are: (a) not my, and (b) 0 Nkal' s. The point of similarity is 
w:aa 'dog ' .  These two clauses are sentences 3 and 4 of text (d) in §2.4. 
A similar example of CONTRAST is between the two clauses of sentence 5 in text (c) in 
§2.4, where the Topic is  constant in both clauses, and the two differences are in the Time 
and Comment positions. 
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A possible example of the CONTRAST relationship, where the contrast is with an implied 
expectation, is: 
(248) a. [A p:aa peek di Je, 
my village part PLIM.PST. 1 SG.SB go 
b .  [pllA d:oo m6du. 
person PLIM.PST. 1 SG.SB .NEG see.REM 
I went home, 
but I didn't  see anyone. 
This sentence, however, may only illustrate the ADDITION relationship, with the second 
clause simply giving the next event in the narrative. 
The CONTRAST relationship can be made explicit with the conjunction ngmene 'but' as 
in the following examples. 
(249) a. [Kpemi k:ii ntee te-ni,JcOM 
shark appearance like fish-SPEC 
b .  ngmene [daa]NEG [nte.JcOM 
but not food 
It' s a kind of fish that looks like a shark, 
but you can't eat it. 
(250) a. [ Yi danembumhop [aJa-nte,JcOM 
that story this-like 
b .  ngmene [kopu mu ngmidi,JcOM 
but thing only one 
c .  [Chima u chine tpuu u PllA -
Chima his nephew youngest his name 
[a Jarnak ki-da kuwo. 
my knowledge CT-PI.IM.PST.3 .SB .CLS leave 
Well that's  how the story goes, 
but there's  just one thing, 
I 've forgotten Chima's youngest nephew's  name. 
(2) REASON-RESULT 
CONTRAST with (a) 
SPECIFIC of (b) 
The REASON clause usually precedes the RESULT clause, often without being marked 
in the surface structure. For example: 
(25 1 )  a. [DnyintelM a w:ee ngopu, 
badly CLS understand T.PI.REM.3SG.O.PF 
b .  [pyaa YOO]A mbepe WOo 
woman PL run IT.PI.REM.SG.SB 
They didn't  understand, 
so the women ran away. 
RESULT of (a) 
Similar examples are at text (a), sentences 1 -5  and text (d), sentences 1 0- 1 2, where the 
final sentence is the result of the preceding sentences listed in each case. 
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The relationship can be made explicit with u l:ee diy:o 'on account of i n  the REASON 
clause as in text (c), sentence 2, but this seems an unusual construction. 
Where events in the past are the REASON for a current and continuing RESULT, the 
RESULT clause is marked with awede 'today' .  The following example is from text (d), 
sentences 16 and 1 7. 
(252) a .  [Mepe nge]E [ w:aa mbwame]A -
Mepe SG.E dog neck 
me-depe chapwo. 
again-PLREM.3SG.SB .NEG cut 
b .  [AwedelT k-a 
today CT-CLPRES .3 .SB 
Mepe didn' t  cut  its throat, 
so it is still there at Doonge. 
(3) MEANS-RESULT 
kwo, [DoongeJL. 
stands Doonge 
REASON for (b) 
The MEANS-RESULT relationship is similar to the REASON-RESULT relationship, 
but MEANS implies that someone intends the RESULT to take place. Example (253) is from 
text (d), sentences 1 5  and 1 6. 
(253) a. [ W:aa]A mJ mb€pe wo, -
dog PLREM.3 .SB .MOT run IT.PLREM.SG.SB 
[chii mene.JL 
bush in 
b. [Mepe nge]E [ w:aa mbwame]A 
Mepe SG.E dog neck 
me-depe chapwo. 
again-PI.REM.3 .SB .NEG cut 
The dog ran into the bush, 
so Mepe wasn't able to cut its throat. 
MEANS of (b) 
Another example shows the use of awede 'today' to mark a continuing state arising from 
an origin story. 
(254) a .  [Km:i11A [ntemwintemwl1L dy:aa nge, 
coconut everywhere sent T.PLREM.3SG.O.MF 
b .  [awedelT [km:i11TOP [ala dyame mb€me wopewopeJL -
today coconut this island on everywhere 
[daa]NEG [gh€de·lcOM 
not scarce 
He sent coconuts to every place, 
so now there are plenty of coconuts all over the island. 
(4) MEANS-PURPOSE 
MEANS of (b) 
RESULT of (a) 
MEANS-PURPOSE is similar to MEANS-RESULT, but the event with the PURPOSE 
relationship is intended, not necessarily realised. In Yele the PURPOSE clause is  expressed 
as an imperative. 
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(255) a .  [Kemkem]A [mbwa k:oolL a wee 
hen cage inside CI.PRES .3 .SB standing.PL 
te, 
IT .CI .PRX.PL.SB 
b .  mu k6pu diy:o [mbweme nge]E [tP:OO]A 
later word on.account.of pig SG.E child 
daa-paa ma tene. PURPOSE of (a) 
not-deferred.CF.PCT.IMP eat T.PCT.IMP.3PL.O.3 .SB 
Hens are kept in a cage 
so that the pig will not eat the chickens. 
Since a negative habitual carries the force of a negative imperative, PURPOSE can also be 
expressed with a negative habitual, as in (256b) . (This example is taken from text (b) , 
sentences 1 0  c and d.) 
(256) a .  [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M w-a-nyi ye, 
good M D-FUT-2SG.SB put 
b .  [nkuwo]A [u menelL d:uu-dpi kee. 
cold its inside NEG-PCT.HAB .3 .SB gO.In 
You put it well, 
so that moisture will not get inside it. 
(5) CONDITION-CONSEQUENCE 
This relationship is frequently not marked. For example: 
(257) a. [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M a-nyi vyoko, 
good M FUT-2SG.SB dry 
PURPOSE of (a) 
CONDITION of (b) 
b .  [u PYWUU]A [mb:aamb:aa nge]M 
its price good M 
dpi d:ii. CONSEQUENCE 
PCT.HAB .3 .SB throw of (a) 
If you dry it well, 
you'll  get a good price for it. 
Another example is at text (b), sentence 6. 
The CONDITION clause can optionally be marked with <kno-mom€> ' if' , which replaces 
the predicate postnuc!eus. 
(258) a. [KJ nti-mlA w-a-nyi ma kno-mome, CONDITION of (b) 
this food-SPEC D-FUT-2SG.SB eat SG.O-if 
b. w-a-nyi pw:onu. CONSEQUENCE of (a) 
D-FUT-2SG.SB die 
If you eat this food 
you will die. 
<kno-mom€> varies with person and number, as illustrated in Table 2 .3 .2.2. 1 .  
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TABLE 2.3 .2.2. 1 :  SOME FORMS OF <leno-mome> 'IF' 
person and number common form form of <kno-mome> 
third singular Wngme kno-mome 
first plural nmo nmo-mome 
third plural te to-mome 
Contrary-to-fact conditionals use the contrafactual morphemes described in §2. 1 .7.7. See 
example ( 1 27). 
(6) CONCESSION-CONTRAEXPECTATION 
This relationship can be unmarked, the clauses being simply juxtaposed. See Sentence 1 0  
i n  the text (a) i n  §2.4. The relationship can be made explicit by marking the CONCESSION 
clause with k:omo tpile 'no matter' and the CONTRAEXPECT A TION clause with ngmene 
'but' . 
(259) a .  K:omo tpile [mgldllTop [ndll]coM, CONCESSION to (b) 
false thing dark big 
b .  ngmene dl-nl nkfuge. CONTRAEXPECTATION to (a) 
but not-CLPRES . 1 SG.SB be. afraid 
No matter if it is pitch dark, 
I am not afraid. 
(7) GROUNDS-CONCLUSION 
This relationship does not need to be overtly marked. 
(260) a. [TpiI1Top [paa ndi'i'.lcoM 
rain body big 
b .  [ T:aa nge]E w-a t:amo ngi. 
flood SG.E D-FUT steal T.2SG.O 
It' s  been raining heavily. 
You'll  be carried away by the flood. 
GROUNDS of (b) 
CONCLUSION of ( 1 )  
Other examples may be found at text (a), sentence 17 ,  text (b), sentences 1 7  and 1 8, and 
text (c), sentences 5 to 1 0. 
When the GROUNDS follows the conclusion, the GROUNDS clause is marked with mu 
kopu u dlY:O 'because' .  For example: 
(26 1 )  a. [Nkwepl1A ngma kwo, -
sorcerer INDEF.CLPRES.3 .SB standing 
[ala p:aa pee,k 
this village part 
b .  mu kopu .!:! d;Y:o 
that word its account.of 
de gh:eede. 
PI . IM.PST.3 .SB stand 
[ tpyelTI11A 
firefly 
There 's  a sorcerer in this part of the village, 
because the firefly flew upwards. 
CONCLUSION to (b) 
GROUNDS of (a) 
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2.3.2.3 RELATIVE CLAUSES 
When a clause fills the Locative slot of another clause, the relative clause is  marked with 
kweii 'wherever' . 
(262) a. [KweiJ1L dpJ kn:aadi ngme, LOCATION of (b) 
wherever PCT.HAB .3 .SB miss T.IND.PRX.3SG.O.PF 
b. [y:l1L n:aa ngeepJ doo. 
there C.HAB . 1 SG.SB helping T.C.HAB .PRX.3DU.O.MF 
Wherever they make mistakes 
I help them. 
Other examples are in sentences 14 and 16 of text (b) in §2.4. 
When the subject or object of a clause is manifested by a relative clause, the relative clause 
is marked by n:ii 'who/whom/which' . 
(263) a. [ Wuneh [n:iJ]A vya tumo IDENTIFICATION of (b) 
long. ago whom hit.FOL T.PLREM.3PL.O.PF 
b .  [t:a nge]F pyaa dniye. 
parrot F become IT.PLREM.PL.SB 
The people that they killed long ago 
have become parrots. 
(264) a. [SlipwaY]A [pi-ni n:ii nge]E a y:ene IDENTIFICATION of (b) 
slipway man-SPEC who SG.E PRES watching 
b .  [yi pi-ni u PI1TOP [Mr Frost]cOM. 
that man-SPEC his name Mr Frost 
The man who is in charge of the slipway, 
his name is Mr Frost. 
When the time of an event is manifested by an embedded clause, the phrase dini ghi n:ii 
nge 'at the time when' is used in the embedded clause. 
(265) a. [Dini ghi n:ii �h [dpodo]A -
time piece which at work 
[machede nge]F dpJ py6du, 
finished F PCT.HAB .3 .SB become 
b .  [ tpile]A [u ntfifi nge]F dpJ py6du. 
thing its size F PCT.HAB .3 .SB become 
When the work is finished, 
there are enough things (for the feast). 
2.3.2.4 NOMINALISATION 
TIME of (b) 
A further degree of subordination of one predication to another is shown in the 
nominalisation of a verb, in which the continuous root is used as a noun. An object affected 
by the nominalised predication can be expressed, but the Agent of the action cannot be 
expressed. 
(266) lEi pip.i]A [ wunelT kJ ye ng6pu. 
person eating long. ago cr stop T.PLREM.3SG.O.PF 
They stopped eating people a long time ago. 
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Examples ( 1 2) and ( 1 3) in §2. 1 . 1  further illustrate this nominal use of continuous verb 
roots. 
2.3.3 QUOTATIONS 
All quotations are direct. There is no indirect speech. Every utterance by the one person is 
introduced by a quote formula which specifies when the words were spoken, and the person 
and number of the speaker and of the hearer. Typically, each succeeding clause in the 
quotation is introduced by a contracted quote formula that gives the person and number of the 
speaker and of the person spoken to, and the tense. 
(267) a .  [Hughie nge]E ye-pe, 
Hugh SG.E to.them-3.said.REM 
b. N:aa pyaa yiimuyiimu. 
CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB crocodile hunting 
c .  [Pyaa kni Y:OO]E a-pe, 
woman some PL.E INDEF.G-3 .said.REM 
d .  [Hughie]A a pyaa yiimuyamu. 
Hugh PRES woman hunting 
CONTENT of (a) 
ADDITION to (a) 
CONTENT of (c) 
e .  Keie, [dnyitelM a w:ee ng6pu, REASON for (f) 
no not.properly CLS understand T.PI.REM.3SG.O.PF 
f. [pyaa YOO]A mbepe WOo ADDmON to (c) 
woman PL run IT.PI.REM.SG.SB 
g.  [Hughie nge]E ye-pe, 
Hugh SG.E to.them-3.said.REM 
h .  Nuku mbepe. 
PCT.IMP.2SG.SB run 
i .  Ye-pe, 
to.them-3.said.REM 
j .  N:aa t6pukada yiimuyiimu. 
CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB crocodile hunting 
Hugh said to them, 
"I'm hunting crocodiles". 
The women thought, 
"Hughie is looking for women". 
But the women didn't understand properly, 
so they ran away. 
Hugh said to them, 
"Don't  run away. 
ADDITION to (f) 
CONTENT of (g) 
ADDITION to (g) 
CONTENT of (i) 
I 'm after crocodiles." (He used the word for crocodile in the other dialect.) 
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This example also illustrates implied speech in the women' s  restatement of Hughie' s  
purpose in being there. (There i s  another example o f  implied speech i n  sentence 1 2  o f  text (a) 
in §2.4.) 
Example (268) illustrates the quote formula used with third person singular participants. 
(268) a. [John]A [captain ka]G mi pOD wo, 
John captain to MOT ask IT.PLREM.SG.SB 
b .  kwo, 
to.him 
c .  [Gregory hop [angene?]COM 
Gregory where 
d .  Kwo, 
to.him 
e. [Pl1A [al:il1L ngma kwo, -
person here INDEF.CLPRES .3 .SB standing 
ADDITION to (a) 
CONTENT of (b) 
ADDITION to (b) 
[GregorY,]A 
Gregory 
CONTENT of (d) 
and AMPLIFICATION of (c) 
f .  kwo, 
to.him 
g .  [Samarru1L da nde. 
Samarai PI.IM.PST.3 .SB .CLS come. from 
h .  Kwo, 
to.him 
I .  [ U  pyine]A d:a ngmee. 
his presence PI.IM .PST. 1 SG.SB .CLS look.for 
John asked the captain, 
"Where is Gregory?" 
He (John) said, 
"There' s  someone here called Gregory, 
who has come from Samarai. 
I 'm looking for him". 
ADDITION to (d) 
CONTENT of (f) 
and COMMENT 
on Gregory in (e) 
ADDITION to (f) 
CONTENT of (h) 
and 
AMPLIFICATION of (c) 
Another example of dialogue is at text (a), sentences 6 and 7 in §2.4. In sentence 8 of that 
text the two following clauses in the quotation are not preceded by the contracted quote 
formula, a-ka-de 'he said to me' .  It is obvious that the quotation continues, because of the 
second person verb parts. This text was originally written, not spoken, and there is a 
tendency in written material not to use the quote formulae as frequently as in spoken 
discourse. 
Quoted speech is common in narrative, but rare in procedural, hortatory or explanatory 
discourse types. Text (d) in §2.4 is explanatory, and contains quoted speech in an embedded 
narrative episode (sentences 10 to 1 6) .  
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Table 2 .3 .3 . 1  illustrates some of the quote formulae used before each quoted clause in 
speech. 
TABLE 2.3.3 . 1 :  A SAMPLE OF YELE QUOTE FORMULAE 
Hearer Speaker 1MA Formula 
1 SG 3SG PUM.PST a-ka-de 
3SG 1 SG PUM.PST kwo-d:o 
3PL 3SG PUM.PST ze-de 
1 SG 3SG PI. REM a-ka-pe 
3SG l SG PUM.PST kwo-no 
3PL 3SG PUM.PST ye-pe 
1 SG 3SG C.HAB a-k6pu 
3SG l SG C.RAB kwo-nimo 
3PL 3SG C.HAB 1'i�u 
1 SG 3SG IMP a-bpi 
3SG l SG IMP -
3PL 3SG IMP yi-pi 
Where speech about a person is reported to that person, the third person verb forms used 
remain intact, but any non-verbal referent to the person to whom the speech is reported is 
adjusted to match the reporting communication situation. For example, if Mgeedi says to his 
son 
(269) [Kaawa]A a pwiye we 
Kaawa CLS come IT.PCT.IMP.3SG.SB 
Ask Kaawa to come here (lit. Let Kaawa come here) 
his son will go to Kaawa and say to him 
(270) a .  [M:aa nge]E apu, 
Dad SG.E is.saying 
b .  [NYI1A a pwiye we. 
you.SG CLS come IT.PCT.IMP . .3.SG.SB 
Dad is  asking you to come (lit. Dad is saying, "Let you come"). 
Similarly, a command to bring something would be reported as 
(27 1 )  [Nyi nge]E dpo riuw:o �. 
you.SG SG.E deferral.CLS bring T.PCT. IMP.3SG.O . .3.SG.SB 
You are to  bring it. (lit. Let you bring i t  later.) 
This lack of agreement can even extend to the use of a first person subject pronoun with a 
third person verb. 
(272) a. [M:aa nge]E apu, 
Dad SG.E is.saying 
b .  � nge]E dpi dy:aa �. 
I SG.E deferral send T.PCT.IMP.3SG.O . .3.SG.SB 
Dad told me to send him. (lit. Dad i s  saying, "Let I send him (on his way".) 
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2.3.4 MODALITIES 
This section deals with those items traditionally called 'modalities ' ,  such as desire, 
possibility and permission. Yele uses two items here, U yi 'its desire' and u ntaa 'enough/its 
size' . 
(273) a. [ U X!lA [nga]x a kwo 
its desire 2SG.X PRES standing 
b .  [Bishop]A w-a-nyi ngmano, 
bishop D-FUT-PI.FUT.2SG.SB accompany 
c .  [P:UU]L a-nyi-n:aa dpodo? 
for FUT-CI.FUT.2SG.SB-MOT working 
Do you want 
to accompany the bishop 
and work for him there? 
(desire) 
When yi 'desire' is followed by the first person singular experiencer marker a nga, vowel 
harmony forces yi to become ya. 
(274) a .  [ U  E!]A [a nga]x a kwo, 
its desire l SG.X PRES standing 
b .  [RabaulJL n:aa lepJ. 
Rabaul CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB going 
I want to go to Rabaul. 
(desire) 
A request to do something is handled with an appropriate imperative in the second clause. 
(275) a. [ U  yl1A [nye]x a kwo, 
its desire I DU.x PRES standing 
b .  [maah W lili, [MbywooJL ,  
tomorrow deferra1 .2,3 .SB go.away.2SG.IMP Mbywoo 
c .  [Y:l1L dp:umo kee. 
there deferred.PCT.IMP.2SG.SB .MOT.CLS go.up 
We (dual) want you 
to go to Mbywoo tomorrow 
and go up there. 
(desire) 
An invitation with some coercive force uses the normal first person imperative, but 
precedes it with a desiderative clause. 
(276) a. [ U  ya]A [a nga]x a kwo, 
its desire I S  G. X PRES standing 
b .  mJ lee kmele. 
other go.PCT IT.PCT.lMP. l PL.SB 
I want us to go to the other place now. 
Possibility is expressed with U ntaa 'enough/its size ' .  
(277) a .  [Saw nt:u]A [Mr Frost ka]G riuw:e, 
saw body Mr Frost G take.2SG.lMP 
(desire) 
b .  .!:! ntaa w-a nepwi. 
enough D-FUT sharpen 
Take the saw blade to Mr Frost, 
he will be able to sharpen it. 
A request for permission is also expressed with u ntaa. 
(278) a .  U ntaa a-nJ Ie? 
enough FUT-PLFUT. l SG.SB go 
b .  Nyaa, .!:! ntaa. 
yes enough 
May I go? 
Yes, you may. 
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(possibility) 
(permission) 
The only way to express necessity is by saying it is not possible not to do the action. 
(279) a. Chi dpodo. 
C.IMP.2SG.SB working 
b .  Doo u ntaa daa-nyi IJme. 
2.4 TEXTS 
not enough not-CLFUT.2SG.SB resting 
Keep working. 
You mustn't rest. 
The texts have been laid out in clauses. The terms in UPPER CASE are the semantic 
relationships of the clauses to others, and are the same terms as are used by Beekman et. al. 
( 1 98 1 ) .  Each text is preceded by a chart of the Juncture, Cohesive and Prominence features 
of the text, on which the paragraph division is based. In these charts, the word ' sentence' is  
represented by 'S ' .  
(a) A narrative about going fishing 
Unit Juncture Cohesion Prominence 
Discourse a wede sets time in S 1 te in S l ,  S6, S7, S 1 5 ,  
S 1 6  and S 1 7  
kJdJ Ie sets cast in S 1 
A danembum wu u ill. fIrst person throughout 
closure in S I 8 
Episode 1 A wede sets time S 1 
S 1 -5 kJdJ Ie sets cast S 1 Ie going in S 1 -
te yam uyam u 
sets theme S 1 nee tp:oo in S 1 ] 
Daante wow ! S2  
"sandwich" Y6pu ndj  S3  
big wind 
nee tede in S4 
diye returning S5 -
continued . . .  
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continued . . .  
Episode 2 Nkal enter new actor same participants and 
S6-9 new location location throughout 
dialogue throughout 
Episode 3 location moves away from narrative without any 
S 1 0- 1 1  Nkal dialogue 
Episode 4 new time in S 1 2  dialogue throughout 
S 1 2- 1 7  M:aa enter new actor between father and 
author 
Closure A danembum wu u dJ. 
S 1 8  closure S 1 8  
THE TEXT - A narrative about going fishing 
(Episode 1 )  
1 .  [AwedeJT la"-dJ ie, [ te yamuyamu tede]L 
2 .  
3 .  
today CT-PI.IM.PST. l SG.SB 
[a nee tp:oo ngeh. 
my canoe small I 
Daa-nte. 
not-like 
[ Y6puJTop [paa ndil.lcoM 
wind body big 
go fish hunting place 
CIRCUMSTANCE of 1 
CIRCUMSTANCE of 1 
4 a. [NeeJTop [tede,lcOM CIRCUMSTANCE of I 
canoe small 
b .  [daa]N£G [y6pu u ntaa.lcOM CIRCUMSTANCE of 1 
not wind its size 
5 .  Mu-me-d:a diye, [a p:o.lL ADDITION to 1 
other-again-PI. IM.PST. l SG.SB .CLS return my home and RESULT of 1 -4 
(Episode 2) 
6 a .  [Nkal nge]E a-ka-de, ADDITION to 1 
Nkal SG.E me-to-3.said.IM.PST 
b . A!  [ YeJTop [lukwe?JCOM CONTENT of a 
exclamation that (near hearer) what (emotive opening) 
c .  A-de, ADDITION to a 
indef.G-3.said.IM.PST 
d .  [AngenelL [te?JTOP CONTENT of c 
where fish (question arising from l a) 
7 a. Kwo-d:o, 
to. him-I said.IM.PST 
b. Daa t66. 
CI.PRES.3 .SB .NEG sitting 
ADDITIO to 6c 
CONTENT of a 
(answer to 6d) 
8 a .  A-ka-de, 
me-to-3 .said.IM.PST 
b. Up:o. Mwa-de ya. 
okay other.CI.FUT.3 .SB sit 
c .  [ Tpi1JTop [paa ndi'f.koM 
rain body big 
d .  [ T:aa nge]E w-a t:amo ngi. 
flood SG.E D-FUT steal T.PI.FUT.2SG.O 
9 a .  Kwo-d:o, 
to.him-I said.IM.PST 
b .  Ii! N:aa Jepl, [a p:aa peek. 
okay CI. IM.FUT. l S G.SB going my village part 
(Episode 3) 
10 a. [A p:aa peek dJ Je, 
my village part PI .IM.PST. l SG.SB go 
b .  [P11A d:oo m6du. 
person PI.IM.PST. l SG.SB .NEG see.REM 
1 1  a. [Ngomo k:ook dJ kee, 
house inside PI.IM.PST. l SG.SB go.in 
b. [mbwo]A dl kpo. 
betel. nut PI .IM.PST. l SG.SB chew 
(Episode 4) 
9 1  
ADDmON to 7 
CONTENT of a 
(response to 7b) 
CONTENT of a 
(remark, GROUNDS of d) 
CONTENT of a 
(CONCLUSION to c) 
ADDITION to 8a 
CONTENT of a 
and CONCLUSION to 8d 
ADDmON to 9 
ADDmON to a 
(possibly CONTRA to a) 
ADDmON to l Ob 
ADDITION to a 
1 2  a .  [Daa kemakemah [p:aa yak nl Jepl, TIME of b 
not hardly down there CLIM.PST. l SG.SB going 
b. d:e, 
I said.IM.PST 
c. [M:aa]A k-a Ha. 
Dad CT -PRES calling 
1 3  a .  A-ka-de, 
me-to-3.said.IM.PST 
b .  Mw:aamywey! 
Mw:aamywu.VOC 
1 4  a. Kwo-d:o, 
to. him-I said.IM.PST 
b . 6! 
exclamation 
1 5  a .  A-ka-de, 
me-to-3.said.IM.PST 
b .  [Angenek [ te ?]TOP 
where fish 
ADDITION to l Ib 
CONTENT of b 
ADDITION to 1 2  
CONTENT of a 
(address) 
ADDmON to 1 3  
CONTENT of a 
(response to call) 
ADDmON to 14  
CONTENT of a 
(question arising from l a) 
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1 6  a .  Kwo-d:o, 
to. him-I said.lM.PST 
b .  Daa t66. 
CLPRES .3 .SB .NEG sitting 
1 7  a. [Ndoo ape]M [d:aahoP-NEG [k:amo.]cOM 
maybe maybe I' m.not good. fisherman 
(Closure) 
1 8  [ A  danembumhop [ wuk [ u  df.]cOM 
my story this its end 
FREE TRANSLATION - A narrative about going fishing 
(The numbers match the vernacular sentences.) 
ADDITION to 1 5  
CONTENT of a 
(answer to 1 5) 
CONTENT of 1 6a 
and CONCLUSION to 1 6b 
ADDITION to 17  
(conclusion of  whole discourse) 
1 .  I went fishing today, in my small canoe. 2. Wow!  3. The wind was very strong, 4. and 
my canoe is only small, not big enough for a wind like that! 5. So I headed back home. 
6. Nkal said to me, "Hey, what's  with you? Where are all the fish?" 7. I said, "I didn' t  catch 
any". 8. He said, "Never mind. It' s  been raining heavily. You ' ll get carried away by the 
flood". 9. I said, "Okay. I ' ll go straight home now". 
1 0. I went home, to my part of the village, but I didn't see anyone. 1 1 . I went up inside my 
house and chewed some betel nut. 
1 2. I was about to go down (the hill again) when I heard my father calling. 1 3 .  
"Mw:aamywu !"  he called. 14 .  I answered, "Oh !" 1 5 .  He said, "Where are all the fish?" 1 6. I 
answered, "I didn't  catch any. 17 .  Maybe I 'm not much of a fisherman." 
1 8 .  That' s the end of my story. 
(b) A procedural discourse - how to make copra 
Unit Juncture Cohesion Prominence 
Discourse topic sentence: Km:ii km:ii referred to 
u danembum nIne nj:ij- throughout 
ngmanyi km:ji chap 2nd or 3rd person 
habituals throughout 
closure: 
Wu u dI, awede. S 1 9  
Introduction topic sentence S 1 
Step 1 time setting time-linked events: 
S2- 1 3  S2-5, 1 0- 1 3  
embedded break from time sequence 
descriptive/ to description of good 
explanatory drying 
paragraph 
S6-8 
contmued . . .  
continued . . .  
Explanatory slightly higher pitch to start consequences of drying 
paragraph copra well or badly 
S 14- 1 8  2nd person throughout 
Conclusion Wu u di That 's  the end. 
S 1 9 
THE TEXT - A procedural discourse - how to make copra 
(Introduction - topic sentence) 
contrast and 
repetition 
Nyi kn:iiii is 
emotive (S 1 7) .  
a .  [Ala ngwo]T [km:ii u danembum]A ni-ne npl, 
this time copra its story CI.basic . 1 SG.SB-CLS telling 
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b .  [dini ghi ngeh ngma-nyi km:ii chap. SPECIFIC of a 
time piece at INDEF.FUT-FUT.2SG.SB coconut split 
(Step 1 )  
2 a .  [Km:ii chap kn:iiii]A [dini ghi ngeh a-nyi chaa, 
coconut splitting base time piece at FUT -2SG.SB split 
b .  [km:i11A a-nyi-ne wuw6, 
coconuts FUT-2SG.SB-CLS gather 
c .  [dYUU]A a-nyi-ne pyidu teo 
heap FUT-2SG.SB-CLS raise T.PI.PRX.3PL.O.MF 
3 a. [ U  kuw6 dini ghi ngeh w-a-nyi nmi, 
its after time piece at D-FUT-2SG.SB husk 
b .  w-a-nyi ngiilii, 
D-FUT-2SG.SB weed 
TIME of b 
ADDmON to b 
ADDITION to 2 
ADDITION to a 
C .  w-a-nyi pwiiii, ADDITION to b 
D-FUT-2SG.SB break 
d .  w-a-nyi ghodo, [km:ii ngomo k:ooJL. ADDmON to c 
D-FUT-2SG.SB gather copra house inside 
4 a. [Km:i11A w-a-nyi dono, ADDITION to 3 
coconuts D-FUT-2SG.SB put.face.down 
b .  [ndyuw:e]A [u makn0pwo]L w-a-nyi kpe, ADDITION to a 
fIre its under D-FUT-2SG.SB light 
C .  [nde]A [mwiyelT a-nyi ghodo. ADDITION (flashback) to b 
fIrewood fIrst FUT -2SG.SB gather 
5 a .  A vyokovyoko yedi, 
C . HAB .PRX.3 .SB drying IT.C.HAB .PRX. SG.SB 
ADDITION to 4 
b .  [ wo liml1T [ngomo k:ooJL a ya yedi, ADDmON to b 
day fIve house inside C.HAB.PRX.3 .SB sit IT .C.HAB . PRX.SG.SB 
C .  [ndyuw:e]A [u  maknopwoJL a kwo yedi. ADDITION to b 
fIre its under C.HAB .PRX.3 .SB standing IT.C. HAB . PRX.3 .SB 
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(Embedded explanatory or descriptive paragraph) 
6 a. [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M dpi vyoko, CONDITION of b 
good M PCT.HAB .3 .SB dry 
b .  [riil1A [yi menelL daa ya yedi. CONSEQUENCE of a 
juice their inside C.HAB . 3 SG.SB .NEG stay IT.C.HAB .PRX.SG.SB 
7 a .  [Nj:ee]A [u menelL dpi pwii, AMPLIFICATION of 6b 
moisture its inside PCT.HAB .3 .SB come.out 
b .  [mb:aamb:aa nge]M [kimlA 
good M oil 
ye-de-n:aa kuwo. 
mentioned-PCT.HAB .3.SB-MOT leave 
CONSEQUENCE of 6a 
8 Ka, [yi km:ii-ni u vyokovyokolTop [mb:aamb:aa. lcoM SUMMARY of 
9 
okay that copra-SPEC its drying good 6 and 7 
[ U  kuwo dini ghi ngelT w-a-nyi vy:a. 
its after time piece at D-FUT-2SG.SB hit 
ADDITION to 5c 
10 a. [ U  vyee tedelL [km:iJ1A w-a-nyi ghodo. 
gather 
ADDITION (flashback) 
to 9 its hitting place copra D-FUT-2SG.SB 
b. [bag komo]A w-a-nyi dmya te, ADDITION (sequence) 
bag mouth D-FUT-2SG.SB sew T.PLPRX.3PL.O.MF to 9 
e .  [mb:aamb:aa nge]M w-a-nyi ye, 
good M D-FUT-2SG.SB put 
d .  [nkuwo]A [u menelL d:uu-dpi kee. 
cold its inside NEG-PCT.HAB.3 .SB go.in 
1 1  a .  W-a-ny:uu 
D-FUT -2SG.SB.MOT 
[ngomo tp:oo k:OO,]L 
house small inside 
teedi, [wop mbeme,lL ­
take wharf on 
b .  [y:l1L wumi ya yedi, 
there C.HAB .PRX.3 .SB .MOT sit IT.C.HAB .SG.SB 
ADDITION to b 
PURPOSE of e 
ADDmON to 10c 
ADDITION to a 
c .  [nkeiJ1A [y:l1L wumi t:aat:aa nge. ADDITION to b 
boat there C.HAB .PRX.3 .SB.MOT waiting T.C.HAB. 3SG.O.MF 
1 2  a .  [Nk6iJ1A dpi kee, 
boat PCT.HAB .3 .SB come.up 
b. [nkeli k:oo dpodo pyu kni 
boat in work -performer some 
Y:OO]E 
PL.E 
[nkeli k:oolL  dpi eM ngme. 
boat in PCT.HAB .3 .SB put PCT.HAB.3SG.O.PF 
13 a .  Dpi Ie, [Samarai,lL 
PCT.HAB .3SG.SB go, Samarai 
ADDITION to 10 
ADDITION to a 
ADDITION to 1 2  
b .  yed:oo [Copra Marketing Board.]L 
thence C . M . B .  
(Evaluative paragraph) 
14  a .  [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M a-nyi vyoko, 
good M FUT-2SG.SB dry 
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ADDITION to a 
CONDITION of b 
b .  [u  PYWUU]A [mb:aamb:aa nge]M dpo d:ii, CONSEQUENCE 
its price good M PCT.HAB.3 .SB .CLS throw of a 
1 5  
c .  [kwei11L a-nyi dpodo, 
wherever FUT-2SG.SB work 
[B.P. 6 Steamships.lL 
Burns Philp or Steamships Trading Company 
a. [DnyirielM a-nyi vyoko, 
badly FUT-2SG.SB dry 
b .  [pweepwee pee]A [nga]G modo 
paper piece to.you again.CLS 
c .  ngodo, 
3 .HAB .say .to.you.SG 
d .  [Km:ii baghOp [dono de,]cOM 
copra bag bad PL 
e .  [u pywuu tede]A [nga]G -
its price small to.you 
ye-de ke ngme. 
kee, 
come.up 
LOCATION of b 
CONDITION of b 
CONSEQUENCE of a and 
CONTRAST with 14  
COMMENT on p weep wee pee 
CONTENT of c 
ADDITION to b 
mentioned-PCT.HAB .3.SB give T.PCT.HAB .3SG.O.PF 
16 a.  [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M a-nyi vyoko, 
good M FUT-2SG.SB dry 
b .  [u  PYWUU]A [mb:aamb:aa nge]M 
its price good M 
dpi d:ii, 
PCT.HAB .3 .SB throw 
c .  [kweiJ1L a-nyi dpodo. 
wherever FUT-2SG.SB work 
1 7  a .  [DnyirielM w-a-nyi vyoko, 
badly D-FUT-2SG.SB dry 
b .  [nYl1TOP [kn:aa·lcOM 
you.SG to.blame 
CONDITION of b 
CONSEQUENCE of a and 
EQUIVALENT of 14  
LOCATION of  b 
GROUNDS of b 
CONCLUSION to a and 
SUMMARY of 14- 1 6  
1 8  [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M [ u  kwo]G w-a-nyi vyuwo. CONCLUSION to 1 7  
good M its for.it D-FUT-2SG.SB care. for 
(Conclusion) 
1 9  Nyaa, [ wulL [u  di',lcoM [awede·h 
yes this its end today 
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FREE TRANSLATION - A procedural discourse - how to make copra 
1 .  Now I'm going to talk about making copra. 
2. To begin with, you gather the coconuts and put them in heaps. 3 .  After that you husk 
them, you pluck the fibres off them, you break them open and take them to the copra house. 
4. You put them face down and light the fire underneath, after first gathering the firewood. 
5 .  It dries for five days in the copra house, with the fire going underneath all the time. 6. If it 
dries well, the water won't  stay in it, 7. the moisture comes out, leaving the oil inside 
properly .  8. So that copra is dried properly .  9. After that you ram it. 10 .  You gather the 
copra to the ramming place. You sew up the bags and put the copra well ,  so that it doesn' t  
get moist again. 1 l .  You take i t  to  the wharf and leave i t  in  the shed there, waiting for the 
boat. 1 2 .  When the boat comes the crew load it aboard. 1 3 .  It goes to Samarai, and from 
there to the Copra Marketing Board. 
14. If you dry it well, you' ll get a good price for it, wherever you have your account, Burns 
Philp or Steamships Trading Company. 1 5 .  If you don't dry it properly, you' ll get a note to 
say the bags of copra were bad, and you' ll get a small price for it, wherever you have your 
account. 1 6. If you dry it well, it will fetch a good price, wherever you work. 1 7. If you 
don't dry it properly, you've only got yourself to blame, 1 8. so you should look after it well. 
19. Well, that's  all for today. 
(c) A speech at a wedding 
Unit Juncture 
Discourse pre-amble -
n:aa danembum S l  
sets topic - Mboo awede 
kedeyee S2 
introduces Mboo, 
the person addressed, S2 
closure: 
a danembum wu u di S 1 2  
Introduction sets the scene - address 
S I -4 to the groom at a wedding 
names the groom - Mboo, 
and refers to him in the 
3rd person 
Body change to 2nd person 
S 5 - 1 1 address to groom 
Conclusion conclusion formula 
S 1 2  
THE TEXT - A speech at a wedding 
(Introduction) 
Cohesion 
advice to Mboo S5- 1 1 
individual points of 
advice in imperatives 
a. [Mboo ka]G [u nkwoh n:aa danembum, 
Mboo to its tum CI.IM.FUT. l SG.SB talking 
Prominence 
daa lukwe diy:o 
b .  [danembum pee lp:OO]A n:aa y:emi. 
speech piece small CLIM.FUT. l SG.SB giving 
2 a. Daa 1ukwe dJy:o, 
not what purpose 
b. [Mboo]A [awedeh ke-de yee, 
Mboo today CT-PLIM.PST.3 .SB marry 
[yeeyee u l:ee dJY:O.]Reason 
marriage its reason account.of 
3 a. [Ala dyame mbemelL [lemi ch:am]A 
this island on big. man big.woman 
a t66 mo, 
CLPRES .3 .SB sit IT.CI.PRX.DU.SB 
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EQUIVALENT of a 
CONTRAST to b 
REASON for 1 
b .  [ke.ndap]A a dpodo mo. EQUIVALENT of a 
two.kinds.of.money CLPRES .3 .SB work IT.CL PRX.DU.SB (metaphor) 
4 a. [ Yi danembum]A [u  kwo]G yi-nJ y:emi. AMPLIFICATION 
their story his to mentioned- l SG.SB give of 1 
(Exhortation) 
5 a .  [Ma, m:ii.tuwo,h [nyl1Top [Pi mgem,lcOM 
yesterday day. before you person single 
b .  [awedeh [nYl1Top [yee.lcOM 
today you married.man 
6 a .  [Mgeedi ka]G kidi-nge pwepe, 
Mgeedi to IMP.NEG.2SG.SB-PCT answer.back 
b. [nt:eemwe]A [nga]G choo tpape, 
whatever to.you C.lMP.3SG.SB saying 
c .  [nt:eemwehop [nde p:ee.k6pu,lcoM 
everything true talkIword 
d .  [ke.ndap]A yine de d66.ghJdJ kwo10, 
money he.it .is PLIM.PST.3 .SB call cause 
CONTRAST to b 
GROUNDS of 6 
CONCLUSION to 5 
IDENTIFICATION 
of nt:eemwe in c 
GROUNDS of a 
GROUNDS of a 
e .  [ngmam]A [u ngwoh a-nyi pwi1a. COMMENT on ke.ndap in d 
your.wife its with FUT-2SG.SB pay.for 
7 a .  [Mb:aamb:aa nge]M ehi vyuwo, MgamJwe eha, -
good M C .lMP.2SG.SB look. after Mgarmwe ASS.wife 
Mgeedi, Waam eha, Mw:aamywu eha, ADDITION to 6a 
Mgeedi Waacti ASS.wife Mw:aamywu ASS.wife 
b .  [mb:aamb:aa nge]M [ye]s chi ng:aa, ADDITION to a 
good M to.them C.lMP.2SG.SB listen 
c .  [ngmam u PYWUU]A [yi piy:alL a t66. GROUNDS of b 
your.wife her price their basket.in CLPRES .3 .SB sits 
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8 a. [ Y:OO]E [nga]x a pywupwi ngme, GROUNDS of b 
PL.E on.you CI.PRES .3 .SB paying.for T.CI .PRX.3SG.O.PF 
b .  [dono]A kidi-ngme d:uu, ADDITION to 7b 
bad PCT.lMP.2SG.SB.NEG-INDEF do/try 
c .  [yi nene vyi kamJ yili]A a kwo, 
tree flower bunch new many CI.PRES .3 .SB stand 
[dyame mbeme]L 
island on 
d .  kidi-ngme vy:oo. 
PCT .IMP .2SG .SB .NEG-INDEF bring.down 
9 a. [AwedelT chi yee, 
today PI . IM.PST.2SG.SB marry 
CIRCUMST ANCE of d 
(metaphor about pretty girls) 
SPECIFIC of b 
GROUNDS of 1 0  
b .  [NtuwolA [nga]o dp:o ke, ngmam. AMPLIFICATION 
Ntuwo to.you PI.IM.PST. I PL.SB.CLS give your. wife of a 
1 0  a .  [Kwodo mb:aa me yili]A a m:ii, CIRCUMSTANCE of b 
girl good again many CI.PRES .3 .SB go. about 
b .  [kee]A [yi p:uulL kidi-nge yeo CONCLUSION to 9 
hand their on PCT.lMP.2SG.SB.NEG-PCT put 
1 1  a .  [Myipe kni yi vy:olL [awedelT -
your.friend some their amongst today 
cha a yem. 
C.lMP.2SG.SB CLS setting.off 
b .  [awMelT [yee vy:olL -
today married.man amongst 
chi ghe. 
PI.IM.PST.2SG.SB stand 
(Conclusion) 
AMPLIFICATION of 9a 
AMPLIFICATION of 9a 
1 2  [ Wu kopu dyuu, a danembumlTop [wulL [ u  di.JcOM 
that word heap my speech there its end 
FREE TRANSLATION - A speech at a wedding 
1 .  I ' m  going to address Mboo, and make just a short speech, 2. and this is why, because 
Mboo has married today. 3. The important couple (metaphor for both kinds of shell money) 
are on this island, both kinds of shell money are at work. 4. It' s  about them that I 'm going to 
talk to him. 
5. Up until now you've been single, but now you're a married man. 6. Don't answer back to 
(your father) Mgeecti, because whatever he says to you is true talk. He it was who brought 
all this money together that you are paying for your bride with. 7. Look after your relatives 
well, Mgamlwe and his wife, (your father) Mgeedi, Waadl and his wife and Myw:aamywu 
and his wife, and do what they say, because they're paying the price for your bride. 8. Yes, 
they ' ll buy her for you, so don't do anything bad, such as bringing down any of the girls 
(referred to as bunches of flowers).  9. Well, you've married today, and we've given Ntuwo 
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to you as your wife, 1 0. so don' t  touch the girls - there are plenty of them around. 1 1 . 
You've left your friends today and joined the married men. 
12 .  Well, that 's  the end of my speech. 
(d) An expository discourse about a savage dog 
Unit Juncture Cohesion 
Discourse topic introduced ka kwo Doonge S 1 
location setting, Doonge S 1 
Author and Nkal 
introduced, S2 and 4 
closure ka kwo Doonge S 1 7  
Expository topic introduced same topic (dog) 
paragraph and named in S 1 throughout 
S I -9 location setting S 1 mostly statives 
Author and Nkal 
introduced S2 and 4 
Narrative change to past tense mostly indicatives 
episode time setting S 1 0  
S l O- 1 6  enter Yidika and Mepe 
Expository time setting statives 
paragraph change to statives 
S 1 7- 1 8  
Conclusion closure formula 
S 1 9 
THE TEXT - An expository discourse about a savage dog 
(Expository paragraph 1 )  
1 a .  [Kiye w:aa u pl1Top 
biting dog its name 
[Peetuuki,JcOM 
Peetuuki 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
b .  k-a kwo, [DoongelL 
CT-CI .PRES.3 .SB standing Doonge] 
[Ne]TOP [kuu·JcOM 
I not.responsible 
[Daa]NEG [a w:aa.JcOM 
not my dog 
[NkaJ u w:aa.JcOM 
Nkal his dog 
[NkaJ nge]E yine kaa nge. 
Nkal E he.it.is PI.REM.3 .SB raise 
[ W:aahop [dono·JcOM 
dog bad 
Prominence 
emotive 
description 
of the dog 
emphatic about 
the bite 
LOCATION of a 
ADDmON to l a  
AMPLIFICATION of 2 
CONTRAST to 3 
AMPLIFICATION of 4 
ADDmON t0 2 
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7 .  [Pi yiJi]TOP [ u  te·lcOM 
person many its fish 
8 .  [ U  nuu u p11A daa t66. 
its throat its person CI.PRES .3 .SB .NEG sits 
9 .  [P11A [u JamalL daa t66. 
person its knowledge CI.PRES .3 .SB .NEG sits 
(Narrative episode) 
1 0 . [M:ii. tuwoh [ Yidika, Mepe tP:OO]A 
day.before.yesterday Yidika, Mepe his. son 
mJ kiye nge. 
PI.REM.3 .SB .MOT bite T.PI .REM.3SG.O.MF 
1 1 . [Daa-nte.lcoM 
not-like 
1 2 . [MepelA [dono nge]F pyodo. 
Mepe bad F became 
1 3  a .  Ape, 
he.said 
b. [ W:aa mbwame]A nJ-ne chapwo. 
dog neck C LIM.FUT. 1 SG.SB-CLS cut 
14 a .  [NkaJ nge]E kwo, 
Nkal SG.E said.to.him 
b. Up:o 
okay 
ADDmON to 6 
ADDmON to 7 
ADDITION to 8 
COMMENT on kiye in 1 0  
RESULT o f  10 and 1 1  
ADDITION to 1 2  
CONTENT of a 
(retaliation threat) 
ADDITION to 13  
CONTENT of a 
(acquiescence) 
1 5 . [ W:aa]A mJ mbepe wo, [chii mene.lL 
dog PI.REM.3.SB .MOT run IT.PI .REM.SG.SB bush in ADD to 14  
1 6 .  [Mepe nge]E [ w:aa mbwame]A -
Mepe E dog neck 
me-depe cMpwo. 
again-PI.REM.3.SB .NEG cut 
(Expository paragraph) 
1 7 .  [Awedeh k-a 
today CT-CI.PRES.3 .SB 
1 8 .  [Pi maa]A daa t:a. 
person road NEG hanging 
(Conclusion) 
1 9 . [A danembum u dJ.lcoM 
my story its end 
kwo, [Doonge.lL 
stands Doonge 
RESULT of 1 5  
RESULT of 
1 5  and 1 6  
RESULT o f  1 7  
1 0 1  
FREE TRANSLATION - A n  expository discourse about a savage dog 
1 .  The savage dog is called 'Peetuuki ' ,  and he lives at Doonge. 2. It' s  nothing to do with 
me. 3. It' s not my dog. 4. It' s  Nkal' s  dog. 5 .  He raised it. 6. It' s a bad dog. 7. It bites 
everyone. 8-9. It doesn' t  like anyone. 
1 0. Recently it bit Mepe's son, Yidika. 1 1 . It really bit him hard. 1 2. Mepe became very 
angry, 1 3 . and said, "I'm going to kill that dog". 1 4. Nkal said, "Okay". 1 5 .  The dog ran 
away into the bush, 1 6. so Mepe couldn't kill it. 
17. So now it' s still there at Doonge, 1 8 . so there 's  not a safe road through there. 
1 9. That's  the end of my story. 
2.5 APPENDIX 
TABLE A- I :  FREE PRONOUNS 
Number 
Person sin..[ular dual plural 
1 ne nyo nmo 
2 nyl dp:u nmyo 
3 < -------- 0 ---------> 
TABLE A-2: DEPENDENT PRONOUNS 
Number 
Person siI!.8.ular dual plural 
1 a nyi nmi 
2 N- dp:u nmyi 
3 u <------- yi -------> 
1 02 
TABLE A-3 : PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH PUNCTILIAR EVENTS 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-nJ a-nyi a-mill 
(proximal) 2 a-nyi a-dpJ a-nmyi 
3 < ---------- a-0 ---- - ------> 
immediate future 
and all non-existent 
present 
immediate past 1 dJ dnye dpJ 
(proximal) 2 chi dpJ dmye 
3 <----------- de ----------> 
B near past 1 nJ nyi nmJ 
A (proximal) 2 nyi dpJ nmyi 
S 3 < ----------- 0 -----------> 
I remote 1 nJ nyi nmJ 
C past 2 nyi dpJ nmyi 
3 < ----------- 0 -----------> 
Habitual 1 dpJ dmye dpJ 
no distinctions 2 dpyi dpJ dmye 
3 < --------- dpJ -- ---- - - -> 
Imperative immediate all o throughout 
deferred 1 - < - ------ paa -------> 
2, 3 <--------- dp'i ---------> 
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TABLE A-4: PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH CONTINUOUS EVENTS 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-ni a-ny:oo a-nmi 
(distal) 2 a-nyi a-dpi a-nmyi 
3 a-di a-dpi a-dnyi 
immediate future 1 n:aa nye nmo 
(proximal) 2 nye dpo nmye 
3 <-------- a -----------> 
present 1 a-ni a-nye a-nmi 
(proximal) 2 a-nyi a-dpi a-nmye 
3 < -------- a-@ - - ---------> 
immediate past 1 ni nyl nmi 
BASIC (proximal) 2 nyi dpi nmyi 
3 < - ------ - @ -----------> 
near past 1 ni ny:oo nmi 
(distal) 2 nyi dpi nmyi 
3 di dpi dnyi 
remote 1 noD nyipu nmee 
past 2 nyoo dpimo nmyee 
3 dO� dpimo dnye 
Habitual proximal 1 n:aa nye nmo 
2 nye dpo nmye 
3 < -------- a -----------> 
distal 1 ni-rno nyi-mo nmi-mo 
(discontinued) 2 nyi-mo dpi-mo nmyi-mo 
3 <--------dpi-mo dnyi-mo 
Imperative 1 - < -- - --- @ -------> 
2 chi choo dmyine 
3 choo <--- dny:oo -----> 
1 04 
TABLE A-5 : PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH PUNCTILIAR EVENTS WHEN 
MARKED WITH <n:aa> 'MOTION' 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-n:uu a-ny:uu a-nm:uu 
(proximal) 2 a-ny:uu a-dp:uu a-nmy:uu 
3 <--------- a-mi ------------> 
immediate future 
and all non-existent 
present 
immediate past 1 di-n:aa dnye-n:aa dpi-n:aa 
(proximal) 2 chi-n:aa dpi-n:aa dmye-n:aa 
3 <---------- d:uu ----------> 
B near past 1 n:uu ny:uu nm:uu 
A (proximal) 2 ny:uu dp:uu nmy:llU 
S 3 <---------- mi ------------> 
I remote 1 n:Ull ny:uu nm:uu 
C past 2 ny:uu dp:uu nmy:uu 
3 < ---------- mi - - - - - - - - - - - -> 
Habitual 1 dpi-n:aa dmye-n:aa dpi-n:aa 
no distinctions 2 dpyi-n:aa dpi-n:aa dmye-n:aa 
3 <-------- dp:uu -----------> 
Imperative immediate all nyi throughout 
deferred 1 - <--- paa-n:aa --> 
2, 3 <----------- dp:uu ---------> 
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TABLE A-6: PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH CONTINUOUS EVENTS WHEN 
MARKED WITH <n:aa> 'MOTION' 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense j)erson singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-ni-n:aa a-ny:oo-n:aa a-nmJ-n:aa 
(distal) 2 a-nyi-n:aa a-dpi-n:aa a-nmyi-n:aa 
3 a-df-n:aa a-c!£!-n:aa a-dnl'!-n:aa 
immediate future 1 nf-mo nyi-mo nmf-mo 
(proximal) 2 nyi-mo dpf-mo nmyl-mo 
3 <---------- wume -------------> 
present 1 & 2 not used 
(proximal) 3 < ---------- mfne --------------> 
immediate past 1 n:uu ny:uu nm:uu 
BASIC (proximal) 2 ny:uu dp:uu nmy:uu 
3 < ---------- mf --------------> 
near past 1 nf-n:aa ny:oo-n:aa nmJ-n:aa 
(distal) 2 nyi-n:aa dpf-n:aa nmyi-n:aa 
3 df-n:aa c!£!-n:aa dnl'!-n:aa 
remote 1 noo-n:aa nyipu-n:aa nmee-n:aa 
past 2 nyoo-n:aa dpfmo-n:aa nmyee-n:aa 
3 doo-n:aa dpfmo-n:aa dnye-n:aa 
Habitual proximal 1 ni-mo nyi-mo nmJ-mo 
2 nyi-mo dpf-mo nmyi-mo 
3 <--------- wume --------------> 
distal 1 nf-mo-n:aa nyi-mo-n:aa nmf-mo-n:aa 
(discontinued) 2 nyi-mo-n:aa dpf-mo-n:aa nmyi-mo-n:aa 
3 <-----------dpf-mo-n:aa dnyi-mo-n:aa 
Imperative 1 - < -------- n yi -- -------> 
2 chi-n:aa choo-n:aa dmyine-n:aa 
3 choo-n:aa <--- dny:oo-n:aa ----> 
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TABLE A-7:  PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH PUNCTILIAR EVENTS WHEN 
MARKED WITH <8> 'CLOSE' 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual plural 
Indicative future 1 a-ne a-nyi-ne a-nmo 
(proximal) 2 
A a-dpo a-nmyi-ne a-nyl-ne 
3 < - --- - ---- a-0 a -----------> 
immediate future 
and all non-existent 
present 
immediate past 1 d:a dnyi-ne dp:o 
(proximal) 2 cha dpo dmyi-ne 
3 < ---------- da ------------> 
B near past 1 ne nyi-ne nmo 
A (proximal) 2 nyi-ne dpo A nmyl-ne 
S 3 <---------- 0 a -----------> 
I remote 1 ne nyi-ne nmo 
C past 2 nyi-ne dpo A nmyl-ne 
3 < ---------- 0 a -----------> 
Habitual 1 dp:o dmyino dpJno 
no distinctions 2 dpye dpyo dmyino 
3 < --------- dpo --------- - - -> 
Imperative immediate all a throughout 
deferred 1 - <------ pJde -----> 
2, 3 < ----------- dpo - - - --------> 
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TABLE A-8:  PRENUCLEAR COMPONENTS USED WITH CONTINUOUS EVENTS WHEN 
MARKED WITH <8> 'CLOSE' 
Subject Number of subject 
Mood Tense person singular dual �ural 
Indicative future 1 a-na a a-ny:oo a a-nmo a 
(distal) 2 a-nya a a-dp:o a a-nmya a 
3 a-da a a-dJ!:"o a a-dnl'a a  
immediate future 1 ni-ne nyi-ne nmi-ne 
(proximal) 2 A dpi-de nmyi-ne nyl-ne 
3 < ---------- wune ------------> 
present all not distinguished from immediate future 
immediate past 1 ne nyi-ne nmo 
BASIC (proximal) 2 nyi-ne dpo A nmyl-ne 
3 < ---------- @ a -------------> 
near past 1 na a ny:oo a nmo 
(distal) 2 nya a dpo a nmya a 
3 da a dpo a  dnx..a a 
remote 1 noo a nyipu a nmee a 
past 2 nyoo a dpimo a nmyee a 
3 doo a c!P!mo a  dnx..a a  
Habitual proximal 1 ni-ne nyi-ne nmi-ne 
2 A dpi-de nmyi-ne nyl-ne 
3 < --------- wune --------------> 
distal 1 ni-mo a nyi-mo a nmi-mo a 
(discontinued) 2 nyi-mo a dpi-mo a nmyi-mo a 
3 <----------dpi-mo a dnjj-mo a 
Imperative 1 - <-------- pide --------> 
2 cha a choo a dmyina a  
3 choo a <----- dny:oo a -------> 
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